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ABSTRACT
Until now, research in Spanish folk dance has taken a positivist-historical 
approach, which addresses historical facts, dates, steps, descriptions of costumes, 
and in some cases, descriptions of dances. However, in no previous case has the 
profound influence of the Franco Regime and its ideological impact on the 
folkloric dances been studied. This research wül explain some of the basic points 
of the ideology of the Franco movement in order to trace this influence. It wiU also 
analyse the ideology as well as the objectives of the political leaders of the Franco 
regime, its structure, and their inter-relationship with folkloric dance.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of this research is the relationship between women, fascism and dance in 
the Coros y Danzas (Choral and Dance group organisation) of the Seccion Femenina 
(Feminine Division) in Spain during the period 1937-1977. Study of the Choral and 
Dance groups is necessary to understand fuUy the Franco regime, the status of 
Spanish folklore and the current dance situation in Spain. Education of women at the 
time, censorship of their education and the effect of these two factors on folklore will 
be used as the basis of this thesis.
First, a brief context for the Choral and Dance group organisation should be 
provided in this introduction. Under the Franco regime there was legally only one 
party, the Falange Espahola TradicionaHsta y de las J.O.N.S.^ This party, normally 
referred to as the Falange, had a branch devoted exclusively to women called the 
Feminine Division, which was itself divided into councils. One of these was the 
Regiduna de Cultura (Culture Council), and the Departamento de Musica (Music 
Department), to which the Choral and Dance groups belonged, was part of this 
Council. José Antonio Primo de Rivera founded the Falange at 1933, while Pilar 
Primo de Rivera, his sister and a loyal supporter of his doctrine, was the National 
Delegate for the Feminine Division until it was abolished on 1 April 1977.
Research into the history of the Choral and Dance groups with regard to women 
does not entail merely bringing to light the work of a forgotten historical group. The 
idea is to contribute to the history of women in Spain by analysing the roles they 
played as compilers, conveyors, and above all, preservers of tradition and folklore. 
The purpose is also to consider and analyse the relationship between gender, politics 
and dance as one element in the history of this period in Spain.
RESEARCH AIMS
This thesis will attempt to answer the following questions:
- Did the Franco regime manipulate the image of women and dance to serve the ends 
of propaganda? If this was the case, how did it do so?
- How did the Organisation compile information on traditional dances? How was 
this information taught afterwards? And why?
- Was there a significant conjunction of the categories of woman, folklore and dance? 
If so, what did it entail? What was the status of women? What consequent 
possibilities were there for political manipulation?
- How did the Franco regime ideology affect the structure and values of the 
Choral and Dance group?
- Was there censorship of ideas and Puritanism in the Feminine Division? If so, of 
what did it consist?
- What can be added to the study of women and dance under the Franco regime in 
Spain from this research?
STATUS OF RESEARCH ON THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUP 
ORGANISATION OF THE FEMININE DIVISION
Examination of the literature existing on the Feminine Division clearly shows that 
little research has been conducted in this area: specifically, there are two studies
covering all of Spain and one covering Lleida, a province in Catalonia. The first of 
these books, Mujer, Falange j  Franquismo by Maria Teresa GaUego Mendez, is a critical 
analysis of the status of women during the Franco period based on the Feminine 
Division.
The second, Crônica de la Secàôn Femenina y  su tiempo^  was written by former 
members of the Feminine Division and directed by a professor emeritus of the 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid, Luis Suarez Fernandez. He is also one of the 
directors of the Francisco Franco Foundation. The Foundation has extensive files 
on the period and was founded by supporters of the Regime and presided over by 
Franco's wife until her death. The political position of the book is clearly stated in 
the introduction:
This Chronicle attempts to show the noteworthy successes in which the 
Feminine Division of the Spanish Falange took part. It recounts thek 
hopes, dreams and reality. The women belonging to it possessed an order 
of transcendental values and political content based on the thinking of 
José Antonio (Primo de Rivera).
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 7.
Antonieta Jame i Modol wrote the thkd book. Fa Seccio Femenina a Fkida. This book, 
like Maria Teresa GaUego's Mujer, Falange y  Franquismo^  was originally a doctoral 
dissertation that was shortened before being published. The book specifically covers 
the work of the Feminine Division in the province of Lleida and devotes only ten 
pages to the Choral and Dance groups. It lists the groups' performances in the region 
and points out that thek activities were part of the Franco regime.
The Feminine Division itself published many books including everything from 
appointment books, documents and speeches by Pilar Primo de Rivera, to 
cookbooks and books on physical education and social coexistence for women.
However, none of them covers the structure of the Division or analyses its mission.
Historians of the Franco regime -be they Spanish or foreign- also fail to make 
reference to the Feminine Division in many cases. This is the case with Preston 
(1994), HiUs (1967), Payne (1967 and 1997), Sole Tura (1971), TuseU (1975) and 
others. When research on the Feminine Division can be found, reference to the 
Choral and Dance group organisation is practically non-existent.
The Publications Service of the Feminine Division published its first book about 
folkdance in 1957. It is related to the compilation of dances by the Culture Council 
and was the first of a series to be published on each region of Spain. However, only 
three were completed: Damnas Fopulares de Fspana. Castilla Fa Nueva I, Danyas Populares 
de Fspana. Fxtremadura I  and Danf^as Populares de Espana. A.ndalucia I. The books were 
published seven years apart basically due to financial difficulties.
The books attempt to serve as a compilation of dances and contain "explanatory" 
drawings of movements, descriptions of dances with symbols and words, and the 
music score for each. Manuel Garcia Matos, who put the books together and was a 
music advisor to the Feminine Division as well as a member of the Spanish Institute 
of Musicology under the Higher Council for Scientific Research, clearly indicates in 
the introduction what the main objectives of the books were and what they did not 
contain:
We win not stop to take time in these publications to attempt a scientific 
analysis of the dances contained herein. This national work is, in principle, 
one of compilation and dissemination [of dances], objectives which are 
important to meet with utmost urgency and without slowing us down with 
research tasks.
Garcia Matos, 1957, p 11.
As can be deduced from the above quotation, importance was not given to the 
scientific study of folkloric dance. The result was that no serious, scientific research 
on this type of dance was conducted. At the same time, the books mentioned above 
never managed to disseminate information on the dances in the professional world of 
dance for two important reasons. First, they were not widely available as few copies 
were published and these were poorly distributed. Second, the terminology, 
conventional symbols and explanatory drawings cannot be deciphered, even by 
specialists in folklore today. They were written in a code invented by Garcia Matos 
specially for these books which did not become widely available either before or after 
thek publication.
With the arrival of democracy in 1978, the different cultures and regions of Spain 
tried to compile information on thek customs as an important way of differentiating 
themselves. In some cases, they used folk dances in thek effort to recover thek 
identities. Nevertheless, the books published in Spain's different languages make no 
mention of work by the women of the Choral and Dance groups to compile 
information, on principle, because so little time had passed since the Franco regime. 
From the researcher's point of view, it is a growing concern that books which do not 
even mention the Choral and Dance groups in passing -either positively or 
negatively- continue to appear after some twenty years of democracy. A good 
example of this lack of information is the book Tradidonj Danf(a en Espana, edited by 
Albaladejo and published jointly by the Autonomous Region of Madrid and the 
Ministry of Culture in 1992.
After eighteen years, in 1995, two twenty-minute television programmes on the 
Feminine Division appeared as part of the programme "ciQué paso con...?" (What 
happened to...?), broadcast by two regional channels (TeleMadrid and Canal Sur).
The first programme covered the Social Service  ^ and the second the Choral and 
Dance groups. Both were highly contentious since they were not backed by 
documentation or research and the only thing they did was to show pictures from the 
period along with edited interviews with very elderly women who had not served as 
leaders in the Feminine Division, and hence, did not have a solid understanding of 
the political ideals behind the organisations of the Franco regime.
This overall panorama of research into the Choral and Dance group organisation 
helps demonstrate the need for objective, in-depth research on women, fascism and 
dance in Spain during the period 1937 to 1977, when the groups existed.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS
Besides providing information on events related to the history of the Choral and 
Dance group organisation, the main body of this thesis attempts to shed light on the 
possible effects of the work carried out by the groups on dance in Spain. Before the 
hypothesis to this study is formulated, some brief comments should be made to 
justify the question. The Choral and Dance groups not only influenced dance; they 
were of decisive importance on general aspects in Spanish society. According to 
statistics from the Archivo General de la Administracion Espahola (General Archive 
of the Spanish Administration, AGA), 1,572 dance groups with 23,378 participants 
entered the 1960 competition. Bearing in mind that approximately one thkd of the 
people who danced ia the villages in the Choral and Dances Groups normally 
participated in the annual competitions, this figure should be multiplied by three 
(AGA statistics) to show the major social influence which the groups had through 
dance in the villages as well as in the cities.
As for thek influence on women, although the leaders said publicly that they wanted
the women in the Choral and Dance groups to remain outside politics as much as 
possible, the reality was that during the Franco years the groups were specialised 
agents for political indoctrination and they represented a profile of values 
emphasising authoritarianism and submission. The situation was taken to such an 
extreme that men and boys were not admitted to the groups until 1962, when both 
sexes were allowed to compete in the national competitions.
Nevertheless, the Choral and Dance groups obviously influenced much of the dance 
in Spain. This influence can be seen in to two genres, the first of which is popularly 
called Spanish Dance and the second Modem Dance.
The term Spanish Dance is confusing for researchers, if not to say inexact. Spanish 
Dance is commonly used as a synonym of Flamenco, folk dancing, the Bolero School 
and Theatrical Dance. The subject wiU not be discussed here, but what can be said is 
that the Choral and Dance groups were devoted to gathering information on 
folklore, without ever really knowing where one type of dance ended and the other 
type started. As a result, the members also compiled information on dances from the 
Bolero School of Madrid and Flamenco from Andalusia, mixing them with folklore. 
In doing so, they had an influence not only on the transcription of steps, but on the 
majority of Spain’s dancers.
In terms of Modem Dance, it should be kept in mind that in Franco’s Spain the term 
“dance” referred exclusively to what is meant above by Spanish Dance. The Regime 
described itself as nationalist and praised the Spanish race above all others and did 
not accept outside intrusional ideas: “especially in some villages, such unsuitable 
modem dances could start being eliminated”. (Circular 222. 10^ of March of 1944 in 
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 274)
This comment was written by Pilar Primo de Rivera in a circular sent throughout 
Spain. Another factor which also had a noteworthy influence was the teaching of 
dance in Spain because even today only Ballet and Spanish Dance are taught at 
conservatories. Another subject not researched to date is the relationship between 
conservatory dance teachers and the Feminine Division.
Given the information explained above, my research hypothesis is that the work of 
the Choral and Dance groups was important in that it had an effect on the current 
folk dance situation in Spain. This was the case, above all, because the Franco regime 
used women to convey cultural and political values through dance.
METHODOLOGY
“Methodology designates the manner in which problems are seen and the way in 
which answers are sought” (Taylor and Bogdan, 1992, p 15). In the Social Sciences 
this refers to the way research is conducted, or the means by which results are 
obtained.
For this study, I did not wish to disregard either of the two main methodological 
theories in the Social Sciences (positivism and phenomenology) since both are valid, 
in particular for this research. In the initial chapters on the historical and political 
situation, 1 am interested in finding events or causes of social phenomena 
(positivism). For the other chapters exploring women’s perceptions of how they were 
taught and the communication of these perceptions later on, it is interesting to focus 
on the social phenomena from the point of view that what people perceive as 
important is what is actually important (phenomenology).
This study also falls under what has been referred to as "New History". Although this 
is not strictly a type of methodology, it is a different way of conceiving history and of 
proposing methods for obtaining answers. Bearing this in mind, this thesis is set up 
as follows:
1. As an analysis of the political and social structures under the Franco regime, and 
not as a narration of events.
2. As a history of common people (members of the Choral and Dance groups) and 
of people left out historically (women in dance in Spain), and not exclusively one of 
politicians -in other words, a socio-political history-.
3. As an important part of Spanish dance history.
4. With a methodology in which oral, visual and statistical evidence is equally as 
important as documentary evidence.
5. And with the awareness that it is unrealistic to attempt to explain "how it really 
happened”. In writing history scholars must keep in mind their own cultural 
prejudices because no researcher is without them. Everyone perceives the world 
through a series of conventions, schemata and stereotypes which depend on his or 
her culture and background. Writers of history must be aware of this "subjectivity" to 
be as "objective" as possible.
SOURCES
Because littie has been studied on this subject to date, it is important to explain the 
sources for this research and to analyse them in some detail in this introduction. The 
sources are divided according to their location and format:
1. Documentation.
1.1. Books.
1.1.1. National Spanish Library.
1.1.2. Books, articles and newspapers firom other sources.
1.1.3. Articles.
1.1.4. Periodicals.
1.2. Documents from archives.
1.2.1. General Spanish Administration Archive (AGA).
2. Video and Film.
2.1. National Film Library.
2.1.1. No-Do news programmes.
2.1.2. Films by the Feminine Division.
2.1.3. Films from the period.
2.2. Spain’s state-operated television channels.
2.2.1. National competitions.
2.2.2. Programmes in which the Feminine Division and Choral and 
Dance groups participated.
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3. Interviews.
3.1. Members of the Choral and Dance group organisation.
3.2. Members of present-day groups that originated out of 
the Choral and Dance groups.
In terms of books and articles, in some cases there are problems in consulting books 
at the National Library due to despoiling. Not only have books disappeared; many 
have deteriorated. When requesting books from the music section, it is normal to 
hear that they have disappeared. If they are available, pages are often missing when 
looking information up.
Many books have been written about the Spanish Civil War, the Franco regime and 
the social, economic and political movements of the time. They are of great use in 
establishing a context for this research but, as explained in Section on the status of 
research on the Choral and Dance group organisation, none of them specifically 
covers the groups.
The Archives containing material from the Feminine Division require special 
attention in this explanation of sources. However, a little history is needed first to 
understand the situation well. When Franco died on 20 November 1975, his death 
brought fear to the supporters of his Regime and all of its organisations. There were 
numerous demonstrations in favour of democracy and they became increasingly 
strong. Arias Navarro, head of the government at the time, had no political credibility 
among the people or the new democratic politicians and, more importantly, the King 
favoured democracy. In July 1976, the King named 43 year-old Adolfo Suarez head 
of the government with good foresight. Initially, Suarez was accepted by Franco’s
11
followers and rejected by the democrats, and for this reason, he was able to achieve a 
peaceful transition to democracy, as Stanley G. Payne explains in his book Historia de 
Espana. Ea Espana Contemporanea:.
When he was designated head of state, he was not a widely known person 
and those who had followed his career closely considered him to be a 
young Franco bureaucrat.
(Payne, 1987, p 146)
In the event, a Decree-Law dissolved the National Movement and aU its components, 
it was published on 1 April 1977 and, naturally, this included the Feminine Division. 
The Law logically triggered a major scattering of information; the majority of the 
people who had belonged to the Regime began to feel afraid because they thought 
the losers of the Civil War would seek revenge. As if by order, information on aU the 
former Regime’s activities disappeared. This attitude and the main thinking of the 
politicians during the transition on which it was based involved forgetting the past. 
This meant that quantities of documents arriving at the Archives from the dissolved 
organisations were not given any importance.
The Feminine Division had a national office, an office in each region and province, 
and offices in some villages. These offices had documents related to politics, training, 
music and dances, and typical costumes for the dances and songs of the area, etc. In 
her autobiography, Recuerdos de ma vida. Pilar Primo de Rivera explains what 
happened to the Archive at the national office:
And twenty lorries full of folders were taken away to Alcala de Henares, 
where they are on file under [the responsibility oQ the President’s office; 
otherwise everything would have disappeared as happened with other 
establishments.
(Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 335)
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Alcala de Henares is where the General Spanish Administration Archive (AGA), 
which specialises in documents from the late 19 th century and 20th century, is 
located. Twenty one years after the end of the dictatorship, the Feminine Division 
archive leaves much to be desired. When I visited it for the first time in 1985, the 
documents had not been classified. Thirteen years have passed since then but the 
situation remains the same.
All the Feminine Division documents are kept in numbered cardboard boxes, divided 
more or less by Councils. This facilitates somewhat the task of locating documents, 
but more than 200 boxes from the Culture Council, to which the Choral and Dance 
groups belonged, have not been classified. In other words, until the boxes are 
opened, there contents are not known; financial documents, political documents and 
press clippings can be mixed together. The following is an example of what can be 
found in the boxes, or "bundles of documents" as they are called at the Archive:
IDD 51.023
Group 7 number 3 General Council 283
General Secretary of the Movement
National Delegation of the Feminine Division (Dept, of Participation)
Cultural and artistic activities section (Section Director)
Bundle 12
- General Addresses. Several folders on Medina Clubs. Pedagogical Congress 
of 1968. Request for aid for Choral and Dance group trips. Youth competitions. Orff 
classes.
Bundle number 13
- Trophies won by the Choral and Dance groups.
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The problems do not stop here. In order to use a laptop computer, researchers must 
caU at least one day in advance to request that a table be reserved. Computers can 
only be used on two tables in the research area.
Another problem is perhaps the most serious: censorship. About three years ago 
when I requested to see a series of boxes, I was told that the deputy director of the 
Archive wanted to see me in her office. When I reported there, she said that some of 
the documents were subject to censorship because they made reference to people stiU 
alive or they had actually been written by them. She decided that the solution would 
be for me to communicate one week in advance which boxes I was interested in 
seeing and they would place the material I was prohibited from seeing inside red 
folders in each box. This situation meant that more time would be needed to carry 
out my investigation and that I would obtain less information. Fortunately, the 
procedure was never put into practice, perhaps due to a lack of personnel at the 
Archive. I continue to conduct my research in the same manner, without any 
censorship and without knowing the contents of each box before opening it.
The Document Archive of the Asociacion Nueva Andadura (ANA), a private 
association, is an interesting discovery. The Association is a private one and its 
collection was mentioned for the first time in Cronica de la Seccion Femlninaj su 
tiempo, the bibliography of which refers exclusively to it. All the associations 
maintained or formed by people from the Franco regime since the transition to 
democracy have operated as sects, or closed groups which a person cannot join 
unless he or she can somehow demonstrate loyalty to the Regime either directly or 
indirectly through relatives. Otherwise, the groups do not allow outsiders to 
consult their collections and to date I have not found "the key" to accessing this 
Archive. AU the documents in their possession should be at the AGA, but surely
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many of them are part of that large number of papers lost along the way and never 
recovered due to the negligence of the Spanish Administration, as mentioned 
above.
The category video and fikn is divided into two sections: clippings from the National 
Film Library and clippings from Spain’s state-operated television channels. 
Information of interest can be obtained from both, but not without problems. For 
the television channels, researchers must know the date a programme was broadcast 
since this is the only way information can be obtained. The No-Do programmes 
were the news broadcasts shown during the Franco period and all the cinemas were 
required to project them before films. Many of the visits and performances by the 
Choral and Dance groups were covered in the official news reports. All this 
information is at the National Film Library and can be accessed after going through 
some bureaucracy, but the problem is the same as with Spanish Television; the No- 
Do programmes are organised by broadcast date and not by subject. This leads to 
considerable lost time before images of interest can be obtained.
Interviews, the third and final type of sources mentioned above, are of major 
importance for this thesis. They enable the study of social representation (systems of 
norms and values, and social understanding) and a conceptual representation of the 
political situation and the situation of women as reported by women themselves. 
They also complement a lack of data in some parts of the research, which would 
otherwise be difficult or impossible to obtain.
The interviews are divided according to groups of women. The first of these includes 
women who belonged to the Choral and Dance group organisation in the early years. 
The second are members of modern-day folkloric groups originating from the 
original groups.
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Generally, in any research using oral history methods, it is not difficult to obtain 
initial interviews depending on how easily the individuals in question can fit the 
scholar into their schedules. The majority of people are willing to talk about 
themselves and are normally flattered by the chance to be interviewed for a 
research project.
The situation was different for the interviews of members of the Choral and 
Dance groups. In general, most of the women did not wish to be interviewed and 
they were very cautious about what could be done with the material obtained. The 
reason is simple; they are elderly people who prefer not to be associated with the 
Franco regime at this time of democracy. As a result, the interviews posed the 
following problems:
1. PROBLEMS PRIOR TO THE INTERVIEWS.
1.1. Localisation of women who had worked in the Choral and Dance group 
organisation. It was not easy to find people who would provide sufficient 
information to locate women. It was even more difficult to find older women who 
would agree to be interviewed.
1.2. Contact with women from other provinces in addition to Madrid in order 
to make comparisons. The first two women interviewed. Carmen Cantero and 
Carmen Gordo, were from Madrid. The third. Pilar Sicilia, was from Jaén, a large 
province with a small population and an economy mainly based on agriculture. This 
meant that differences between the larger and smaller provinces could be explored.
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1.3. Scheduling of interviews. In the majority of the cases, after women had 
agreed to be interviewed, they did not answer the telephone and delayed my work for 
weeks until I gave up on them.
1.4. Location of the interviews. Although the women agreed to be interviewed, 
they placed conditions on the location. None of the places have been relaxed or 
quiet. The first (Carmen Cantero) took place at a dance school where the interviewee 
had to open the door and answer the telephone continuously. The second (Carmen 
Gordo) was held at the coffee shop of a major department store, where there was 
considerable noise and a friend joined her, sat at the same table and made comments 
from time to time. The third (Pilar Sicilia) took place over the telephone with the 
consequent problems, not of hearing but of the lack of a personal relationship that 
should exist between the interviewer and interviewee.
2. PROBLEMS DURING THE INTERVIEWS:
2.1. Structure of the interviews. Although there was an outline for each 
interview, each case was different because the social, cultural and personal situation 
of each woman was different. As a result, the questions had to be changed over the 
course of the conversations.
2.2. Avoidance of the issue of politics. It was problematic to touch on even 
the social problems in which the Choral and Dance groups developed. Had any 
direct questions about either politics or the social situation at the time been asked, the 
interview would have come immediately to an end. Instead, I resorted to the strategy 
of letting the women talk, asking practically no questions so as not to hurt any 
sensitive feelings. I would then try to lead the interviews back to subjects that 
interested me.
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3. PROBLEMS AFTER THE INTERVIEWS:
3.1. Difficulty in transcription. The location of each interview affected the 
transcription afterwards. The different kinds of noise mentioned above made it 
difficult to transcribe what had been said. At times the women’s comments can not 
be heard.
3.2. Ethical problems in transcribing the conversations. It is impossible to 
obtain a literal transcription of the interviews. First, people do not write the same as 
they speak, and second, if a person’s cultural level is not very high, a transcription can 
not be made literally to include mistakes in spelling or grammar. Consequently, in 
writing down the conversations, transcribers must interpret them to some extent. I 
had to listen to the conversations several times to correct the transcriptions.
Appendix two contains an approximate translation of the interviews of the three 
women. The majority of the information listed is an accurate transcription of their 
content. However, in cases when the subject of conversation drifted from the 
topic of dance, the translation contains sentence fragments; in others when the 
information was obtained from different parts of the entire interview, a summary 
is provided.
In her book Voces del exilio. Mujeres espanolas en México 1939-1950, Pilar Dominquez 
Prats states:
One of the issues of most concern to the researchers was the intervention 
of the interviewer and his or her ideology in the very construction of the 
oral document through questions, interruptions, and all of his or her 
subjectivity in short. In view of this, one can only recognise and accept the
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problem since it is clear that when a Hne of research is proposed, the 
centres of interest for the interview are already being conditioned. As a 
result, one must accept fully the subjectivity of interviews and compare 
them with other historical sources to the extent possible.
(Dominguez Prats, 1994, p 23)
BASIC OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The structure of this thesis is defined, on the one hand, by the methodology used, 
and on the other, as mentioned in the section on the sources above, by the 
information available. The thesis is divided into three main parts. The first. Chapters 
1, 2 and 3, is an introduction to the history of the Franco period, the Feminine 
Division and the Choral and Dance group organisation. The second, chapters 4, 5 
and 6, contains an analysis of the relationship between women and the Franco 
Movimiento, and of dance and the use of women and dance by the Regime for its own 
purposes. Finally, the third, chapter 7 and 8, explains the procedure used by the 
Choral and Dance groups to compile information on dances and the relationship of 
the authorities in thek gathering of data; the conclusion to this research project is also 
part of this section.
The individual chapters contain the following information. Chapter 1 describes the 
history of Spain during the Franco period, with special emphasis on the economic 
situation at the time and the structure of the Franco regime. Chapter 2 deals with the 
situation of women in Spain during the same period along with the organisation of 
the Feminine Division. In Chapter 3, the last in the first section, there is an 
explanation of the structure of the Music Department, to which the Choral and 
Dance groups belonged. The policies followed by the Feminine Division in relation 
to the groups are also discussed in Chapter 3.
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The next chapter is the beginning of a more in-depth analysis of the organisation of 
the Franco regime in terms of repression and control of women. Thus, Chapter 4 
deals with censorship of women’s ideas and bodies on the part of the Regime, a 
highly important aspect in thek education during the period in question. Chapter 5 
explains the role in society assigned to women by the Regime, thek purpose in society 
as agents for bringing folklore back to life, and thek use as vehicles for 
communicating the Franco ideology. The last chapter in this second part. Chapter 6, 
covers political manipulation of the image of women and dance as propaganda for 
the Franco movement, and naturally, for the Feminine Division.
The final part of this thesis contains, first, a chapter that discusses documentation 
and oral history related to how the women of the Choral and Dance groups 
compiled information on folklore and how this information was taught (Chapter 7). 
It is followed in Chapter 8 by an analysis of the data presented throughout this study, 
along with descriptions of Franquist discourse and the effect of these factors on the 
education and training of women in the groups, and hence, on the compilation of 
information on folklore. Special emphasis is placed on the structure of the Franco 
movement as an agent of indoctrination, which leads to the conclusion to this 
research project.
Three appendices can be found in the annex to this thesis. They provide aU of the 
supplementary documentation essential for supporting and concluding this research. 
Included are documents and video clips. Fkst contain general documentation, second 
the transcription of the interviews and the last one video clippings.
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ENDNOTES
1. This acronym represents the union of three parties: the Spanish Falange, a 
Spanish fascist movement founded by José Antonio Primo de Rivera in 1933, 
the Traditionalist Communion, a group that defended the return to a 
monarchy, and the J.O.N.S. (National Syndicalist Offensive Councils), another 
fascist organisation founded by Ramico Ledesma Ramos in 1931.
2. The Social Service was an obligatory service which women were required to 
perform in the community. It wiU be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 1 
SPAIN DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHORAL AND 
DANCE GROUPS OF THE FEMININE DIVISION (1937-1977)
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The Choral and Dance Groups of the Feminine Division are familiar to all Spaniards 
over 30, at least superficially. As a minimum, they are associated with the Falange and 
with women and folk dances during the Franco regime. If people were asked their 
opinions of the organisation, thek answers would rarely reveal an absolutely dogmatic 
attitude against it, even if the question were raised in the context of a clear political 
analysis. Most answers would probably veer towards the attitudes of a non-committal 
"interesting," "boring," "they did something for national folklore," etc.
In fact, the Feminine Division as a whole and the Choral and Dance groups in 
particular never led to any major opposition among the individuals and political and 
social movements against the dictatorial regime during the time it was in force or 
during the transition to democracy (1975-1982)\ Nor were they the cause of any 
strong reactions from the people who actively participated in designing the 
démocratisation of the country. However, there was a strikingly different, much more 
virulent reaction to the other institutions and sections of the old regime such as the 
vertical labour unions, the numerous Councils of various areas of the "Movimiento 
Nacional," (National Movement political party), and its youth organisations, the press 
and, in general, aU of the mass media related to the party and labour unions, etc.
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The reason for this mild response to the Feminine Division may be attributed to the 
fact that the people fighting for democracy probably viewed the Division as having a 
secondary and politically unimportant role. At the same time, cultural organisations 
were seen as being less important than social and political movements. Finally, there 
appears to have been a patronising attitude toward aU women’s activities because, at 
that time, the main issues related to women in the social, cultural or political arenas 
were not considered globally, and they were not seen to be of primary importance or 
as any threat. In summary, this reaction clearly denotes the fact that the Feminine 
Division was not viewed as having an essential role, as did other institutions of the 
regime which ruled the country over 38 years and attempted to educate and 
undoubtedly conditioned two generations of Spaniards during their formative years.
Analogously, due to the reasons mentioned above, the Choral and Dance groups of 
the Feminine Division have hardly been the object of study. Nevertheless, without an 
understanding of thek achievements -or lack thereof- with regards to dance in Spain 
during thek 40 years of existence,^ many questions concerning the present dance 
situation in Spain (not only questions related to folklore) remain unanswered or they 
have only been resolved partially. This ignorance of the past, as Marc Bloch states, 
not only hinders knowledge of the present, but it compromises present action (Bloch, 
1975, p 45) and, therefore, prevents us from solving problems that exist at this time.
Dance in Spain, and in particular the teaching of dance, is now undergoing a process 
of connecting with contemporary currents being developed in other countries from 
which Spain has been quite isolated. At the same time, Spain’s own traditional forms 
of dance must adjust to a society that has changed radically over the past 40 years in 
terms of economic conditions, demographic structure and lifestyle. Without
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knowledge of the processes behind this lack of synchronisation between the Spanish 
and European societies and the development of dance, reality cannot be faced 
comprehensively and the root of the problems affecting dance in Spain cannot be 
understood. Consequently, adequate action to improve the current situation cannot 
be proposed if this is the objective.
The hypothesis of this thesis, than I explained before, is that the Choral and Dance 
groups had a tremendous impact on the present folk dance situation in Spain and, in 
general, this influence was negative. This claim will be qualified and explained in the 
follow Chapters.
The role which the groups played must first be understood in order to comprehend 
the consequences of their impact. This is impossible, however, without studying the 
principles and objectives of the higher organisation to which they belonged. 
Knowledge of the organisation’s origins, the driving forces behind it, and the society 
from which it arose is needed. These basic elements wiU be analysed briefly in the 
following parts of this chapter.
1.2 SPANISH FASCISM
The word "fascism" has been used for the past 30 years with such lavishness as a 
synonym for dictatorship, repression, intolerance, militarism, anticommunism, etc. 
that it is easy to forget that it defines a political, economic and social system or group 
of systems in force in several countries in the 1930s and 1940s (Payne, 1995, pp 570- 
572). The problem arises in analysing the systems which considered themselves as 
"fascist" and in cataloguing them. Historians find that there are almost as many 
individual particularities as similarities. For this reason, Angelo Tasca states that to 
define fascism is to write its history (Tasca, 1976, p 176). For José MoriUa Critz, "the
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different forms of fascism were one of the diverse forms which expressed the need to 
fight against the crisis of 1929” (Morilla, 1989, p 134). However, one peculiarity of 
fascism, although it is not exclusive because it is shared by communism, is its 
totalitarian concept of society expressed through the existence of one sole party and 
an overall double political power structure made up of State institutions and Party 
institutions.
In this kind of regimes of unique party, this party would try to control the essential 
powers of the State. This was obtained in different degrees of successfulness by 
the German Socialist State, the Fascist Italy and the Soviet Union State.^ However, 
this is no more than a simplification that in practice leads to great contradictions 
and tensions inside the regimes, as it is well known the tense situation lived in the 
Nazist Germany between the army and the party. Whatever the case, in aU the 
aforementioned regimes the bureaucracy and organisation of the party reached a 
predominant situation over the traditional state institutions.
In the case of Spain, the regime was considered to be fascist in principle up to the 
death of dictator Francisco Franco in 1975 and, aside from the Soviet Union, it can 
be considered the longest one-party totalitarian regime of this category.^ 
Nevertheless, it is difficult to claim categorically that the Party, generally called the 
Spanish Falange, completely dominated or even efficiently controlled the State.  ^The 
situation was such that the Franco regime has been studied almost without direct 
allusion to the Falange.^
What can be discussed are the different degrees of influence, or conditioning, 
exercised over the power of the State by the Falange party according to the period 
under study in such a protracted regime. From the end of the Civil War  ^ (April 1939) 
to 1953, the Falange and especially the principles of its national syndicalist political
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programme, inspired, justified and/or defined much of State policy. The party leaders 
and members in general were placed in the majority of the strategic positions within 
the power structure and public administration. However, from 1953 increasingly to 
1975 it decreased in significance throughout the functioning of the regime. Despite 
the fact that the totalitarian dictatorship continued to be based officially on the 
principles and institutions of the National Movement (which were in essence the 
same as those of the Falange), the reality is that the regime depended increasingly on 
bureaucracy, professional teams, social groups and power elites of which very few or 
virtually none had anything to do with the institutions and members of the Falange.
What, then, were the real essence, power structure and organisation of the Francoist 
State? Much has been and is still being written on this issue. The only aspect on 
which all historians of this subject^ would probably agree is the personal, all- 
embracing power of Franco. However, such power cannot be achieved, much less 
maintained for so long, without effective dominion and/or a balance of power 
among the diverse interests and real sources of power in the society. Initially, the 
regime arose from the victory of a military faction that was more efficient in war, or 
in obtaining greater foreign support, than its adversary.^ Yet it is inconceivable that it 
could maintain its position exclusively based on military power without a greater or 
lesser basis of social support and an ideological programme to give shape to the 
organisation of the State.
Sheelagh M. EUwood has stated that military power enabling the maintenance of 
order through repression was a fundamental factor in the regime, but not the only 
one. She further continues to state that the Francoist regime was mainly based on 
competition among diverse groups which strove to attain and hold onto a domain of 
power within the framework of the political system, supposedly one of a sole party, 
but one in which no group was permitted absolute supremacy. This second axis of
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the regime gave it an internal dynamic and provided it the peculiar capacity to adapt 
to changing internal and external circumstances without having to adjust its basic 
authoritarian, conservative character, and it enabled it to make structural 
modifications on its own/^
One of the social groups on which the Franco regime based itself from the beginning 
was the lower middle class who had expectations of upward social mobility and, as in 
other European countries where fascism developed in the 1930s, feared the 
impending economic crisis and seemingly unhindered ascent of the proletariat/^ This 
was the Falange’s clientele which, as EUwood describes it, was made up of individuals 
who admired the upper classes and longed to emulate their Hfestyle and values, José 
Antonio Pfimo de Rivera being a representative example of them. The lower middle 
class as a whole was horrified at and felt threatened by the increasing strength and 
militancy of the organised left and the inability of the RepubUcan government to 
defend everything it considered of worth: the Church, private property, marriage and 
the famUy.^ ^
The mUitary rebeUion can be interpreted, under perspective, a traditional coup d’etat 
of one estabUshed middle class, in which the mUitary officers^  ^was very important 
because the low profile of the economic development of Spain before 1930 and the 
important war actions of the country in North Africa from the beginning of the 
century. This group started to lost its privileges with the advent of a repubUc which 
intended to give everyone the same opportunities and modernise the country. The 
Falange provided the coup with a source of fresh, youthful enthusiasm mixed with 
similar vitaUstic movements of people striving for upward social mobiUty in aU of 
Europe who had designed the idea of a State and organisation in order to conquer 
whatever was needed to satisfy thek immediate interests. To a greater or lesser 
degree, these movements shared the foUowing characteristics:
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1.2.1. An anticapitalist attitude. Evidently the movements were supported by 
upwardly mobile social groups who found themselves in a system unable to 
provide opportunities due to the economic crisis.
1.2.2. State intervention. As in the case of Socialism, the State was the only 
body capable of opposing the establishment.
1.2.3. Socialism. This was the only system capable of redistributing the 
established wealth and power.
1.2.4. Romantic and aggressive nationalism. Nationalism was the only way to 
unite highly diverse individual interests and to glorify the group subconscious.
1.2.5. Elitism and racism. These are characteristics of groups who aspire to 
ascend and need to justify their right to be better.
1.3 FRANCO AND THE FALANGE
Since the organisation of the Falange movement was in an incipient state when the 
military coup started the Civil War 1936, it was very easy to control and transform 
into an efficient instrument for the conservative State, gaining international 
recognition and the support attributed to it and in particular to the J.O.N.S., at a time 
when fascist regimes were in control throughout much of Europe.
The Falange and the organisations which the State had delegated to its control under 
the collective name of the National Movement created and satisfied the interests of 
an elite who, just as in the Eastern European totalitarian nations, were destined to
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sustain and benefit the State and vice-versa. However, somewhat differently from 
those Eastern European countries, the Falange had not such monopolistic influence 
because various institutions (army and church), political movements (monarchist 
from to brunches and specific social groups e.g. landlords) competed with the 
Falange for influence in the Franco regime. The known, manifest indifference, 
mistrust and, at times, obvious scorn expressed by the members of the oligarchy, 
military and clearly the Church and leaders of Catholic organisations towards the 
falangists after the Civil War can be considered proverbial. For the traditional social 
elite, the falangists always carried an aura of paupers and proletariat opportunists who 
were avidly climbing the newly created social structures.
The Falange soon became a sort of central service agency for the dictatorial State. It 
was assigned three main functions:
1.3.1. Mobilisation and control of the masses in favour of the regime.
1.3.2. Education of the people with a marked nationalistic spirit.
1.3.3. Management of social services and labour relations.
The first of these functions was clearly the most delicate and compromising for the 
regime, and it soon became known and organised as the National Movement. A 
structure parallel to the State was established throughout the country with national, 
provincial and local councils and headquarters as weU as a political chamber at the 
national level called the National Movement Council. The councils and headquarters 
did not have a clearly defined mission, but they were essential in organising 
demonstrations in support of the regime, preparing reports on citizens, and naming 
representatives, committee members and commissioners for aU of the organisations
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related to economic, social and educational life, etc. Moreover, in practice, these 
structures were the best source for seeking recommendations and favours that 
citizens needed to solve problems in daily life such as finding a job or an affordable 
home (government subsidised housing), obtaining retirement benefits, gaining 
acceptance in schools for the children, etc. This was especially the case before the 
1960s.
Franco managed to create the impression that the Falange had control over the State 
by assigning the highest leaders in the National Movement to the most important 
positions in the State administration. Thus, he himself was the national Head of the 
Movement and President of the National Council plus Head of State, and President 
of the Government. The provincial governors were also the provincial heads of the 
Movement and the mayors were the local party leaders. Since Franco had always been 
careful to include people from all the social groups that made up the balance of his 
regime (economic oligarchy, monarchists. Catholics, middle class falangists) when 
appointing these positions, even at the highest levels, in time the Movement became 
a sort of Noah’s ark of people and appointments confused with those of the 
Government, who only cared about being a part of the State amalgam as opposed to 
the ideological, indefinite spirit that had once meant affiliation to the party.
1.4 EDUCATION AND CULTURE IN THE FRANCOIST REGIME
Education, for the regime was buüt on Franco’s idea of a society with military values, 
and had the marked character of enlightened national despotism; the idea was that it 
should aim to serve the State through the objective of creating useful, faithful citizens 
at all levels. In principle, control over educational institutions, and primarily the 
teachers and textbooks, should have been complete, but the balance of social forces 
mentioned above had to be met again and a substantial sector of education was
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controlled by the Church, while another catered for an economically exclusive class 
through elitist private schools. The State did maintain direct control over 
administration of public education at the primary, secondary and higher levels.
The falangists were given control and management of four areas of education. These 
were:
1.4.1. Young people and Sports.
1.4.2. Popular culture and women.
1.4.3. Political and civic training.
1.4.4. Ideological control of teachers.
The fourth of these areas was carried out through a compulsory written oath of 
allegiance to the "fundamental principles of the Movement".
In time, however, it progressively became a routine formula, and particularly among 
professors of higher education; the intelligentsia, even the right wing, was not fond of 
the Falange, as time went by, it was little by little left apart by the church, the 
oligarchy and the army.
Political training at the national level-the production of texts, documents, slogans and 
messages-was entmsted to the Institute of Political Studies under the National 
Council. At the local level, it was entrusted to "teachers of National Spirit training" or 
teachers of "policy" at each university, college and high school, who used texts 
ranging from a particular nationalistic interpretation of Spanish History to the 
detailed study of the structures and functioning of the government and National 
Movement. The teachers were appointed by the local or provincial chapters of the 
Movement and because no specific qualifications were required, they were one of the
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most obvious ways that the lower middle class attempted to obtain socially 
prestigious positions by joining the Movement.
The Falange handled young people’s training and sports development through three 
structured groups:
1.4.1.1. Teachers of physical education at aU levels of schooling, who 
had the same characteristics as those mentioned for policy training. In 
fact, in many cases the same person was responsible for both activities.
1.4.1.2. The Youth Front, which managed aU of the sports facilities 
around the country, except for the military ones, and promoted amateur 
sports for young people.
1.4.1.3. The Spanish Youth Organisation, or O.J.E., basically a Falange 
group aimed at recruiting children and adolescents through 
organisations, meetings, out door activities and camps typical of fascist 
youths in order to make them future party leaders.
Despite its intentions, the O.J.E. was not the only organisation that indoctrinated 
young people in Spain. The balance of powers in the regime clearly had to contend 
with the existence of youth groups related to the Church ("Accion Catolica", "Scouts 
Catolicos", "Congregaciones Marianas", "Juventudes Obreras Catolicas", etc.) and to 
other interest groups faithful to the regime such as the monarchist "Pelayos". 
Nevertheless, the O.J.E. became the main gate through which children and 
adolescents in the urban middle class, working classes not penalised by attitudes 
during the war and, above all, the rural classes were able to meet, establish contacts
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and obtain training to begin the social and political ascent of the future. One of the 
most vivid examples is Adolfo Suarez, former Prime Minister of the first 
democratically elected government and now a Duke.
1.5 WOMEN AND POPULAR CULTURE IN  THE FRANCOIST 
REGIME
Finally, the Falange was given the responsibility for the education of women and for 
popular culture, or folklore. An interesting question here is why these two areas, 
women and popular culture, were brought together and entrusted to the Falange. 
Initially, the traditional, conservative, military and strongly Catholic regime had no 
specific role or ideas concerning women, except the desire to return them to thek 
status prior to what they considered the "negative, liberal, communist Republic". 
From the begkmkig of the regime (1938) until its end, the Ministry of Education and 
Culture was in the hands of the Catholic sector and the role of women was clearly 
defined. As expressed by José Pemartin, a Catholic ideologist of the system, the 
regime should try to stir the great current of women students away from the feminist 
snobbery of secondary and higher education, those levels being only for a scarce few 
exceptions, and guide them towards thek great feminine being, which is developed 
and fulfilled in the home.^^
Nevertheless, the Falange had a Feminine Division from its start, as did aU fascist 
organisations. The characteristics of these Feminine Divisions will be discussed later, 
but what is relevant here is the fact that the Feminine Division of the Falange was 
allowed to act on its own firom the beginning, as long as it maintained the previously 
expressed traditional Catholic ideological principles, which either akeady coincided 
with the party or were adopted immediately.
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In strict opposition to the work carried out by the more progressive sectors of the 
intelligentsia of the Republic, which consisted of the dissemination and 
démocratisation of the culture among the people, and the gathering of the popular 
cultural elements, for the Franco regime the term "culture" was a synonym of "high" 
culture. This can clearly be seen by the creation of the "Instituto de Esparia" (1938), 
which had the function of promoting and directing "higher culture and research". 
Only a few elite intellectuals who favoured the political movement worked for it, and 
artistic heritage policy was understood exclusively to mean the restoration of certain 
architectural or fine art pieces.
With these premises, women were excluded from politics and higher education, while 
men were guided and indoctrinated for political roles and to serve the State. The only 
culture that the State considered worthy of promoting was that of "high culture" and 
this impHed that women were relegated exclusively to the home through a limited 
educational programme. According to Alicia Alted (1986, pp 220-224), the official 
educational policy channelled women towards primary education and vocational 
training, at the same time subdy discouraging their access to secondary or higher 
education. According to the policy, the lower levels of education were sufficient for a 
woman’s domestic role, and this attitude was reinforced through such compulsory 
subjects as sewing, cooking and home economics.
Discrimination against women in higher education and high culture, and their 
relegation to the domestic sphere and their being taught home economics -precisely 
when Spanish society was about to change radically through the abandonment of 
rural areas, industrialisation and urbanisation- made them receptors of programmes 
destined to recover and promote popular cultural traditions that are handed down 
from generation to generation through the famüy. It is, therefore, logical that the 
Feminine Division progressively dedicated its efforts to politically irrelevant
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programmes related to the maintenance of traditions through women’s education and 
organisations. Activities included the teaching of sewing, cooking and crafts, which 
were taught by the Feminine Division in the primary and secondary schools and by 
"travelling teachers" and "rural teachers" who visited remote villages. The same 
structure was used in the Choral and Dance group organisation, whose mission was 
to preserve and spread knowledge of traditional songs, ballads, dances and, in 
general, the folkloric roots of the nation, basically through women but with the 
occasional participation of men, in order to promote patriotic pride.
1.6 LABOUR RELATIONS AND SOCIAL SERVICES IN  THE FRANCO’S 
REGIME
Last but not least was what might be caked the Falange’s agency role for labour 
relations and social services. The very name "Falange Espanola Nacional Sindicalista" 
(Spanish National Falange Union) indicates that in the context of the different 
versions of fascism around Europe the Spanish party intended to organise the State 
through trade or labour unions called "sindicatos". Each one would encompass the 
members of a different sector of production, including blue-collar and white-collar 
workers, employers and employees, the public administration, etc., aU under the 
ideological umbrella of "national interest" with no social class interests prevailing 
over the others. It was believed that the market could disappear and be replaced by 
the programming of agreements among the unions, which would then dominate the 
economy and, therefore, the life of the nation.
The Franco regime took advantage of the vertical unions to control the work force 
and hand out a great number of jobs to the falangists since it was initially mandatory 
to belong to the party in order to hold office within the union structure. However,
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integration of the employers was purely a formality and organisation of the economy 
through unions, in particular, was a mirage.
In fact, the unions were confused over time with a government agency in charge of 
labour relations -more like a Ministry of Labour or Labour Court than an institution 
in charge of managing and planning the country’s economic activity-. At the same 
time, many other instruments and systems typical of social security institutions, such 
as subsidies, pensions, fringe benefits, subsidised housing, etc., came out of them. 
These benefits and other activities carried out by members of the Falange 
progressively developed into the Social Security organisation itself, the National 
Institute of Provision. The employees of aU the unions, as weU as the employees of 
the Movement’s newspapers, its beneficiaries, creditors and debtors and, in general, 
all Spaniards, perceived and assumed that the union system was just one more State 
institution, to the extent that party membership was no longer required for holding 
office by the 1960s.
All in aU, the slow, progressive, non-traumatic decline of fascism in Spain within a 
regime that continued to be dictatorial was closely tied in with the country’s 
economic evolution and the balance of interests characteristic of the Francoist State.
1.7 THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL EVOLUTION OF SPAIN FROM 
1940 TO 1975
The Spanish economy and society at the end of the Franco regime^  ^ were very 
different from the situation at the end of the Civil War in April 1939. The following 
tables and graphs reflect some significant magnitudes, which give an idea of the 
evolution between 1940 and 1990, The first, second and third sectors here refer to 
agriculture and fishing, industry and mining, and services, respectively.
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TABLE 1. GNP AND POPULATION IN  SPAIN 1940-1990.
Year GNP per 
Capita*
% GNP by sectors % Active population by 
sectors
Prim. Sec. Ter. Prim. Sec. Ter.
1940 75.7 31.9 28.3 39.8 51.9 24.1 24.0
1960 175.5 22.6 36.8 40.6 41.7 30.0 28.3
1975 392.5 9.7 39.1 51.2 22.2 35.0 42.8
1990 530L6 4.6 34.6 60.8 11.5 33.4 55.0
* In thousands of pesetas at the 1983 rate.
Source: ContabiHdad Nacional de Espana (INE) and Informe 
economico del Banco de Bilbao. Several years.
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Table 1 and graphic 1, 2 and 3 shows that the Spanish population today has a per 
capita income in real money eight times that of 1940, and that agriculture presendy 
has very litde weight in the national economy as a productive activity -contrary to the 
case in 1940. Specifically, more than half the population worked in agriculture and 
fishing in 1940, while only sHghdy more than 10% works in these two areas at this 
time.
TABLE 2. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPANISH POPULATION 1940-1990.
Year Less than 10,000 
inhabitants
10,000 to 50,000 
inhabitants
More than 50,000 
inhabitants
1940 51.2 23.9 24.9
1960 43.2 21.1 35J
1975 30.5 22.1 47.4
1990 25.0 23.6 51.4
Source: Elaboration of the Anuario Estadistico de Espana, 1988. INE and Censo de 
Poblacion y vivienda. INE 1992.
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GRAPH 4. DISTRIBUTION OF THE SPANISH POPULATION 1940-1990.
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According to Table 2 and graphic 4, more than half the population lived in small 
towns devoted to agriculture, that is in rural habitats, in 1940, but more than half 
lived in urban centres in 1990. It can, therefore, be deduced that Spanish society had 
become almost the complete opposite of what it was in 1940.
In summary, in 1940, the Spaniards were, on average, poor (the per capita income 
was far from the average of the more developed countries), and they lived in rural 
areas and worked in agriculture, fishing and the primary sector in general. Today, 
however, they are relatively wealthy (the per capita income is now close to the 
average of all the countries in the European Community and it is the 39th of the 225 
countries in the world) they work predominately in industry, mining and the 
services (Spain is about the 10th position as far as the industrialised countries of the 
world are concerned), and they are basically urban. As Jaime Requecijo has stated, the
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Spanish economy took a giant leap forward during this period, leaving behind the 
group of underdeveloped countries to which it clearly belonged at the end of the 
Civil War and taking its place among the developed nations. Obviously, it is at the tail 
end of the list as opposed to the top, but it is progressing at a reasonable rate towards 
the middle.
Nevertheless, the changes behind the country's transformation did not take place 
homogeneously or progressively throughout this period. Quite the contrary, what 
made the transformation an authentic miracle was the fact that the majority of them 
took place between 1960 and 1975, or at most between 1953 and 1975, barely a 
generation. Spain was a rare case in this period of world stru^les toward 
development because it was undoubtedly considered an underdeveloped nation 
during World War II, yet it reached the category of a developed country in the 1970s. 
An explanation of the different economic periods of the Franco regime is required to 
understand this radical change further.
1.7.1.1940-1953
The period between 1940 and 1953 can clearly be called the "long dark night of the 
Spanish economy". From an economic point of view, when the Civil War broke out 
in 1936,^ ® Spain was behind in reaching the 20th Century and its industrialisation and 
capitalist development had been delayed significantly compared to the front-runners 
of the Industrial Revolution (Great Britain, France, the United States, and Germany). 
Although this was the case throughout the first third of the century, significant 
ground was covered from 1910, particularly compared to other latecomers. As Prado 
has shown, increased growth in both absolute and relative terms of the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP) between 1910 and 1930 shortened the distance between 
Spain and three main nations of Western Europe (Germany, France and Great
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Britain) by a maximum of 12.5%. Despite the effort -Spain had grown more than 
Italy and Great Britain and it had reached the best relative position of the last 180 
years-, the results were still far from satisfactory^  ^given its cumulative backwardness.
However, this gain in positions, which had enabled the percentage of the active 
population in agriculture and fishing to change to industry and mining by one point 
each year starting in the 1920s,^ was interrupted in the following decades. If research 
conducted by Carreras showing that the trend lasted until 1935 is taken into account, 
the "blockade," as he calls it, lasted from 1936 to 1950.^ The interruption was of 
such magnitude that the shift from agriculture to the other sectors of productivity not 
only stopped, it reversed itself -the only case in Europe. In 1950, the active agrarian 
population was specifically 47.6%, a larger figure than in 1930. Considering the rate 
of change immediately prior to 1935, this drop implies a loss of more than twenty 
years had the circumstances been equal. Moreover, if the fact that the war only 
covered the first three years of the fifteen year blockade is taken into account, 
responsibility for the backward trend falls on the following years, 1940-1950. I will 
return to this point later.
1.7.2.1953-1959
The period between 1953 and 1959 can be called the "pivotal decade" using Garcia 
Delgado's term since Spain began to follow the trend of other European countries, 
particularly those of Southern Europe. The Spanish economy began to pick up as the 
Index of Industrial Production grew at the significant rate of approximately 7% per 
year and GDP increased at an average of 5%.^ "^
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1.7.3.1960-1973
This period is characterised by an extraordinary economic boom called the "Spanish 
miracle". Spain and Japan had the highest indices of economic growth in the world 
with approximate cumulative annual growth in GDP of 7%, a rate, which according 
to Fuentes Quintana, Spain has not registered at any other point in this century.'^ 
Garcia Delgado has observed that this critical period in Spain's economic history is 
indeed noteworthy, not so much for the evolution and growth rates of the economic 
indicators, but because of the breadth, sense and irreversibility of the stmctural 
transformations that took place.^  ^These changes can be summarised as follows:
1.7.3.1. Spain became clearly industrialised. From this point on, its 
industrialised structure was not a debatable issue or something pending from 
the 19 th century. The country was no longer distant from modem technology, 
and it was not without specialisation or competitiveness. The greatest 
advances in this period were seen in the basic industries of chemicals, metals 
and equipment, and the most significant progress was made in capital 
investments and technological development. The old industrial centres dating 
from the 19th century, Catalonia and the Basque Country, became dynamic 
hearts of progress while other new nuclei in Asturias, Valladolid, Levante and, 
above all, Madrid sprang up.
1.7.3.2. There was a definitive crisis of "traditional agriculture" since the labour 
force was abundant and productivity was low. New job opportunities emptied 
the rural areas and new urban nutrition habits made any continuity of 
specialisation impossible. Great productive gains could soon be made in the 
sector thanks to new urban and industrial market openings. Agricultural
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activity was pushed to produce more and better and with a smaller work force, 
but grants and subsidies were available to aid the technological and stmctural 
transformation (i.e. reservoirs, etc.).
1.7.3.3. The tertiary sector of services marks the definitive transformation. 
From TABLE 1 it is evident that there was a short span in which the 
industrial sector was at the lead but then the service sector dominated GDP. 
This means that Spain overcame the period of industrialisation in a very short 
time, after which point it began to take on the characteristics of post-industrial 
societies. New activities such as mass communications and transport, tourism, 
financial services, and education, etc. make up much of the sector.
1.7.4.4. As a result, Spanish foreign commerce also changed radically, showing 
the country's transformation in its productive stmcture. If 82.1% of exports in 
1950 were raw materials and food products and only 17.9% were 
manufactured goods, the percentages for 1975 were 28.6% and 71.4%, 
respectively.
In summary, Spain experienced rapid and radical change in the 1960s and early 1970s 
(Tables 1 and 2 show the acceleration of the changes in these years). It was 
transformed from a traditional agricultural, rural and backward society to an 
industrialised, urban, relatively technologically advanced, and modem one.
How did this abmpt change come about and what relationship does it bear with the 
Francoist regime? Franco's supporters coined the phrase that Franco, or his regime, 
"finished off tiiemp-sandalled' Spain"They believe that, thanks to Franco and his 
peace, order and planning, Spaniards are now able to enjoy consumer goods and the 
fruits of a welfare society characteristic of developed countries. Despite the fact that
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there may be some truth with regards to domestic peace (law and order), although 
there was progressively less and less as the years advanced, there still exists an 
enormous contradiction; the regime lasted from 1939 to 1975, and the Spanish 
economy experienced its worst period of stagnation and recession from 1939 to 
1953, part of this period.
It is clear today that the rapid growth and subsequent transformation of Spain could 
take place in the 1960s thanks to a process of economic liberalisation and opening, 
initiated timidly from 1953 and more forcefully with the "Stabilisation Plan" of 
1959.^  ^Liberalisation basically entailed the réintroduction of common practices from 
free market economies, at least to a certain extent, such as freedom of contracts, free 
movement of productive factors, freedom for merchandise transactions, foreign 
investment, capital and labour, change of currency according to the market, budget 
order, etc. In short, the Stabilisation Plan involved acceptance on the part of the 
Francoist State that the government could not make political decisions, even if it 
tried, to control when, how and what needed to be produced and consumed, and 
above aU, that a nation, and particularly a small one, could not live in isolation from 
the rest of the world or impose its own rules. However, this explanation implies 
recognising that the Spanish economy had potential for economic growth given its 
wealth prior to 1940, its geographical position as a part of Europe, and the world 
situation of economic expansion after World War II, but that its potential had been 
hindered from 1940 to 1953 as a result of the truly fascist economic planning of the 
time, the only plan which the Franco regime actually carried out entirely within the 
principles of the Falange and under eminent members of the Party.
In 1951, the regime started to change and move away from fascism, a consequence of 
the defeat of Nazi Germany, hunger in Spain, and allied pressures and conspiracies to 
overthrow it or at least force changes in it. The dictatorship remained authoritarian in
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the political aspect, but it became somewhat more liberal in terms of economic 
matters. When this happened, the potential economic wealth of the country could be 
developed given the favourable situation of the world economy, as had previously 
occurred to some extent in Germany and Italy. The fact that the regime was able 
progressively from 1951 and more openly from 1959 to abandon the autarky, total 
state intervention and control of the fascist years, despite the consequent loss of 
power of the falangists, is added proof of the above claim that Francoism and the 
Falange movement were not one and tiie same; the latter lacked strength when it was 
not used as the instrument of the former.
Economic development in the 1960s continued to follow the ideology of "planning 
guidelines" typical of developing countries of the decade, spelled out in 
"Development Plans".However, progress was not due so much to planning as it 
was to the government administrators who constituted a technocratic group 
disconnected from fascism. They were supported politically by the dictatorship, 
though without a clear ideology, economically by the economic power groups who 
supported the regime, and socially by the middle class that had grown precisely due to 
economic expansion. A large sector of the Catholic Church also backed them.
Liberalisation helped give way to the surplus of some 4 million farm workers, 2 
million of whom emigrated abroad, and it permitted the entry of foreign investment 
and development of the tourist trade. These three elements -emigration, foreign 
capital and tourism- enabled Spain to finance the majority of the imported capital 
goods, raw materials, energy, food, fertilisers, etc. needed to launch its growth trend. 
A fourth essential element for growth, as Fuentes Quintana has stated, was the 
Spanish population, which was willing to achieve economic development at all costs 
at the beginning of the decade, and turned the effort into a personal challenge.^  ^
Perhaps they did so given the slow inertia of transformation begun in the 19th
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century, and undoubtedly due to the shock produced by the Civil War, and possibly 
also because of their geographical surroundings.
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CHAPTER 2 
WOMEN, FALANGE AND THE STRUCTURE OF TH E FEM ININE  
DIVISION
2.1 THE HISTORICAL AND LEGAL SITUATION OF WOMEN FROM 
1931-1950
While Chapter 1 provided an overview of the economic and political situation in 
Spain during the Franco regime, Chapter 2 examines the status of women before and 
during this period. This comparison and the analysis will provide an idea of the 
influence of the Feminine Division and the role of women over the course of forty 
years.
The Second Spanish Republic (1931-1939) introduced a series of articles 
advantageous to women within the Constitution approved in 1931. Article 25 
acknowledged equality of the sexes. Article 36 bestowed the same electoral rights on 
men and women. Article 40 recognised equal employment opportunities in the civil 
service, and Article 43, concerning the family, stated that "marriage is founded on 
equal rights for both sexes and can be dissolved by mutual consent or at the request 
of either spouse...” and that "parents have the same duty to children bom outside 
wedlock as to those conceived within the bounds of marriage”. Finally, article 53 
granted all citizens over the age of 23 the right to stand for M.P., and Article 69 
declared all citizens over the age of 40 eligible to stand for President.
The defeat of the Republic in 1939 destroyed any hope of emancipation for women. 
Despite differences of opinion among the Republican left-wing parties, aU of these
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parties favoured the principle of legal equality in their proclamations, and although 
this goal was not fully achieved during the Republic, at least the opportunities were 
available to fight for such a cause. The parties forming the National Front, however, 
were in total agreement that "a woman’s place is in the home”. The legislation of the 
New State did everything possible to emphasise this principle.
The Franco government’s Labour Law dated 9 March 1938, the Preamble and Basic 
Precepts of the Statute dated 18 July 1938, and the Order of 26 March 1946 all 
affected women’s labour rights negatively in one way or another. They established 
child benefits for non-working mothers and removed these benefits as soon as 
mothers became employed, thereby taking account of the firing of married women 
from theit jobs.
Co-education was another aspect of equality persecuted from the outset of the 
Insurrection. On 4 September 1936, an order outlawed co-education in junior and 
senior high schools. In cases of insufficient space, teachers were expected to adopt 
separate teaching hours according to sex, boys being taught in the morning and girls 
in the afternoon, or vice versa. As soon as qualified schoolmistresses became 
available they replaced the male teachers who taught girls, with the exception of 
religious instruction, which was always taught by a priest.
All civil marriages that took place under the Second Republic were declared void by
the Law, dated 12 March 1938, which re-established the validity of the Civil Code of
1889. This code was inspired by the Napoleonic Laws, meaning that what appears to
be a 50 year setback is, in actual fact, much more. Severe penalties could be dealt out
I in cases of abortion and contraception, as instituted by the Law dated 24 January 
1941.
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The worst effect of the Franco regime on women was the fact that it cut short any 
progress gained during the Republic towards achieving the same rights as men. When 
Franco won the Civil War, he forced women back to their pre-Second Republic 
conditions; their freedom was reduced and their work involved the home and family 
exclusively. This idea is clearly seen in the following words by Pilar Primo de Rivera:
At this difficult time for Spain, when we must undo almost everything that 
existed -since it was bad-, at this time when we are expected, with a 
responsibility which perhaps surpasses our years and knowledge, to 
provide women with a real education.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Second National Council of the 
Feminine Division (Segovia) 1938.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 16.
The differences between the Second Republic and the period of the Franco regime 
are evident in an analysis of the image of women in the press during the Civil War, as 
stated by the women’s research association “Colectivo 36”, this association wrote one 
of the chapters of the book Mujery Sociedad en Espana (1700-1975), published by the 
Spanish Ministerio de Cultura.
During these years women became increasingly aware of their 
participation in all sectors of civil life: work, syndicates, politics, culture, 
teaching, etc. However, when the war came to an end in April 1939, this 
awareness was repressed given the conditions of the Franco State.
Various, 1986, pp 338-339.
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2.2 THE FALANGE AND THE FEMININE DIVISION
An outline of what the Spanish Falange would become emerged on 29 October 1933 
as a result of a meeting at the Teatro de la Comedia in Madrid under the tripartite 
command of José Antonio Primo de Rivera, Julio Ruiz de Alda and Alfonso Garcia 
Valdecasas. When it was founded on 2 November, the many women who showed up 
to enrol, amongst them Pilar Primo de Rivera, were rejected on the grounds that 
"violence will surround this movement" (Suarez Fernandez, 1933, p 18). However 
this argument could not be upheld in the case of affiliation to the Spanish University 
Syndicate (SEU), which began to emerge at that time. Subsequently, women were 
encouraged to join.^
The first purely fascist party was constituted on 13 February 1934, when the Spanish 
Falange and JONS (National Labour Union Offensive Councils) signed an 
agreement to merge.
Two affirmations related to the creation in June 1934 of the Feminine Division can 
be found. The first, which seems to be the most plausible, infers that the decision was 
taken to form a division for women within the SEU,^ while the second is that the 
division was started up direcdy within the Falange when a group of women from the 
SEU with Pilar Primo de Rivera at their head requested admission.^
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In any case, the Division’s aims were clearly subordinate to the work of the men.
A specific task: to perform propagandistic duties, incurring a lesser risk 
than the men, considering that in those times women were still afforded a 
certain amount of respect. They would also be entrusted with caring for 
the detained, supplying food, tobacco and the like, assisting the families of 
the fallen, and collecting money.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, pp 28-29.
The first manifesto of the Feminine Division (1934) clearly reflects the ideas of the 
Falange, and in particular the Division, about women and their service to the 
community:
Women of Spain:
The Spanish Falange of the JONS needs our help in its task.
Our efforts are being requested, as a contribution to the firm objective of 
making a greater and more just Spain, a Spain with regained faith in its 
magnificent destiny, where the Hves of its sons and daughters achieve the 
standard that human dignity requires.
Our mission does not require us to fight, rather to predicate, spread 
information and set examples. We must encourage our men and assure 
them of our comprehension as we share in their worries.
We, women of Spain, not only suffer the trials the entire country is subject 
to, in our role as women we also witness the painful daily household 
traumas, anguished by the results of an absurd and unjust economy and by 
the spiritual defeat of so many men close to us: fathers, brothers, husbands 
and sons, who have become discouraged and bitter in this era of lack of 
faith in God and in Spain.
For Spain, for them and for ourselves, we must impose every sacrifice 
upon ourselves to recover impetus, justice and joy in Spain. No hardship is 
too great to reach the dawning of a new and eternal, just and united Spain, 
i ARRIBA ESPANA !4
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The Civil War (1936-1939) determined the future tasks of women in the Feminine 
Division. These included making sweaters for the soldiers at the Front, assisting the 
wounded, helping families affected by the war and distributing food rations. These 
relief jobs were organised through the Social Assistance programme and were to 
form the future Social Service. The Service, a copy of the Nazi Winter Auxiliary 
Service, was entrusted with providing social assistance during the war and the years 
preceding it. Initially, training was independent from the Feminine Division and this 
led to disagreement between Pilar Primo de Rivera, head of the Feminine Division, 
and Mercedes Sanz Bachüler, head of the Social Service. Not only did they disagree 
on the political and economic power involved in running the Social Service; they held 
different opinions about the image of women and service to the homeland.
Pilar Primo de Rivera, a highly loyal follower of the principles defended by 
the founder of the Falange, could not disagree with the preferences he 
showed at the international level. Jose Antonio (Primo de Rivera) had felt 
closer to the Italian fascists than to the German Nazis. Such issues as 
religion, character and thek shared Latin nature helped bring them closer 
to the former, unlike the Germans, who were more distant.
Mercedes Sanz Bachdler and Martinez de Bedoya, the delegate and 
secretary of the Social Assistance programme, on the other hand, had 
received aU of her training in Germany.
Gallego Mendez, 1983, p 60.
The Social Service was a voluntary organisation, an ‘invitation’ for women to 
participate on Franco’s side during the Civil War. However, upon completion of the 
war. Pilar Primo de Rivera achieved what had been proposed from the start and 
managed to bring together the entke Social Assistance programme under her control
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to create the women’s Social Service as decreed on 28 December 1939. From this 
date, the Social Service involved six months of work for the State: three months of 
training, above aU political training, and three months of community service in 
hospitals, nurseries, etc. The service was required of women if they wished to obtain 
jobs as civil servants, a driving licence, a passport, etc.
The Social Service was not completely negative. Many illiterate women learned basic 
reading and writing skills in the educational courses. Yet many women were, in fact, 
forced to quit their jobs in order to serve the ^homeland’.
The specific functions and characteristics of the Feminine Division were defined 
within the Franco Regime during this period. The seven women in the Feminine 
Division in June 1934 grew to a mass organisation of 11,000 by 1939, and "a solid 
hierarchical and vertical structure, governed with strict discipline evolved" (Di Febo, 
1979, p 137).
The promotion of maternity and femininity coupled with all the "natural" feminine 
adornments of fragility, submission, asexuality and spirit of sacrifice were the basis of 
women’s definition as second-class citizens. The virtue of resignation, along with the 
suffocation of intellectual, creative and critical capabilities, was required of this 
woman-appendage.
Two charismatic leaders dictated Pilar Primo De Rivera’s ideology to her: José 
Antonio Primo de Rivera and Francisco Franco. The former suggested that the 
foundations of "new feminism" should be as follows:
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True feminism should not consist of the search for duties considered 
superior for women today, but of the bestowment of greater human and 
social dignity on naturally feminine tasks.
Speech, 28 April 1935.^
Calendar of Feminine Division, 1939, no page.
Franco’s speeches spoke of "chores" and "duties":
One of the achievements of our Movement has been to fit women into 
politics without diminishing their spirit; we have aroused and stimulated 
them to be of use in palliating pain, in delivering from misery and 
awakening hope and expectation in so many other tired and defeated 
women on the brink of losing those graces of gentleness and spirituality so 
representative of them.
Franco, 1944, p 39.
Once its organisation had been established and its inspiration determined based on 
the principles of the leaders of the Movement, the Feminine Division became, first of 
all, an agent specialised in women’s political indoctrination. In no lesser terms it 
strongly influenced primary social action and other behaviour by means of 
interaction. It is evident that the Division sponsored a particular idea of female 
values, with more authority and submission to it at the fore.
The indoctrination of the first members of the Feminine Division was divided into 
two parts, the first being traditional though not traditionalistic. The aim was not to 
revive past political systems or dynasties whose grandeur they commemorated, but to 
strive to imitate personalities or historic occasions and to foster race and extreme 
nationalism, in other words fascism. However, the Falange never liked or used this 
word.
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The theory and practice of Catholicism constituted the second part of the Feminine 
Division’s indoctrination. Isabella "the Catholic" (the Catholic Queen who 
represented 15th century nationalism) and Saint Teresa of Jesus (who represented 
martyrdom, sainthood and Catholicism, also in the 16th century) were chosen to be 
archetypes, models, and figureheads in order to inculcate a thorough doctrine.
The ideological significance of, and functions performed by, the organisation during 
the first years of the Franco regime remain obscured by the rhetoric and subjectivity 
with which they have been viewed subsequently by the major sectors of society. 
These include, on the one hand, those who resolutely defend the Feminine Division 
and, on the other, those who despise and reject everything that they had achieved.
Two fairly clear stages can be defined in terms of the Feminine Division’s view of 
women. The two stages are distinguished not so much by the people in charge at the 
time, but by the period, the economic situation in Spain and, above aU, by Pilar 
Primo de Rivera’s desire to remain up-to-date politically speaking while not losing the 
essence of the Falange as a political party. The point of inflection of these two stages, 
or point of variation in the view of women on the part of the Feminine Division, 
came around the year 1960. At this point, what researchers refer to as the “New 
Feminine Division” was bom. Until then, the official stance of the Division, 
subjecting women to their fathers, husbands, bosses, etc. was a reflection of Spanish 
society as a whole.
An example of the effect of the "New Feminine Division", is the "Law on Political, 
Professional, and Labour Equality for Women" promoted by the Division itself (Law 
dated 22 July 1961). In contrast to some of the laws described, the third paragraph of 
this Law states:
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It appears evident that sex cannot imply limitation. Article No.l. This Law 
recognises equal rights for women in the pursuit of any type of political, 
professional or labour activity, on a par with their male counterparts, abiding by 
the limitations that the law itself imposes. Article No.2. Women may participate 
in elections and be elected to carry out any form of public duty.
The ideological change in the Feminine Division seems evident, but contrary to what 
might be expected, there were no great changes among the leaders. For example, 
founding member Pilar Primo de Rivera, the real ‘alma mater’, served as the National 
Delegate from the organisation’s start until her death. This was also the case of the 
other leaders.
An analysis of the reasons for this change would be difficult, if not complicated. 
Obviously, the limited scope of this research does not allow for an exhaustive study 
of the Feminine Division, whose complexity and extension until its dissolution are 
much greater than seems apparent on first analysis.
2.3 THE ORGANISATION OF THE FEMININE DIVISION
The organisational structure of the Feminine Division varied throughout its political 
existence (1934-1977), mainly due to growth in numbers of people and size. At the 
start of the Civil War, the Division organised several councils for nurses at the front, 
washing places for the soldiers’ clothing, sewing groups and, in general, all kinds of 
social assistance.
The structure grew after the War until it reached its largest level at the end of the 
1960s. The description provided below pertains to this large organisational structure.
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This analysis wiU provide a better understanding of how the organisation and training 
of women influenced the Choral and Dance groups.
As a delegation of the Movement, the Feminine Division bases its actions 
on articles 7 and 8 of the Law of the Movement and its National Council, 
and in a certain sense as a semi-state organisation in collaboration with aU 
the Ministries, notably Education and Social Welfare.
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 399.
This definition was stated in a Feminine Division report by Pilar Primo de Rivera at 
the Movement’s National Council on 12 February 1969.
The decision to structure the Feminine Division was taken at the 3rd National 
Council in January 1939, when five main councils were created. Each was controlled 
by a central officer and an aid. The councils were: Town and Country Brotherhood, 
Nursing, Culture and Hierarchy Training, Physical Culture and Syndicates.
These five councils were subject to the strict control of Pilar Primo de Rivera, the 
National Delegate.*’
The brief outline above may lead to misunderstandings about the nature of the 
organisation over the course of its existence because the Division was merely starting 
out in January 1939. Below is a description of the stmcture in 1969. During the 30 
years that separated the two, the Division became the largest organisation for 
j controlling and indoctrinating women in Franco’s Spain and it reached practically all 
comers of the country.
The National Delegation had control over the entire operation of the Feminine
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Division and it was divided into twelve sections. These included consulting agencies,
councils and services. The structure was as follows:
2.3.1 - CONSULTING AGENCIES
Legal Counsel. This section served as the secretary to the Council for purchasing and 
concessions. It drew up contracts and handled the property concerns and legal 
aspects of the Feminine Division.
Technical Secretariat. This Secretariat studied, documented, advised and co-ordinated 
the Division’s central services. It was also responsible for preparing and negotiating 
the Division’s official teaching and training centres, and for inspecting dossiers and 
providing technical guidance for the pedagogical magazine "Consigna" (Watchword).
2.3.2 - CENTRAL SERVICES
Personnel Office. This department processed new applications to join the Feminine 
Division. This involved:
- The Campaign for Summer Residences and Youth Hostels: Yearly 
mobilisation of personnel (mainly students and graduates) to survey the various 
summer courses in youth hostels, teaching courses. Social Security, etc.
- Permanent employees: administrative staff, specialised personnel, and 
collaborators.
Many women worked as delegates, secretaries and local councillors alongside these 
employees. There were also women who served in rural areas as rural teachers.
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- Official centres where the Division’s teaching staff carried out its work:
State secondary schools.
Division delegations.
Technical institutes.
Branch offices.
Night schools.
Branch night schools.
General teacher training schools.
Commercial training schools.
Universities.
Teachers of politics, physical education and home economics taught classes at the 
centres that belonged to the Feminine Division.
- Press and Propaganda Council. This Council was available to all the other 
councils. It carried out the task indicated by its tide and was divided into the 
following sections:
- Publications. In 1969 the publication figures reached 2,300,000 copies, 
encompassing all types of styles.
- Propaganda. Distribution of all propagandistic material was assigned to this 
department, including the photographic service, and organisation of public 
functions and the National Councils. The department also covered liaisons with 
television, radio and NO-DO, and the production, distribution and archival 
maintenance of film documentaries, along with the organisation of 
propagandistic film sessions for visiting foreign groups.
- Press. Headed by qualified women journalists, this section’s mission was to 
write and distribute any news items or articles concerning the Feminine 
Division. It also maintained the general press archives.
- Periodical Publications. The magazines "Teresa" for women, "Consigna" for 
teachers, and "Bazar" for girls were written, distributed and administered by the 
Press and Propaganda Council.
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2.3.3 - FOREIGN SERVICE
This department organised the Feminine Division’s relations with other nations, 
assuring the Division an active presence in international congresses and meetings 
through their many representatives. It also managed the Secretariat of the Central Co­
ordination Board of the Ibero-American Women’s Cultural Clubs. In doing so, it 
selected and prepared grants awarded by the Feminine Division to women from 
Latin America, Spain and other countries. Finally, relations with the Spanish Foreign 
Office and the Hispanic Cultural Institute were handled by this service.
2.3.4 - INSTRUCTION SERVICE
The main sections and functions of this department were:
Department of Religious Instruction. Religious guidance was provided at aU levels of 
the Feminine Division in accordance with the standards laid down by the Council 
Vatican II and the Benedictine norms introduced by the Division’s national advisor. 
Friar Justo Pérez de Urbel. "The object of this training is to voluntarily steer aU those 
who pass through our organisation towards the necessity of God" (Primo de Rivera, 
1983, p. 405).
Department of Political Training. The main objective of this department was to 
provide political training for the entire Feminine Division in accordance with the 
established laws based on José Antonio’s doctrine. Courses in "current political 
events" were also organised.
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Department of Studies. All national and provincial courses organised by the 
Feminine Division were planned here. General training in religion, politics and social 
coexistence were taken into account.
The budget assigned to the Instruction Service was used for the political and religious 
departments’ activities, and for the construction of chapels. Funds were used for the 
following areas:
- Fees for political lecturers on a national and provincial scale.
- Acquisition of reading material destined for the political training of the Central 
Council and for the senior schools.
- Awarding of course assistance grants.
- Social weeks.
2.3.5 - CULTURAL COUNCIL
The Medina Centres were eminently cultural centres where diverse events such as 
concerts, conferences, recitals, exhibitions, etc. were held and where courses mainly 
related to the ‘modem necessities of the home’ were taught. The centres were open 
to anyone who wished to join them.
Libraries. The task of this department was not only to promote reading but also to 
survey the choice, purchasing and distribution of books to the Feminine Division’s 
libraries.
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Music Department. The purpose of this department was to spread music and dance 
culture throughout Spain. Above all, it gathered information on folklore for the 
Choral and Dance groups around the country trained by the Feminine Division.
Knowledge of music is essential for people who desire to improve 
culturally. The learning and love of music is stimulated from infancy using 
the Orff method, and by participating in choral and folk dancing 
competitions.
Primo de Rivera, no date, AGA.
Department of Home Economics. Courses on home economics, household chores, 
etc. were taught by this department.
2.3.6 - YOUTH COUNCIL
Article 7, paragraph d), and article 8 of the Organic Law of the Movement and its 
National Council determined the aim of the Central Youth Councils:
Contribution to the training of young women in order to enable new 
generations to become a part of the community, thereby forming their complete 
participation in the life of this nation.
According to the Feminine Division, the organisational structure needed to 
ensure efficient achievement of the above principle involved the following 
concepts:
- Training of youth leaders not only from within the organisation but also 
from other youth oriented bodies.
- Special consideration for the planning and organisation of courses, specific 
institutions, and the study and publication room.
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-Joint ventures with similar organisations.
- Guidance of rural youth training in and out of school and in the workplace.
- Planning and control of the organisation’s pilot centres.
2.3.7 - STUDENT AND GRADUATE COUNCIL
Political training and professional advancement of women university students and 
graduates were the objectives of this Council.^ These aims were achieved on 
university campuses through:
University social service summer youth hostels. 
Outdoor activities.
Choral and dance groups.
Leadership training meetings.
Information and training meetings.
University seminars.
And in the professional field through:
Graduate information newsletter.
Professional reunions.
Assistance in competitive examinations for civil service positions.
Graduate residencies.
Technical Department. This department’s main mission was research. Its libraries 
offered political, professional and reference works, etc.
This Council was also in charge of international university relations.
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2.3.8 - THE COUNCIL FOR SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The aim of the Sports Council was to see that all women and girls had the 
opportunity to participate in physical education and sporting activities. Its duties 
were:
- Training of physical education teaching staff at various levels at the state 
school "Julio Ruiz de Alda", the women’s annex to the National Institute for 
Physical Education. This function was commissioned to the Feminine 
Division by the State.
- Planning of physical education for aU of the schools and levels.
- Popularisation of sporting activities through the organisation of local, 
regional and national sporting competitions.
- Co-ordination with international sporting organisations.
- Setting up and promotion of sporting and cultural clubs.
- Collaboration with different national sporting organisations in the field of 
Physical Education.
2.3.9 - SOCIAL HEALTH ASSISTANCE AND PROMOTION COUNCIL. 
SOCIAL ACTION SERVICE.
This Council was divided into three large sections:
2.3.9.1. Social Assistance, whose aims included:
- Individual and family guidance in times of crisis, youth assistance, helps for 
expectant mothers, and community aid through syndicates, municipalities 
and the family unit.
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- Organisation, management and supervision of child day-care programmes 
for domestic migrant mothers who worked.
2.3.9.2. Health Education, the goals of which were:
- Health education in terms of hygiene, childcare and, above all, the fight 
against infant mortality.
- Food and Nutrition (infant nourishment campaign, courses in nutrition and 
food education).
- First-aid.
- Rehabilitation campaign for the disabled.
- Camping for voluntary blood donors.
- Organisation and control of the Feminine Division’s activities in 
complementary health services.
2.3.9.3. Instruction of specialised personnel with the aim of training:
- Social workers.
- A.T.S. (Registered nurses).
- Auxiliary infant carers.
-Rural teachers, first-aid workers and experienced nutritionists.
2.3.10 - LABOUR COUNCIL
This Council’s duty was to plan, manage and carry out the Feminine Division’s social 
policies in relation to women’s employment.
Its objectives were focused on promoting a higher social and professional standard 
for working women. Its functions were the establishment of:
- Centres and projects for the fundamental, social and professional 
instruction of working women.
- Regulated collaboration with the syndicates to study and promote social and 
legal measures related to working women.
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- Co-operation with the Agriculture, Labour and Industry Ministries.
The goals and activities of the Labour Council were designed to cover employment 
of women at the national level in the agricultural, industrial, handicraft and domestic 
service fields.
- The agricultural sector offered courses in agriculture and rural trades that 
could be carried out in the home.
- The industrial sector taught accelerated professional training courses.
- The domestic service sector opened "hogar-residencias," or live-in 
residences, for people who worked in homes in Madrid and Barcelona. It 
also organised training courses in home-care techniques in each province.
- The Institution for Assistance to the Artisan at Home was created to 
provide work to rural women and at the same time to develop handicrafts as 
a valuable resource.
Specialised Body. This service counted on the following groups of people for its 
operation:
- National body of rural educators.
- Social workers’ groups in every province.
- Links with employment agencies.
2.3.11 - CENTRAL SERVICE DEPARTMENT OF TRAVELLING
CLASSROOMS
This central service comprised the Feminine Division’s "Francisco Franco" travelling 
classroom and the "José Antonio" travelling classroom of the National Housing 
Institute. The service made its projects known by sending groups to villages for
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extended stays of 45 to 60 days. The travelling classrooms, made up of specialised 
personnel, attended to the cultural, health and humane advancement of entire 
villages. The audiences at these meetings ranged from young children to elderly folk, 
and they were provided information, orientation and encouragement regarding 
subjects typical to village life in general, as well as help with specific problems related 
to their particular villages.
The groups collaborated with Primary Teaching, Rural Ordinance, Agricultural 
Expansion, Health Delegation, the syndicates, youth groups. Information and 
Tourism, Cultural Expansion, the parish priest etc. and in close contact with the civil 
government, provincial delegations and village council.
The efforts of the Feminine Division’s travelling classrooms were instrumental in the 
adult literacy and cultural advancement campaigns.
I
I The "José Antonio" groups performed the same duties but on a permanent and 
I stable basis in the cities. They were sponsored by the National Housing Institute.
2.3.12 - SOCIAL SERVICE COUNCIL 
I The Social Service Council was established by a decree dated 28 December 1939.
As a national obligation to Spanish women aged 17 to 35 years old, its 
specific purpose is to incorporate women into State assignments. The 
Social Service will work towards this necessary situation which, when 
earned out with responsibility, requires the exactitude of adequate training 
for the revitalisation of a sense of duty and service.
These are, broadly speaking, the aims and directives of the Social Service, 
acknowledging that women are an integral part of an active society, a
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society in which they cannot remain on the fringe. It is incumbent on 
them to perform duties in society which the State has a perfect right to 
demand. Women have the duty and right to this role, and it confers 
honour and dignity on them.
Report of Social Service, 1939, AGA.
This was the ideology of the Feminine Division’s leaders, but in reality the Social 
Service represented free labour for the Franco regime. The Social Service, or SS as it 
was known,^ was required of women if they wanted to acquire a professional 
diploma, to be employed in any state administration, to participate in competitive 
exams (leading to employment), hold public office, have political responsibilities, or 
even obtain a driving license or passport. It is easy to see, upon understanding these 
facts that it was certainly indispensable if not "obligatory”.
The duties and aims of the Council involved two phases. First, women were given 
training and, second, they provided community service. A maximum of six months 
was required for the two phases. However, a reduction was allowed depending on a 
woman’s academic studies. In 1969, for example, a large number of women benefited 
from this reduction. If they had completed high school or held a university degree, 
they were exempted from the training phase but were expected to complete the 
three-month service period. Women received instruction in:
- Home management schools.
- Training schools.
- Mixed home management and training schools.
- Boarding schools.
The women provided community service in all types of establishments. These 
included cultural and public assistance institutions owned and operated either entirely 
or partly by the State, as well as private institutions:
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- libraries.
- Homes (as institutions).
- Children’s canteens.
- Hospitals and clinics.
- Maternity centres.
- Auxiliaries to the rural teachers organisation.
- Rehabilitation of the disabled.
- Fight against illiteracy.
- Emergency aid.
- Vaccination campaigns.
2.3.13 - ADMINISTRATION COUNCIL
The Feminine Division’s finances were managed by this Council. Below is a 
description of its different assignments and departments, which could not act 
independently.
Auditing:
- Auditing of aU of the Feminine Division’s accounts.
- Assessment and handling of issues related to the Finance Ministry.
- Auditing of finance tribunals, public auctions and bidding (for contracts).
Counselling:
- On any legal matters pertaining to the Council.
- Advising, approval, rejection, inspection, surveying, and drawing up of 
plans, etc. for all matters concerning real estate and architecture.
Accounting Departm ent. The main mission of this department was to handle 
accounting of all profits and payments pertaining to the Feminine Division, along 
with normal treasury and book-keeping duties.
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Accounts Department. It controlled the opening of all accounts and their submission 
for inspection. AH assets from subsidies and credits, along with expenditure accounts 
related to the budget, were also verified by this section.
Social Security. Payroll and Records Department. The planning of everything related 
to staff records, payroll, budget files and the Feminine Division’s Social Security 
payments took place here.
Stores and Storekeeping. The National Delegation’s warehouse contained the 
majority of the furnishings, equipment, books, forms and pamphlets that were 
distributed to the provinces. This department mainly controlled incoming and 
outgoing merchandise and its inventory.^
The above description refers only to the national delegation. It must be recalled that 
provincial delegations depended on the national delegation, and local offices, in turn, 
depended on the provincial ones. Lastiy, district chiefs answered to the local 
delegations.
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This hierarchical system was clearly reflected in the VI National Congress in Granada 
in 1942. The Feminine Division’s organisational charts, in effect from 1939 to 1969, 
were presented at the event.
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2.4 THE CENTRAL COUNCIL FOR CULTURE
From the start, the Choral and Dance group organisation belonged to the Central 
Council for Culture. It is, therefore, important to understand the Council’s aims and 
the Choral and Dance groups’ position within it.
The Cultural Service and Hierarchical Formation, as it was initially known, was 
created at the Second National Congress in Segovia in January 1938. The first 
circular, signed by Carmen Wemer, the Central Councillor, was dated 1 February that 
same year. The year was not a very productive one, mainly because there were 
successive changes in the position of Central Councillor, which was devoted to the 
creation and orientation of the Service. However, the Hierarchical Formation School 
of Malaga was inaugurated at that time, and on 6 December 1938 the first circular 
concerning the establishment of basic education schools for iUiterate adults was 
distributed.
As mentioned above, the Cultural Council was assigned four responsibilities: the 
home economics schools, libraries for women, the Medina Circle and, lastly, the 
Music Department.
The Cultural Council considered its adult education classes to be one of its most 
important tasks. A total of 1,017 schools for adults were established in 1939, and this 
figure reached 20,000 in 1950. The main objective of these schools was to educate 
women in the broadest terms possible. However, they became increasingly specialised 
in teaching women housework, religion and, in particular, political thought. Below is 
a short list of some of the subjects:
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Reading and writing.
History of the Motherland.
Religion.
Home care and home economics.
Folklohc songs.
Over the course of time these schools became known as "Escuelas de Hogar," or 
Home-Care Schools. Home economics became a required subject for all primary and 
secondary schools as dictated in the Ministerial Order dated 16 October 1941. In 
1944 it was a required section of the Baccalaureate Exam.
These teachings improve home management, which in turn creates 
savings, a useful thing in the fact that it avoids the necessity of having 
married women work, therefore assuring their permanence at home. 
Report of Home-Care Schools, 1939.
This is what the Feminine Division leaders argued to see that home economics 
became a required subject throughout the country. However, they themselves 
recognised that:
Spanish society and sectors involved in teaching viewed these lessons as an 
excess in the requirements expected of students and they organised a 
silent, passive, efficient resistance, which maintained home economics on 
the sidelines.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 135.
When home economics was not made a priority, the Feminine Division insisted for 
more than forty years that it and its content of political marginality of women should 
be maintained as a subject.
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In 1939 the item ‘Libraries for Women’ was already on the Feminine Division’s 
agenda. By 1940 thirty-two libraries had opened, followed by 121 in 1943. In 1950 
they came to 371. According to statistics, 20,000 volumes were consulted in 1941, 
while 82,000 were consulted in 1951. This means that an average of 220 books were 
consulted in each library in 1950.^ ^
These figures are more eloquent than any commentary on the cultural reach of 
Spanish women in that decade. The Feminine Division considered reading of very 
kttle importance. One manual for young girls recommended that they "never become 
book worms" because nothing was as "detestable" as an intellectual woman. A 
woman could be knowledgeable as long as she kept quiet about it, but she should not 
appear pedantic. Religion teachers in general had a very clear idea as to what women 
and young girls should read: "Bad books come in two categories; some kül the 
treasure of faith, while others steal the treasure of virtue".
In the first years following the Civil War the only Medina Cultural Centre that existed 
was in Madrid, and it give its origin to the Medina Centres. The circles were very 
careful when planning their functions in that "the lecturers must not stray from our 
pure Falangist doctrine"(Primo de Rivera, no date).^ ^
When the Department of Medina Centres was created, its mission was to promote 
the creation of other centres in all of the other provinces, co-ordinate activities and 
provide general operational, cultural^ "^  and political norms, apart from everything 
mentioned above in this brief description of the Feminine Division organisation.
Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the Music Department. The Choral and 
Dance group organisation belonged to this Department from its start until its finish.
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ENDNOTES
1. Like the other fascist parties in Europe, the Falange were willing to use violence 
to achieve theic purposes, as seen in their manifestos. For this reason, women 
were encouraged to join the S.E.U., the more theoretical part of the Falange, as 
opposed to the executive part.
2. Primo de Rivera, PHar. V^ cuerdos de ma Vida. Madrid: Dyrsa, 1983, p 65. Suarez 
Fernandez, Luis. Cronica de la Secciôn Femenina y  su Tiempo. Madrid: Asociacion 
Nueva Andadura, 1993, p 28.
3. GaUego Mendez, Maria Teresa. Mujer, Falange y  Franquismo. Madrid: Taurus, 1983, 
p 25.
4. Military salute with strong political connotations used in aU written and oral 
communication, both public and private; it is similar to the salute used by other 
fascist parties, i.e. Heil Hider!
5. One of the rare speeches on the subject of women given by José Antonio Primo 
de Rivera, head of the Falange, in the village of Don Benito (Badajoz), cited in 
Calendar de la Secciôn Femenina 1939. No page.
6. Various reports on the orientation and work of the Service from its creation. 
December 1939. A.G.A.
7. These ideas on the advancement of women are from 1969 and clearly support the 
concept of "The New Feminine Division”.
8. The political connotation of the SS until the end of the Second World War is very 
clear.
9. Various reports, no date. AGA.
10. Report number 2, "Orientation and Work of the Service from its Creation to 
Date”. December 1939. AGA.
11. Maria Teresa GaUego Mendez reached this conclusion in Point 3 of Chapter 3, p. 
79.
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12.au of these points are taken from the different chapters of the book Formacion 
Catolica de la ]oven (CathoUc Instruction for Young Girls), by P. Riano Campos. 
Madrid: Pia Sociedad de San Pablo, 1943.
13. Undated manuscript by PUar Primo de Rivera, a copy of which was found in the 
AGA. Probably from 1944.
14. Cultural CouncU report of May 1968. AGA.
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CHAPTERS 
THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT OF THE CULTURAL COUNCIL 
UNDER THE FEMININE DIVISION
When the Feminine Division created the Cultural Council at its Second National 
Coimcü(1938), it intended to form a department where music, not dance, had greater 
consideration; the initial intentions focused on "the love of music in general, 
especially popular and liturgical songs" (Dance Department Report, 1939). However, 
in time, the Department adapted itself to the reality that the Spanish people, and 
moreover Spanish women, preferred dancing to singing, as shown by statistics for the 
years in which the Choral and Dance groups existed. Added to this was the 
realisation, on the part of the Regime’s politicians, that the folk dancing and singing 
groups were excellent ambassadors, a point that wül be treated in Chapter 6.
Throughout this research it has emerged that the formative years of the Cultural 
Council and the Music Department were of great importance in relation to 
subsequent development. An analysis of the early years is actually quite complex 
because, for instance, dance fell under the Music Department as well as the CouncU 
of Physical Education.
3.1 THE EARLY YEARS OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT (1938 -1947)
The Music Department’s first task in 1938 was to organise its first courses for music 
teachers. The first was held in the city of Vigo, with a total of 20 students, the second 
in the city of Zamora, with 24 students, and the thkd in the city of Valladolid, with 
36 students. AH these courses were supervised by Maestro Benedito.^ None of the
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three cities stood out for its musical tradition. The three were chosen for two reasons; 
first, Franco had control over them in 1938, and second, the Feminine Division had 
organisational possibilities in them. That is, the Division had the personnel and space 
needed to offer the classes. The courses mainly involved musical training but much 
of their content was political and religious, and they were offered to the women who 
would be in charge of training and managing everything related to music and dance 
in the different provinces around Spain.
At the conclusion of the first two courses a choir was formed to participate in public 
and private festivities, even before Carmen Polo, Franco’s wife, and several national 
authorities at the closing ceremony to the classes. The second course revealed the 
need to unify the pedagogical criteria in order to ensure generalised teaching in aU the 
provinces with a view to create a joint choir.
Further programmes of courses for music teachers were organised in 1939, the first 
in the city of Malaga, with 18 students, and the second in the city of Barcelona, with 
200 students.
The ample attendance at the Barcelona course was due to two important factors; 
first, the Civil War had ended, and second, the Catalonians have a great love of 
music. The people of Catalonia have shown their appreciation of music throughout 
their history and especially from the 19th century until today through the large 
number of concerts and operas performed at the Liceo Theatre in Barcelona and at 
numerous concert halls in existence around the region. Conscious of this love for 
music and the fact that Catalonia had been one of the most important strongholds 
against the Nationalist movement, PHar Primo de Rivera conceived the idea of 
offering the programme in Barcelona. In doing so, she attracted a large number of
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women into the Chorus and Dance Groups through their love of music, as she 
comments in the following quotation:
The national course in musical pedagogy in Barcelona, to which great 
importance was to be given: this way, besides conducting interesting work 
to make the recendy freed Catalonia more Spanish, where the media of 
music is very frequent and important.
Report of the Council of Culture, 1939, AGA.
As was the case of the other courses. Maestro Benedito was in charge of these 
classes.
The subjects in the entire programme at that time fell under the categories of theory 
or practice. Theory consisted mainly of the teaching of music and folklore, while the 
main aim of practice was to form choral groups. The subjects in the latter were, 
therefore, vocalisation, expressive phrasing, and unisons and polyphonic Choral 
practice. All of these subjects were designed similar to those taught at music 
conservatories.^
Besides the main task of these years, which was the formation of national, provincial 
and local choral groups, the Music Department was also interested in the 
investigation of folklore.  ^With this aim, when the music teachers reached the end of 
the above courses, they were encouraged to seek and compile any relevant 
information available in their provinces. This work enabled them to compose a 
repertoice typical of their own areas according to rules laid down by the department 
for the courses.
Said teachers wül copy, with exactitude, authentic village songs, 
transferring them faithftilly to the pentagram in melody, rhythm, beat, 
expression and style, choosing above aU those songs of a definite rural
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aspect, for being the most representative, taking care that not only the 
melody be loyally reproduced, but also the poetic phrasing, making sure 
that the lyrics are scrupulously noted, respecting idiomatic expression, 
characteristic nuances, however strange they may seem, errors of syntax, 
accentuation, etc., so as not to stray from their authenticity and unique 
character. Before the collected songs are fully studied, the lyrics and music 
should be sent to the “Music Section" (sic) of the National Delegation’s 
“Cultural Department”(sic) along with as much collected data concerning 
the song as is possible.
Music Department Report, 1939, AGA.
"Choral groups were formed in all of the Spanish provinces in the years 1938-1939," 
according to one of the reports published in 1939. However, in subsequent reports 
from the same period the truth appears slightly different; Feminine Division statistics 
for these same years indicate that 25% of the provinces did not have choral groups."^
The Department of Music also emphasised "musical preparation of villages, 
propaganda and auditions" (Music Department Report, 1939). The intentions 
declared in this section focus on spreading the musical message to aU women, 
especially to working-class women, not only to those affiliated to the Feminine 
Division. To this effect choral groups in each province performed concerts preceded 
by brief explanatory sessions on music in general, "not only from an artistic point of 
view but also from a moral and educational one" (Music Department Report, 1939). 
The Feminine Division was interested in educating women, but not in such a way 
that they would become free thinkers, rather that they would be controlled by 
Christian morals and by the Franco regime’s political ideals.
The Falange would Hke to unite the happiness of sport and popular songs 
with religious training based on the liturgy at the parish as a unit of the 
Church, and with social training based on the family, in cities and towns 
and in syndicates, as natural units of the nation.
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speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Second National Council of the 
Feminine Division (Segovia) 1938.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 15.
In 1939, special emphasis was placed on counselling in the provinces to obtain better 
co-ordination and a more practical interpretation of the orders dictated by the 
National Delegation. To this effect, music counsellors of renowned prestige were 
assigned to each Spanish province. Also in that same year, the Organisation of 
Villages and Regions came into being and the provincial delegates received orders 
from the National Delegation to encourage the music teachers to extend their 
activities and influence to aU comers of their provinces. This was carried out through 
brief courses, meetings, etc., which enabled the participants, in turn, to organise 
collection points for folkloric data in their own villages.
However, the above norms and intentions of the Music Department had little to do 
with what was actually going on, and this constant difference between theory and 
fact, both at a budget level and at a political one, was a burden that the Department 
carried throughout its existence. The true situation was reflected in the many 
difficulties which arose, difficulties that can be divided into two main groups: 
incidental problems and problems intrinsic to the organisation itself. These two types 
of difficulties can, in turn, be divided into three sub-groups:
3.1.1. The incidental difficulties were the Civil War, the Nationalist victory and
problems with the Ministry of Science and Education.
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3.1.1.1. The Civil War. The Civil War lasted until first of April 1939, but the 
conquest of the various provinces was inconsistent. This meant that the 
continuity of tasks at hand were interrupted on many occasions.
3.1.1.2. Nationalist victory celebration at Medina del Campo on 30 May 1939. 
The Cultural Council, in particular the Music Department, was occupied with 
the preparations for this event from before the end of the War until the 
celebration took place. The result was an abrupt halt in the Department’s 
normal activities. Plans for the event foresaw:
A representation of 10,000 young girls from the four comers of Spain to 
participate in a three-part celebration entrusted to musicians, painters, 
choreographers and gymnasts and consisting of: speeches reaffirming faith 
in the Falangist ideals; a demonstration of folkloric heralding, what was to 
become the future Choral and Dance folk groups.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, pp 99-100.
Maestro Benedito was entrusted with the musical preparations for the celebration, 
conducting a choic of 2,090 voices who performed songs from aU over Spain. 
Carmen Sala had responsibility for the choreography. Almost aU the region’s of Spain 
were represented.
3.1.1.3. Problems with the Àlinistry of Science and Education. These problems 
fell into two categories; first, there were communication difficulties due to the 
fact that the Ministry was located in Vitoria in the Basque Country, and second, 
there was a lack of understanding between the Feminine Division and the 
Ministry of Education.
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The Feminine Division demanded the tight to educate all Spanish women with the 
exception of girls still of school age (they also wanted to teach girls some subjects 
such as music, housework and other domestic activities). It is interesting to analyse 
the responses received from the different Ministries before and after the war. While 
the outcome of the war was still uncertain, the help of women was valued on aU 
fronts in that it could help to win the cause, so their needs and requirements were 
heeded. However, once victory had been achieved there was no reason to give 
women such important roles in society.
Women were considered an entity. It was irrelevant whether they were loyal to the 
Franco regime or not. In general, the Falangists expressed a definite opposition not 
only to feminine initiative but also to popular cultural expression in general.
Following difficult negotiations with Pilar Ptimo de Rivera, Franco decided to entmst 
the Feminine Division with ’’The Formation of aU Spanish Women”.^  However, his 
decree proved worthless as that goal was never really achieved.
3.1.2 - Difficulties intrinsic to the organisation included a lack of economic means, 
lack of personnel and problems in finding adequate premises.
3.1.2.1 - Lack of economic means. The Feminine Division was authorised to 
present a first budget at the Movement’s National Council at the Monastery of 
las Huelgas in Burgos, between 5 and 8 June 1939. The budget would include 
financial rewards of a total of 22,000 pesetas per month for the 49 women who
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dedicated their time exclusively to the organisation. However, an entity of this 
size required a great many volunteers, as is evident from the previous 
description. Therefore, only a minimum 0.01% received any monthly payment 
for their efforts.
3.1.2.2 - Lack of personnel. The majority of the music teachers and provincial 
delegates were obliged to earn their living doing other jobs mainly because of 
the lack of funds mentioned above. This meant that they could only dedicate a 
limited time to the Feminine Division. In other cases, staff left "active service" 
when they married, causing a drop in personnel numbers.
3.1.2.3 - Problems in finding adequate premises. Feminine Division offices were 
usually very modest, improvised places, both on a national and provincial scale.
AU these difficulties had a direct impact on the Music Department, which was far 
from first on the list when budgets were assigned for personnel, premises, etc. In this 
period of economic hardship, culture was not in the foreground, and culture for 
women was less so.
3.2 POLITICS IN THE EARLY YEARS OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
(1938-1942)
The first years were the most important ones in the formation of the Choral and 
Dance groups because it was during these years that their political use was defined. 
This was when the groundwork was laid for the use of folklore and women for 
Franco’s ends.
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The declared objective of the Music Department was to unite a culturally and 
geographically diverse Spain, as can be deduced from these words pronounced in a 
speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera in 1939:
When the Catalonians leam the songs of Castile, when sardanas (a typical 
Catalonian folk dance) are the norm in Castile, and the txistu (a typical 
instrument of the Basque Country) is known everywhere, when the deep 
philosophy of Andalusian song blossoms, when the songs of Galicia are 
sung in the Levant, when fifty or sixty thousand voices join together to 
sing in unison, then we will have achieved unity between the people and 
lands of Spain.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 239.
If the above quotation is compared with the Music Department report on the 
collection of folklore information, a contradiction clearly exists, and not only in terms 
of the concept of a culturally diverse Spain. Pilar Primo de Rivera herself wrote on 10 
March 1944:
Our task concerning folklore wiU be orientated, from now on, in the sense 
of rooting the popular dances and folk songs in their own ambient, that is 
to say, in the village.
To this effect you wiU make the most of village festivals, patron saint days, 
fairs etc.. so that the Choral and Dance groups of the Feminine Division 
may dance in the village square, and so perhaps a tradition wiU form and 
become a feature every Sunday.
Let it be understood that these performances should only take place in 
those areas where folk tradition, in the form of dances, songs and regional 
dress, already exists, because if we wanted to impose this custom on 
everyone we would only achieve an artificial and fake tradition, as far from 
authenticity as are modem dances.
For this very reason you must act carefully, making sure that your 
comrades only perform songs and dances from their onm region or county.
because the mixture of regional traditions only leads to confusion, 
eventually causing us to forget their origins and, as I have previously 
mentioned, it would not be in holding with the region’s character.
Circular Number 222, Pilar Primo de Rivera, 1944.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, pp 273-274.
In order to understand these changes of opinion it is necessary to consider the 
proverbial intellectual insecurity of the Falangist leaders; theic weakness led them to 
follow the ideas of traditional conservative intellectuals who had accepted the victors’ 
regime, even though these ideas went against the basic philosophy of national 
syndicalism. Once again Pilar Ptimo de Rivera sheds light on this fact in her 
memoirs:
The Choral and Dance groups. For this enormous task we receive the 
invaluable advice of Mr Ramon Menendez Pidal, who has advised us to 
seek authenticity above all.
Ptimo de Rivera, 1983, p 246.
It is also important to understand why her words changed when referring to what 
was to be recovered. Initially in 1939 she referred only to music, whereas in 1944 she 
also made reference to dances. The reason is that from the beginning the music 
teachers collected dances as well as songs and this led the Department to reconsider 
and plan a more extensive investigation of folklore.
In these early years the Council of Physical Education, created at the Third National 
Council of the Feminine Division (1939), also taught dance. The intention was to 
create schools of physical education where gymnastics, dance, sport and rhythmic 
gymnastics could be taught. However, the first competition of Choral and Dance 
groups in 1942 showed the ability and interest of the Music Department under the 
Cultural Council, and it was decisive in determining that this Department would be in
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charge of everything related to dance. “The work of Maria de Miranda^ had involved 
including folk dance as a part of sport, but in 1942 it (dance) had akeady started 
acquiring some independence” (Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 144).
In 1940, as a prelude to what was to be the first choral and dance competition and to 
celebrate the first anniversary of the end of the war, the Provincial Cultural 
Councillor of Madrid, Maria Josefa Hernandez Sampelayo, conceived the idea that 
women from the Feminine Division should dance and sing in all the village squares 
as a reminder of Franco’s victory.
The main undertaking of the Music Department in 1941 and 1942 was the first 
competition of choral and dance groups, under the initiative of national delegate Pilar 
Primo de Rivera. This competition was an ideal way of showing how well the music 
teachers had profited from the training programme mentioned above and how hard 
the provinces had worked in preparing their performances. The result was excellent 
and, it would appear, the response overwhelming. It was the response of a nation 
who wanted to forget the Civil War by dancing and singing.
In 1941 and 1942 the Music Department mainly organised and managed 
the first choral and dance competition.
The idea to hold it came from the national delegate, to demonstrate the 
work carried out by the teachers who participated in the four courses held 
to date (Vigo, Valladolid, Malaga and Barcelona) and to show the efforts 
made by the provinces.
The results could not have been better, but it is true that there were some 
mistakes, which I will point out when the time arises. Compared to the 
success (of the event), they are insignificant.
Report on the work carried out by the Music Department in 1942. AGA.
The competition began on 27 February 1942 and ended on 3 July. Initially, each 
local group competed in a provincial heat, performing three required songs.
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However, other songs and dances of free choice were also admitted. The winner 
of this provincial heat, who had by then passed three tests, went on to compete in 
regional heats and from there to compete in one of the four sectors. Finally, the 
selected groups competed in Madrid. The winners, therefore, had to surpass four 
trials.
The competition in Madrid was divided into three categories. Dance, Choral and 
Mixed. This system was used throughout the 20 national competitions from 1942 to 
1976. Three groups from Catalonia won the first competition, but this is no surprise 
considering the enormous enthusiasm the Catalans showed for music and the interest 
and backing they received from the Music Department in Barcelona. As a result, the 
future teacher training programmes, harmonisation courses etc., were to be held in 
that area of Spain from then on.
It is interesting to point out that all the competition participants including 
researchers, teachers and the majority of the dancers were women, while the juries 
were composed entirely of men. That is, there were no women judges. One example 
is the jury that assessed the last phase of the second Choral and Dance group 
competition in 1943:
Antonio Fernandez Cid, Press Association.
Benito Garcia de la Parra, Secretary of the National Music Conservatory. 
Luis Escobar, National Education Minister, Department of Fine Arts. 
Tomas Andrade, Vice-Secretary of General Education.
Ricardo Martin Mayorbe, Friends of the Arts Society.
José Cubües, The San Fernando Royal Society of Fine Arts.
José Maria Franco.
José Aguilar.
Regino Sainz de la Maza, Musician.
Report on the second choral and dance competition, 1943. AGA.
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The general idea perceived in the initial years was that women were useful and 
worthy for transmitting popular culture, but by no means could they have anything to 
do with superior culture. They were worthy of compiling information on folklore and 
of teaching and dancing, but were not considered capable of analysing information, 
and much less of judging what was good or bad within the world of folklore.
3.3 THE BEST YEARS OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT AND CHORAL 
AND DANCE GROUPS (1948 -1962)
The biggest years for the Choral and Dance groups were between 1948 as 1962, as 
can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE CHORAL AND DANCE 
COMPETITIONS IN SPAIN
Choral groups Dances groups
Competiti
on
Year Groups Members Groups Members
I 1942 74 2250 34 364
II 1943 203 5075 114 1368
III 1944 184 5520 165 2310
IV 1945 188 6440 194 3438
V 1946 481 11255 502 5509
VI 1947 392 12210 544 8237
VII 1948 490 12358 671 9829
VIII 1949 693 18094 838 10161
IX 1950 618 14251 978 10160
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X 195152 705 15517 1039 11035
XI 1953-54 886 20188 1243 14387
XII 1955-56 725 17597 1219 14581
XIII 1957-58 846 21211 1493 21132
XIV 1959-60 920 18556 1572 23378
XV 1961-62 842 18749 1538 23027
XVI 1963-64-65 537 11969 1248 17384
XVII 1966-67-68 433 10645 1171 13394
XVIII
XIX 1972
XX 1973-74-
75-76
700-+
Source: Cultural Council Reports, 1977. AGA.
The above table clearly shows that the largest numbers of groups and members in 
each group are seen between 1959 and 1962. If Tables 1 and 2, and graphics 1,2,3 
and 4 (on chapter 1) and 5 are combined, the result is the following:
GRAPH 1. GNP PER CAPITA (1940 -1960)
GNP per Capita In Spain 1940 -1960
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GRAPH 2. % GNP FOR SECTORS (1940 -1990)
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GRAPH 5. GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE CHORAL AND DANCE 
COMPETITIONS IN SPAIN
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As seen above, the point of inflexion of the three graphics also comes between 1959 
and 1961. This result indicates that the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) increased 
since people had changed professions, leaving behind agriculture to work in the 
service sector as a result of their moving from villages to cities. All of this had a clear 
effect on the number of Choral and Dance groups and members in each group even 
though all of these changes took place in a society controlled by a dictatorship, as was 
the Franco regime.^
At the same time, different reports written by the leaders of the Feminine Division 
over the years mention the progressive abandonment of popular traditions in the 
major cities. The authorities attempted to form Choral and Dance groups from the
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different regions of Spain in all the large cities, but their efforts were unsuccessful 
since the first generation bom in the cities did not feel that the folklore of their 
parents was theirs; it was artificial and in their city setting they did not live it out.^
These years (1942-1962) stood out as being the start of the Choral and Dance 
groups’ first ventures abroad, beginning with a trip to Germany in 1942 by invitation 
from the German Youth group to visit hospitals where Spanish soldiers of the 
Division Azul (Blue Division)^ were recovering from their war-wounds. Thirty three 
women, including those in charge of the expedition, were sent on the mission to 
Germany. Such was their success that they toured German factories and visited 
wounded German soldiers in addition to comforting convalescent Spanish soldiers in 
many cities.
This trip to Germany is only a small example of others taken by the Choral and 
Dance groups throughout the most productive period of their existence under the 
political management of the Feminine Division. Chapter 6 discusses use of the 
groups as ambassadors for political purposes on the part of the Division and Franco 
and the groups’ trips, as weU as the context in which this use took place. Here only 
the following quotation concerning political use of the groups abroad by Pilar Primo 
de Rivera is needed: “Now the Feminine Division could count on a powerful 
instrument for its outward projection, which it proposed to use to the full”. (Suarez 
Fernandez, 1993 p 227.)
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3.4 THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE MUSIC DEPARTMENT: THE  
CHORAL AND DANCE GROUPS (1963-1977)
A report from the Cultural Council, dated in Madrid on 8 February 1963 and signed 
by the Central Cultural Councillor, Maria Josefa Hernandez Sampelayo, reflects the 
reality of the Music Department’s work in these years:
The main activity of this Department concerns Choral and Dance groups 
regarding competitions and national and international tours.
Folklore Book.- We are stiU preparing Matos’s book, but we are facing the 
ever present obstacle of lack of financial backing. Two chapters have 
already been completed, those of Andalusia and Badajoz, and cannot be 
wasted. A definite solution to this problem must be reached.
Choral and Dance Competitions.- Everything is fine, except for the same 
financial difficulties. Our budget has been the same for many years, yet the 
groups have increased in size in almost aU the provinces, as have the 
lodging and transportation fees, etc.
Instrumentalists and Dancers.- We are starting to have problems in this 
area. Initially, only the musicians were paid a small fee, but now the 
dancers also want wages. It is decidedly difficult these days to find young 
people available to tour for three months with the corresponding 
authorisation from employers, offices, etc., but this must be achieved. 
Otherwise, we wiU have to reduce the number of tours.
New musical text.- There is a lack of teachers. This deficiency is the most 
important problem related to music. At this time the National Music 
School in Barcelona has nineteen students in the first year and sixteen in 
the second. These numbers are far below the needs of the provinces. The 
reason for this poor show is the teachers’ very low wages. Propaganda 
must be intensified in the provinces, explaining that when these pupils 
finish their training, they are also competent in regional dancing and ballet, 
giving them more career opportunities and the possibility of earning 
money from teaching; many people are unaware that teachers can earn up 
to 4 or 5,000 pesetas (mondily).
Cultural Council report, 1963. AGA.
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From this report, it can be deduced that the Feminine Division had to adapt to the 
reality of the circumstances. They put aside the idea of reviving pure tradition and 
made it easier for the Music Department to allow the teachers in the provinces to 
earn some income.
The report also reflects the situation of the teaching of dance in Spain. This type of 
teaching was not recognised or regulated, and as a result, non-professionals could 
enter the field easily. In this case, the music teachers of the Feminine Division were 
the intmders; they were not required to be professionals or teachers of dance in order 
to work at all kinds of public and private institutions.^^
In this fourth part of the present chapter it is also informative to compare the 
numbers of participants in the provinces in two different years, 1943 and 1967, as 
seen in the graphics above and maps below. These specific years were chosen because 
they represent two different periods in the history of the Choral and Dance groups. 
In 1943 Choral and Dance groups were being formed in the provinces, while in 1967 
the groups had started theit decline. Maps 1 and 2 show the numbers of members in 
each province of Spain for the two years in question.
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MAP 1. DANCE COMPONENTS IN 1943
J '
Less than 50 Components
MAP 2. DANCE COMPONENTS IN 1967
More than 500 | | | From 101 to 500
From 51 to 100 ü ü Less than 50
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The maps clearly demonstrate that the numbers of members in each province are not 
related to the demographic or political situation. In 1943 every province had at least 
50 members, but in 1967 provinces such as Burgos, Asturias or Valencia, with low 
population densities, had more than 500 members. The reason behind these 
differences was simply that the people in charge of each province had varied 
dispositions. Through dedication and hard work larger numbers of groups were 
formed.
It is difficult to determine whether or not membership in the Choral and Dance 
groups represented a cHmb on the social scale in some of the provinces with larger 
numbers of participants. An exhaustive analysis of aU the members of each group in 
each province would be needed to answer this question. The subject would be an 
interesting one to study in depth, but it obviously goes beyond the objectives and 
scope of the present research.
The graphical analysis of the years 1943 and 1967 clearly shows that the dance groups 
grew in size twice as fast as the choral groups. There were fewer dance groups than 
choral groups in 1943, but the situation had turned around completely by 1967. This 
radical change was due to one factor; during these years between twenty five to 
fifteen percent of Spanish (Vilanova, 1992, p 409) women were illiterate, so they 
could not read music or song books.^^
The Department of Music favoured two projects from 1966: the creation of an 
Institute of Folklore and a Special Teaching School for Music and Dance. The 
institute never became a reality, but Maria Josefa H. Sampelayo, the Cultural 
Councillor, and Manuel Garcia Matos, a teacher at the Madrid Music Conservatory, 
researched Spanish regional dress and published a book with descriptions of 100
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typical costumes. The book established a norm which led to greater authenticity of 
the outfits used by the Choral and Dance groups.
The year 1979 saw a proposal for the creation of an Institute of Dance and Music 
and its approval by the Ministry of Education. The new Institute, based in Madrid, 
was assigned to the Institute of Fine Arts, but only after a lapse of several months, 
when finally the General University Body gave its permission.
To conclude this chapter, the question must be raised as to why the Choral and 
Dance groups were used as instruments in safeguarding folklore, undoubtedly a thing 
of major interest to Nationalistic ideologies. Two practical difficulties encountered in 
using them for this purpose were:
3.4.1. A lack of qualified personnel loyal to the Regime for the investigation and 
compilation of bone-fide data.
3.4.2. Disparate budgetary assignments for the ambitious objectives initially 
planned.
The political use of the Choral and Dance groups throughout their existence reveals 
confused objectives. While initially the groups were supposed to promote feelings of 
patriotic unity, very soon it became apparent that their usefulness lay exclusively in 
the form of a political and cultural ambassadorship, to be described in the following 
chapters. The reasons for this apparent contradictory change are related to the 
political and social characteristics of the Franco regime.
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ENDNOTES
1. Maestro Benedito was the National Music Advisor at the time. He was in 
charge of technical management of the Music Department under the Feminine 
Division.
2. See the issues of the Official State Gazette that show the curricula of the music 
conservatories from the Civil War.
3. Both Pilar Primo de Rivera and the Central Cultural Councillor had the idea of 
researching folklore from the start according to the different reports from the 
Service from 1939 to 1970. A.G.A.
4. Cultural Council reports dated December 1939. AGA.
5. Decree dated 28 December 1939.
6. Maria de Miranda was the National Councillor for Physical Education and 
Sport.
7. Throughout the entire period of existence of the Choral and Dance group 
organisation (1939-1977), the Feminine Division -a body that put Franco’s 
desires into practice- made a Special effort for the groups and assigned money 
to promote them, a difficult task during this hard period for Spain’s economy.
8. Several historians of this period in Spain have reached the same conclusion 
despite different political inclinations. Suarez fernandez, Luis. Cronica de la 
Secdon Femenina j  su tiempo, 1993, Chapters IX and X. Fusi, Juan Pablo. La 
Reaparicion de la Confhctividad en la Espaha de los Sesenta in Fontana, J. 
(eds). Espana Bajo elFranquismo. Barcelona: Critica, 1986. pp 160-169.
9. A total of 15,000 voluntary soldiers were sent by Franco to the Russian front 
on 15 July 1941 to assist the Germans in the Second World War.
10. For more information see chapter 8.
11. See Reports from the Feminine Division 1942-1965. AGA.
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CHAPTER 4 
CENSORSHIP OF IDEAS AND PURITANISM TOWARDS THE BODY 
IN THE FEMININE DIVISION 
AS REVEALED IN DANCE AND COSTUMES
This chapter is divided into two sections. The first covers Catholic puritanical 
censorship of women’s bodies and women’s behaviour in general, and the second 
deals with the reflection of these ideas in, and censorship of dances, and regional 
costumes.
4.1 CATHOLIC PURITANICAL CENSORSHIP OF WOMEN’S BODIES
Si te preguntan quién eres. 
responde con alta voz: 
hijo fiel soy de la Iglesia. 
soy jcatolico espanol!^
The above verse was sung in churches immediately after the Civil War ended. It is an 
excellent illustration of how the Franco regime believed that being Spanish and being 
Catholic were one and the same.
The Regime used many symbols and the liturgy ,^ especially during the early years. 
Symbols contributed towards simplification of political and religious concepts, while 
the liturgy helped maintain the State structure and a separation of the leaders from 
the plebeians. It also guaranteed participation of the common people in objectives 
designed by those in power.
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There can only be one eternal, universal truth in national Catholicism; in 
religion as in policy.
And this truth had to be instilled in the people, a people who were still 
largely rural, traditional, and uncritical. Thus, a form of pedagogy had to 
be found. In the period before television was invented, and given the 
ideological premises of the new State, the only option was the Baroque 
pedagogy of the Counter Reformation: repetition of events fuU of 
symbolic content that illustrated ability and moved the wiU of the people 
in the direction desired by those in power. And this was how aU the 
symbols and traditional religious rites susceptible of patriotic, political use 
were taken over.
Di Febo, 1988, p 12.
I Two words which symbolised the Catholic Puritanism that directly affected women
f- were "race" and "crusade." Two historical women who "fit the times" served to
I represent them: Isabella "the Catholic" and Saint Teresa of Avila.
 ^ Isabella, the Catholic (1451-1504), was the queen of Castile who married Ferdinand,
the Catholic. During their reign, Spain was united and the Reconquest was completed 
I since Granada (the last Moorish possession on the peninsula) was taken back in
1492. America was discovered that same year thanks to the jewels that Isabella, the 
Catholic, had given to Columbus to finance his expedition. Another significant event 
under her reign was the expulsion of the Jews from the peninsula as power was being 
handed over to the Holy Inquisition. AU of these events demonstrate Queen 
' Isabella’s representation of the symbols "race" and "crusade." The latter is
understood because she promoted the defeat of the Moors, expulsion of the Jews 
and evangelisation of America.
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Saint Teresa (1515-1582) joined the cloistered Carmelite convent, wrote several 
books and more than 400 letters, and was canonised in 1622. Throughout her life she 
was pursued for her ideas of poverty and asceticism for nuns. The Regime presented 
as the "Saint of the Race" since she was an "old Christian", but as Giuliana di Febo 
(1988, p 76) shows, the regime suppressed Knowledge of her “converso” family 
background. She symbolises the "crusade" because of her struggle against 
Lutheranism, which prevailed at the time.
These two historical figures have another symbolic word in common, and one which 
was quite important during the Franco period: Empire. Spain reached its maximum 
political and economic splendour in the 16th century. Consequently, the Queen and 
Saint became role models for the Feminine Division to follow. The two were 
symbols for the Division and they were considered sisters in spirit through ideology, 
culture and religion. They represented the "Catholic or Christian Feminist," who 
worked towards restoring religion, the family, order and propriety, as opposed to the 
"secular feminist," who made demands for freedom of worship, sexual freedom and, 
in sum, freedom for women to make their own decisions. The Franco regime’s 
propaganda represented the latter model as masculine, anti-feminine and morally 
depraved.
When Franco came to power, not only the laws favouring women’s freedom and 
rights^  had to be abolished; women’s memory of having played any major role in 
history had to be suppressed.
The vehicle of a proposal for restoration [of values], "Christian feminism" 
is based fundamentally on two ideological nucleuses: the "redemption" of 
women through the work of Christianity, which continues to act as a 
shield against liberal and Marxist threats, and the "regenerative," "re- 
Christianising" mission entrusted of the feminine masses in reconstructing
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the scheme of values eroded by the Republic and Civil War and recovered 
by the "New State".
Di Febo, 1988, p 105.
Pilar Primo de Rivera, the National Delegate of the Feminine Division, explains how
and why Saint Teresa was selected as the patron on 15 October 1937:
We chose her as our patron for her holiness and because she, through her 
wisdom, is one of the women who have given the most glory to Spain.
And we also chose her because you, fellow members of the Feminine 
Divisions, Eke her, have a mission as founders.
You must teach the desires of our Revolution across Spain... but do so 
quietly, without making a show and without speeches because these are 
not womanly things. Rather, do it simply as Teresa did... And now, Teresa 
of Avila protect the Feminine Divisions so that they wiH not take any false 
steps and so that they wiU always work in accordance with the law of God 
and the national, syndical orders received from Franco.
Circular, October 15*., 1938.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 268.
In the preface to this same book, which is one that best illustrates the teachings of 
Pilar Primo de Rivera, Franco refers to the relationship between Queen Isabella and 
the Feminine Division:
The Hfe of Queen Isabella of Spain is an entire work to be studied. She too 
knew turbulent, materialistic times; she too felt alone in the midst of 
corruption and vice. However, she knew how to maintain the purity of her 
faith, the purity of her virtues.
Franco, in Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 1
The political indoctrination of women initially involved very general, abstract ideas 
such as the above comments by Pilar Primo de Rivera and Franco. They were simple, 
noble ideas which claimed that women could save Spain through their Christian faith 
and submission to Franco’s political leaders.
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The teaching of morality within the Feminine Division took place at aU of the levels 
of its organisational stmcture.
Your morals and conscience will be formed through the doctrine of 
Christ. You will be spoken to using the words of Franco and José Antonio 
(Primo de Rivera). And once you have been trained, the Falange will 
entmst you with aU of Spain’s girls so that you wiU make them happy, 
sincere, clean, and Christian and teach them to participate in sports and in 
the national-syndicate.
Speech to the regional councillors of the youth organisations, no date.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, P 183.
Circulars were sent throughout the country and articles were written for magazines 
published by the Fermnine Division itself or for newspapers supporting the regime 
(all of the newspapers in the first years of dictatorship). Textbooks were also quite 
important since they reached aU children and young people directly; this meant that 
they reached the women of the future.
One subject taught by the Feminine Division at girls’ schools was Social Coexistence, 
or Family and Social Education. Feminine conduct related to the body and what it 
"should entail" made up the majority of the content of the textbooks used. For 
example, "Too much movement of the hips should be avoided when walking. 
Naturally, one’s legs must move, but this vulgar swinging [of the hips] is to be 
avoided" (Werner, 1958, p. 46).
This same book discusses the correct way to walk and to carry one’s body, and later 
attempts to justify the prescribed behaviour:
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Why should we be concerned about our outside appearance? Isn’t that 
vanity? One’s outside appearance reveals a disciplined soul; a body 
subjected to correct external posture is a disciplined body that has already 
overcome much of its natural laziness, which leads to easy, weak posture.
Have you ever seen a nun slouching in her chair? Have you ever seen a 
sister leaning against the wall or with her arms or legs crossed? No. Why 
not? Because this is incorrect, out-dated, lazy posture contrary to the 
correction of manners, feminine composure and order and everything 
involved in discipline and self-control.^
Werner, 1958, p 47.
Sport and physical education are also commented upon among the moral 
recommendations for girls. Tennis and swimming are the only sports recommended, 
and only mechanical, repetitive exercise is advised for physical education. The 
discussion of sport and morality is quite illustrative:
Sport must not be used as a pretext for wearing shocking outfits. We can 
demonstrate our athletic ability, but this ability must not serve as a way for 
us to show ourselves off indecently.
Werner, 1958, p 114.
As result of these recommendations, gids wore a type of baggy knee-length bloomers 
for sport and physical education during the early years of the dictatorship. In some 
cases, they even wore skirts over their bloomers. The same page of the textbook 
continues as follows:
Nor must we use sport as a pretext for becoming independent from the 
family, or as a pretext for any.freedom contrary to good manners.
Wemer, 1958, p. 114.
Trousers and their use, as well as fashion and the “Spanish woman,” are also 
discussed. The puritanical morality and meaning of the body applied to the “very 
Womanly” Spanish woman are clearest in this example:
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For example, the fashion of [wearing] trousers for certain sports. The less 
we wear trousers, the better. However, they are almost necessary for 
motorcycles, bicycles, fishing, and horseback riding since they cover our 
legs up more than skirts, and in this sense they are more decent. We must 
Emit their use to these activities and for these reasons of “propriety” and 
decency. Not for the fun [of wearing them,] but for the need. In general, 
they are not as flattering as skirts, especiaUy for the Spanish woman’s 
figure, which is very womanly and has very marked curves that do not fit 
into the manly, straight cut of trousers.
Wemer, 1958, p 124.
Swimming at the sea and in pools is discussed a few pages later in the book:
Swimming costumes should be comfortable and flattering without 
attracting attention through indecency. In other words, they should not 
attract any attention whatsoever... Swirnrning is not always possible. A trip 
to the beach is expensive. Swimming in pools is not always advisable. 
There are few pools and the many people who go to them make them 
undesirable at times. Large crowds are unhygienic and big groups of 
people in swimming costumes are unsightly and unpleasant.
Wemer, 1958, p 130.
The above examples have been taken from one textbook, but hundreds of books 
were written along the same line. The first example below is taken from an official 
textbook for teacher training programmes used in aE Spanish schools until about 
1977. The second is the caption to a photograph.
Girls must come to class with their corresponding physical education suits 
so that they can perform aU kinds of exercises. They should at least wear 
bloomers under their dresses.
Secdon Femenina, 1964, p 202.
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Girls attending the university receive alternating instruction in home 
economics, dance and singing as complementary training to intellectual 
work conducted throughout the year. Religious instruction is also included 
in the schedule.
Seccion Femenina, 1956, p 170.
Franco assigned women’s education to the Feminine Division, and apparently in the 
general sense of the word. However, women’s education was almost exclusively 
ideological and political. The most important function assigned to them was that of 
having babies and raising children in order to foster the social and political ideology, 
thanks to the moral values which they themselves had learned.
However, these ideas about how decent or indecent a woman could appear 
depending on her style of dress were obviously not held by the Feminine Division 
alone. Had this been the case, the Division would not have achieved aU of its 
objectives concerning morality in dress. Instead, Franco made sure that these morals 
were present in all of Spanish society by sending censorship officials around the 
country to visit the performances that took place throughout the provinces and in 
particular in the smaller villages.
Having observed that the outfit worn on stage by actress Luisita Esteso in 
her performance of the song “Grandma, I want to get married” -part of 
the show performed in said fiieatre under the title ^Taginas de Arte”-, does 
not meet the minimum conditions of appropriateness and morality 
required for Spanish stage costumes, I hereby inform you that said dress 
may not be worn unless it is adjusted to cover the sheer fabric between the 
waist and upper chest and the skirt is lengthened at least 15 to 20 
centimetres so that only the knees are uncovered, as opposed to almost 
the entire leg.
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The company and said actress are responsible for complying with these 
precautions. Let them be forewarned that the corresponding sanctions will 
be imposed if they do not comply with these specific terms.
May God protect you for many years.
MADRID, 24 September 1946.
Provincial delegate for censorship."^
Thousands of pages would be needed for an in-depth discussion of the censorship of 
this period of history in Spain. Censorship affected the spiritual as well as the 
material. Examples include the cutting of scenes from films, removal of photographs 
of men in shorts, and the changing of sentences in newspapers and books.^
For the Franco regime, censorship was an efficient instrument for controlling the 
entire society. It was not merely one of several tools; it was the most important one 
for maintaining the Regime in power. On the one hand, it was a concession to the 
fundamentalist Catholic Church, “the Church did not limit itself to approving 
censorship, but participated in it directly” (Hermet, 1986, p 150). And on the 
other, it served as a political control over ideas about freedom of expression at all 
levels including women and their bodies.
4.2 CENSORSHIP IN MUSIC, DANCE AND REGIONAL COSTUMES
We do not seek the service of the Arts for Art’s sake, rather (the service) 
of the Arts and Letters for the Spain and for the ruler.
La Estafeta Literaria, 1944, p 1.
This programmatic statement defines the use of culture under Franco perhaps the 
best. It also indicates how dance and music were treated culturally and ideologically.
I l l
One example of censorship and the influence of Fascist-Francoist policy during the 
early years of the Regime can he seen in the following document;
Considering that the imitations in your repertoire of Italian and German 
singers involve parody that is incorrect given the friendship uniting us with 
these two brother countries, and because the two are the strongest pillars 
of the musical culture of humanity, I have decided to prohibit you from 
performing the two songs in the tone that you have been using. You may - 
if you choose to do so- perform them in a serious, respectable way and 
may select any songs from thek respective musical traditions.
I would also like to suggest the idea -and you would do an important 
service to culture if you do so- if you decide it to be advisable, to imitate 
the languid, decadent melody of the fox and to ridicule anything you like 
from the negroid savagery of music imported from other continents.
For God, Spain and her national-syndicaHst revolution.
MADRID, 24 May 1943.^
The above document clearly shows how Franco used culture and censorship of 
culture to demonstrate his Fascist, “negroid” beliefs and to achieve his political 
purposes. The latter was very clear in this period: the praising of the Fascist countries 
of Italy and Germany and the ridicule of the United States, which had declared 
international political isolation of Spain because it was under the Franco dictatorship.
Although the use of stereotypes to describe culture is difficult since it can lead on 
over simplification, a famous sentence hated by Spaniards in the 1990s applies to 
dance and its political use by the Franco regime: 'Spain is different’. Foreigners who 
visited Spain in the 1960s made this English sentence popular when they saw 
bullfighters, the siesta, backward villages with no electricity or telephones. Flamenco 
dancers at Flamenco bars, etc. Examination of numerous sources on dance and the 
body^  reveals that the factors intervening in Spain compared to other countries were,
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in fact, different. The situation was similar only in Germany between 1934 and 1942 
(under Nazi domination), yet dance was completely different in these two countries 
with parallel ideologies. Briefly, two major differences can be highlighted:
4.1. In Germany, dance used for political purposes was modem and it was directed 
by professional choreographers and dancers within a theatre art framework. In 
Spain, it was folkloric and groups were directed and organised by women who 
were not professionals.
4.2. In Germany, dance was understood to be a cultural performance put on for 
the people. In other words, it was conceived so that the people could identify 
intellectually with the meaning of the dances. In Spain, it was used so that 
everyone could take part, and it was performed by the people themselves. Dance 
was not a performance; it represented tradition. There was nothing intellectual 
about it. It represented popular Spanish culture.
These were the two most important differences in dance between Franco’s Spain and 
Hitler’s Germany. The two countries shared a similarity regarding dance in that it 
served as a means of conveying political ideas (Manning, 1993, pp. 167-220, Review 
Vertice, 1937-1944).®
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The Choral and Dance groups represented the Spanish conception of dance, as 
explained in previous chapters. They also served as conduits for the influence of 
puritanical morality both on dance and on the different regional costumes around 
Spain. For the Choral and Dance group organisation, sexual Catholic morality was 
morality par excellence.
Due to problems with the Spanish archives, it has proven quite difficult to obtain 
images of folkloric dances prior to the Franco period. This is especially the case 
because of the destruction that took place, as is to be expected in any civil war. Nor 
does any good, legible notation exist. As mentioned above, it is difficult to find 
information on the same dance from before and after the Civil War. However, after 
months of research, I found data on one dance for both periods: the Conri Com. It is 
mentioned in books before the War and it appears in a video of a contest by the 
state-controlled television channel (TVE, 1982?, "Gente Joven") after the War. It is 
performed by the Gijon (Asturias) Choral and Dance group. The reference is from 
the year 1922:
This dance is performed in the town council of Cabrales; six women and 
one man called the bailin [dancer] take part in it... The women each hold a 
laurel branch and dance ahead of the bailin to escape from him; he chases 
after them performing "mudances" and forth and suddenly they draw 
close to him but change thek minds and pull away.
De Llano Roza de Ampudia, 1919, p 20.
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This dance can be analysed relatively easily because others around the peninsula are 
similar, if not identical. It can begin with the laurel branch, which represents virginity. 
The bailin perhaps acts as the leader of the group. The dance is a ritual in which the 
man chooses a maiden once he has danced and shown his strength.^
The very same dance is seen in the video provided. The only difference is the song 
sung by a Choral of women behind the dancers: “Valgame nuestra senora, valgame la 
madre santa, valgame nuestra senora, nuestra senora me valga...” (Give me strength 
Our Lady, give me strength Holy Mother, give me strength Our Lady, give me 
strength Our Lady). This addition demonstrates the distortion of traditional Spanish 
folkloric dance that took place because elements considered pagan or immoral were 
censured according to the national. Catholic point of view.
The following example deals with the Sevillanas from Andalusia. Photograph 1 is 
taken from a book (Otero, 1912, p 119) that describes how to dance the Sevillanas 
step by step and contains several photographs. Photograph 2 is from a book written 
by Concepcion Carrasco in 1981. Carrasco acknowledges in her book (p 21) that she 
was a member of the Choral and Dance groups.
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The fact that the Choral and Dance group organisation was a recent one has certain 
advantages, such as the possibility of conducting research through oral history and in 
some cases my own ability to remember things. The disadvantage is simple; because 
the events took place very recently, and some during a civil war and in the midst of 
repression, people are often suspicious. As a result, they do not provide aU of the 
information needed for research.
In an interview with Pilar Sicilia on 21 March 1995, Mrs. Sicdia discussed the 
costumes worn by the dance groups. She mentioned the “pololo” and assured me 
that aU of the folk costumes included these white knee-length bloomers. Her 
explanation was very simple, “the problem was that it was not well looked upon that 
a woman’s knees could be seen”.
None of the more than fifteen books consulted dealing with folklore and regional 
costumes before the Franco period (see bibliography) refers to this type of bloomers 
except in the Galician costume. Frankly, the majority of the books do not go into 
detail about undergarments either. However, bloomers were used by all of the Choral 
and Dance groups. They are even mentioned in some of the Ferninine Division’s 
reports along with some members’ reminders of the importance of thek length and 
the fact that thek length depended on how liberal each group dkector was.^ ^
The majority of Spain’s folkloric groups still wear bloomers today. The garment 
serves as a reminder of the influence of Catholic morality turned into censorship of 
the Choral and Dance groups over a period of 40 years.
Nevertheless, it would not be fak to end this chapter without mentioning the fact 
that the morality converted to censorship within the Choral and Dance group
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organisation was actually a reflection of what was happening throughout all of 
Spanish society during the Franco period. An example of censorship in society in 
terms of women’s bodies can be found in aU of the shows performed in the theatres.
The process worked as follows. Before performances were put on for the first time, 
the producers or directors had to send drawings of the costumes to the censorship 
officials, who would decide whether “they were proper or not”. If the case was no, 
the officials would indicate what they felt was appropriate on the designs. If the 
producer of a show wanted to go ahead with his performance, he had no choice but 
to accept the decision and make the costumes in accordance with it.
PHOTOGRAPH 3. COSTUME DRAWING FOR A SHOW PERFORMED 
IN MADRID IN 1952^
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The above photo shows the “work” of an official on a costume drawing for a show 
performed in Madrid in 1952. As seen, the design was sent to the General Cinema 
and Theatre Department under the Ministry of Information and Tourism along with 
a special tax stamp, paid to the state. The official who reviewed it decided that neither 
the underarm seam nor the length of the trousers were appropriate, as indicated by 
the marks on the drawing.
This practice was normal in Spain until the start of democracy, but censorship of 
Spanish society on the part of the Franco regime gradually lessened in the 1970s. The 
number of partial strip-tease performances and films showing women’s entire arms 
and legs are proof of this change.
ENDNOTES
1. Approximate translation: If they ask you who you are, raise your voice and 
answer: A loyal son of the Church I am, I am a Spanish Catholic.
2. Liturgy understood as a pubUc worship to Franco.
3. Several laws favouring women during the Republic are mentioned in Chapter 2.
4. This textbook was used in Social Coexistence programmes at the high school 
level and in business programmes. Girls attending the Home Economics 
schools under the Feminine Division also used it.
3. See documentation in Appendix I.
6. All of these references are found in different chapters of the book by Haro 
Tecglen, E. H^o del Siglo. Madrid: El Pais-Aguilar, 1998.
See documentation in Appendix I.
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8. See bibliography about Dance and History and Dance.
9. Documentation on this subject was mainly taken from the book Ecstasy and the 
Demon. Feminism and Nationalism in the Dances of Mary Wigman^  by Susan A. 
Manning, and from different Spanish magazines from the period that refer to 
this comparison (issues of Vertice from 1937 through 1944). However, the 
relationship between dance and politics in Spain and Germany at the time 
requires more extensive research than the brief reference presented in this 
chapter. In no way does the information included here represent an attempt to 
offer an exhaustive analysis of the subject.
10.AureHo Capmany presents a similar analysis in his book Folklore y  costumhres de 
Espana. E l hailey  la dam a^, p. 244. Reference to another Asturian dance called 
"La GiraldUla," which has similar motives, can be found in Manual de Folklore., 
by Luis de Hoyos Sainz and Nieves de Hoyos Sancho (1947, p. 332).
11. See: Garcia Matos, M. Dam(as Fopulares de Espana. Andalucia I. Madrid: The 
Feminine Division, 1971, p 36.
12. These statements are taken from the interviews in Appendix II.
13.This photograph below to private collection.
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CHAPTERS 
THE CONJUNCTION OF 'WOMAN/ 'FOLK' AND 'DANCE'; 
THEIR POLITICAL MANIPULATION
The trajectory of the Choral and Dance group organisation under Franco exemplifies 
the conjunction of elements, bringing together the role assigned to women in society 
by the Regime, the purpose of bringing folklore back to life at the time, with the use 
of dance as a vehicle of sensitive communication. This was especially the case 
between 1939 and 1953, the period of “purest” fascism.^
As any other group, women were assigned roles subordinate to the grandeur of the 
State. The specific activities that demonstrated their roles also had to agree with what 
Fascism considered tasks proper for women and girls. Conjunction of these two 
factors in the specific case of political action did not mean that women were left 
completely on the sidelines, but their activities could not be considered the direct 
exercise of power, diplomacy or defence. Instead, they were involved in secondary 
activities to support these actions. Nonetheless, they could also be of strategic 
importance at certain times.
The Choral and Dance group organisation is an excellent example of the spirit and 
practice of these roles and tasks. At least during the years of purest Fascism (1936- 
1953), the leaders of the regime seemed to be very clear on two of the organisation’s 
different purposes over the course of its existence (often these were found through 
ttial and error).
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Firstly the collaboration in training women as a group in a national spirit rooted in 
ethnic traditions, above all because women were to be the foundation of the family 
and they were to convey values to new generations.
Secondly the use of the Choral and Dance groups for diplomatic presentation in 
specific places where it was difficult for the Regime to act dicectly as it would have 
normally. Naturally, this type of instrumentation was based on an aesthetic concept 
of the purpose of women, which had a conservative bourgeois nature inherited from 
the 19th century and not a purely Fascist one.
At this point it is relevant to examine the concept of woman under Franco. In so 
doing, it will emerge that this concept was in line with the purpose and work of the 
Choral and Dance group organisation.
5.1 THE CONCEPT OF WOMAN UNDER FRANCO
The concept of woman under the Franco regime is similar to that observed in other 
Fascist political regimes in some very specific ways.  ^ Fascist Italy and Germany 
coincided in thinking that control over the woman meant control over the family, a 
key institution for reproduction both as a species and in terms of values and norms. 
Thus, it would be easier and appear more natural to achieve social control this way.
This idea of woman and the family is very clearly reflected in Nazism in the words of 
Hitler, "The young German gid is 'a subject of the State’ but marriage makes her a 
citizen" (Hitler, 1930?, p. 207). The condition of being a citizen implied that a woman 
enjoyed all the rights, while a subject was defined as someone direcfiy dependent on 
the State.
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Likewise, the idea of woman under Franco entailed production of children for the 
Nation and maintenance and organisation of the family as a basic unit within the 
State and as a means to convey traditions. However, an aspect that stands out 
compared to the other Fascist regimes is the importance placed on preserving 
traditions. Perhaps because Spain had no clear racial definition, identification as a 
people with a destiny in mankind was based almost exclusively on the building of 
history, and consequently, on a set of common traditions. This is what José Antonio 
Phmo de Rivera wanted to make clear in his famous definition of Spain: “Spain is a 
unit of destiny in the universe”.^  His definition contains no appeal to race or national 
territory dating back to early times. It only refers to a “unit of destiny,” or unity of 
tradition which had to be learned and preserved.
Until the late 1960s all messages conveyed to women by Franco’s political apparatus, 
and such de facto powers as the Church,"  ^ agreed with the Fascist programme that 
relegated women behind men, valued the nobihty of work in the home to serve the 
homeland and preserve traditions, and isolated women from the outside world. The 
following passages are illustrative in this respect:
Women never discover anything: they naturally lack creative talent, which 
was reserved by God for men’s intelligence; we women can do no more 
than interpret better or worse what men have done.
Speech by Püar Primo de Rivera at the Ninth National Council of the 
Feminine Division (Segovia) 1945.
Pfimo de Rivera, 1950?, p 72.
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All our plans for women’s education suffer greatly from this basic 
principle of equality; it is so regrettable and harmful that I do not hesitate 
to say that it is degenerative to so many girls who are studying beyond the 
first years of elementary school in Spain. If pressed, I would even say the 
general mass of girls attending primary school.
Mafilo, 1943, p 92.
Girls are taught many useless things, foreign things, French and British 
things, reading, vain things and unusual things, everything except how to 
be women, how to be Spanish and how to be truly virtuous.
VHarino, 1956, p 56.
Women’s true duty for their homeland is to form families with the exact 
amount of austerity and happiness, where everything traditional is fostered 
and where Christmas carols are sung on Christmas day.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Second National Council of the 
Feminine Division (Segovia) 1938.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 16.
Consequentiy, everything in women’s actual daily lives meant that the large majority 
of them were relegated to activities considered “proper of the sex”. That is, they 
performed politically and ecclesiastically correct activities that upheld the denial of 
equahty between the sexes and favoured their subordinate position compared to men. 
It was in this context of “traditional normality” that women’s education was 
entrusted to the Feminine Division so that their normal duties would be consistent 
with nationalist totalitarian volunteerism. The Division may have been assigned this 
responsibility only because its highest leader. Pilar Primo de Rivera, had insisted on 
being given responsibility.
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Her initial idea for training the country’s women was to teach traditional housework 
to women in general paying special attention to arts and crafts and to the folkloric 
traditions for peasant women. However, like the economy, society and government 
work, ideas on women’s roles varied under Franco, even among people who 
identified closely with the System. Beginning in the 1960s, these ideas evolved 
considerably for Franco’s Spain, even though they were perhaps still far behind the 
rest of Europe.
5.2 WOMAN, THE FEMININE DIVISION AND FOLKLORIC DANCE 
IN SPAIN
The Cultural Council was created under the Feminine Division^ in 1938. It was 
entmsted with gathering information on folkloric tradition and regional costumes, 
music and dance, among other duties. Originally, the highest bodies under the 
Regime did not appear to be completely aware of the importance of this undertaking, 
but a major event was held on 30 May 1939 to celebrate the victory  ^of the nationalist 
troops and Choral and Dance groups from the Feminine Division performed there 
for the first time. It was here that the significance of folkloric music and dance for 
nationalistic purposes and the importance of women for the State were perceived, 
thanks to the groups’ success among the crowds:
The promising reality of this attempt encouraged our National Delegate to 
continue and expand, giving more influence and consistency to this work 
of such profound national spirit, which must so efficiendy contribute to 
elevating the spirituality of the Spanish woman and her culture through 
the different aspects of music: social, artistic and moral.
Report of Music Department, 1939, AGA.
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At that point, the Fascist idea of education of character through bodily exercise 
united with tradition became important for the Feminine Division. The symbiosis 
was so strong that even physical education and folklore were related according to the 
Division. Given these premises, it was logical that the Feminine Division 
concentrated most on folkloric dance. The method written by the director of the 
National School for Physical Education in 1941 emphasised these same ideas, “In the 
value of the competitions and especially the dances 'from our popular wealth,’ for the 
formation of character.” (Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p. 156).
In Spain, women had not previously been used as objects with mouldable characters 
that could be manipulated through the group practice of popular dance and they had 
not been used as agents to impart these dances before the Feminine Division was 
created. At least no reference had been made to this practice. Consequently, the 
Feminine Division improvised ways to increase access to knowledge of folkloric 
dance along the way. Until that time folklore had almost always been passed on the 
same way: the older people of each location taught the younger people on holidays.
Some (dances), which unfortunately were being lost along with the 
customs to which they had been so closely linked since the distant past, I 
owe to the kindness and good memory of old peasants.
Inzenga y Castellanos, 1888, p. XII.
A good example of the freedom allowed to the Feminine Division for interpreting 
and conveying folkloric dances was the "féminisation" of the dances.^ In books 
published before and after his many years of work as folkloric Musical Advisor to
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the Feminine Division, Manuel Garcia Matos discusses both sexes in relation to 
dance. In one of the books published by the Feminine Division in 1957  ^he even 
has drawings of men and women in pairs to illustrate and teach specific dances.
DIAGRAM 2. SEGUIDILLAS (Garcia Matos, 1957)
However, men and boys were excluded from participating in folkloric dances with 
the Choral and Dance groups until 1961. At that point though, they had been 
excluded for more than twenty years and the content and form of many dances had 
been changed so that only women could perform them.
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It is not unusual, therefore, that the union of women and folkloric dance would reach 
unsuspected extremes. The front cover of a magazine identified women and dance as 
one and the same in a drawing of two women dancing a jota from Aragon under the 
title "Women of Spain".^ The contradiction between this comparison and 
preservation of dance could not be greater. Some independent scholars defined 
popular Spanish dance most often specifically as one "in which people of both sexes 
take part". (Capmany, 1944, p. 237).
ILLUSTRATION 2. MUJERES DE ESPANA. (L. De F., 1958)
T  E  HI A s E S P A i V O L E S
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However, for the country’s "higher ends" to which the work of the Feminine 
Division responded, this type of situations were not the least bit important. One of 
the main historians partial to the Franco regime reflects justification of the means to 
achieve the noble end as follows:
The Feminine Division imposed the mission of preserving Spanish values, 
spiritual and cultural, on itself. It threw itself into the enterprise because it 
thought those songs and dances of exceptional diversity and beauty should 
be saved from oblivion.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 233.
5.3 POLITICAL MANIPULATION OF THE CHORAL AND DANCE 
GROUPS
As mentioned above, political instrumentation of the Choral and Dance groups over 
the course of the organisation’s existence had two very clear objectives: first, to foster 
feelings of patriotic unity in a politically neutral context, and second, to use the 
groups as cultural and political ambassadors abroad.
In terms of the first objective, the Music Department had the declared objective of 
fostering union in a culturally diverse, politically divided Spain. Pilar Primo de Rivera 
expressed this idea clearly in 1939:
When the Catalonians learn the songs of Castile, when sardanas are the 
norm in Castile and the txistu is known everywhere, when the deep 
philosophy of Andalusian song blossoms, when the songs of Gahcia are 
sung in the Levant, when fifty or sixty thousand voices join together to 
sing in unison, then we will have achieved unity between the people and 
lands of Spain.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p. 239 (reference to words of Pdar Primo de
Rivera in 1944)
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This idea was perhaps important just after the end of the war and it coincided 
completely with the idea of “nation” expressed by José Antonio Primo de Rivera, but 
it was not always upheld by the Choral and Dance group organisation over the 
course of its existence. Over time, the propaganda that the Feminine Division wanted 
to spread through the groups was one of an organisation completely unrelated to 
resentment over the Civil War, even though it had originated out of the only party in 
power. For this reason, the initial ideal of cultural unification observed in the 
quotation above was transformed into the expression of respect for the languages 
and folklore of every comer of Spain, whereby Pdar Primo de Rivera placed herself 
above political problems (see quotation in pages 86-7).
Consequently, over time the Choral and Dance groups began to give the image of a 
politicaUy aseptic organisation. For example, when they sang, they used ad the 
languages from around the country (Catalonian, Basque, Galician). This apparent 
distancing from outwardly sensitive political subjects caused and continues to cause 
historians and critics of the Franco regime to coincide consistenfiy on the feeling that 
one of the few things that could be saved from the Regime, from a democratic point 
of view, was the Feminine Division’s Choral and Dance groups. Maria Teresa 
Gadego, one of the sociologists most critical of the Division’s podtical role, states 
that "aside from theic ideological considerations, this activity (the Choral and Dance 
groups) constituted one of the most positive aspects of the Feminine Division". 
(Gadego Mendez, 1983, p 81). The editorial team that wrote one of the most critical 
books of the Franco regime, 'La cultura espanola durante el franquismo, provides a very 
harsh general description of the situation and use of culture during the Franco years, 
but it is very soft and benevolent towards the Choral and Dance groups compared to 
^hat is said about other subjects, such as cinema, pop music or Hterature.
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The Choral and Dance groups of the Feminine Division performed at the 
best theatres in the poorest villages providing that pseudopopular note 
that the minister at the time always liked to see.
(Reseha Team, 1977, p 342).
5.4 THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUPS AND THEIR USE AS 
AMBASSADORS OF THE FRANCO REGIME
In terms of the second objective. Choral and Dance groups were used as political and 
cultural ambassadors over the course of their existence, once again representing an 
apolitical message. Based on my research and interviews of members of the groups, it 
is difficult to determine whether the dancers and directors were aware that they were 
being used by the people in power. Any possible political connotations were 
overshadowed by the idea of patriotism above any chance for political struggle. The 
participants aimed to present their work as the ideal of young women and girls who 
were taking their country’s folklore around the world in the form of a standard.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the Choral and Dance groups’ first trip abroad was to 
Germany in 1942, at the express invitation of the German Youth to visit hospitals 
where soldiers from the Blue Division were recovering from wounds. Thirty-three 
women including the expedition leaders participated. They met with such success that 
they visited various German factories and hospitals in different cities in addition to 
the hospitals for the wounded. Given the Fascist connotations of the trip and 
Franco’s fiat denial of his relations with Germany after World War II, references to 
this expedition have only been found in Feminine Division documents kept in 
Spain’s General Administrative Archives (AGA). None are seen in the books of the 
Feminine Division itself.
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In 1946 the United Nations morally condemned Spain and declared an embargo. 
Only Peron’s Argentina decided to help Franco. For this reason, it was decided that 
the Choral and Dance groups’ next trip overseas would be to Argentina as well as to 
Brazil and Portugal, which shared similar Fascist policies. Pilar Primo de Rivera 
herself spoke of this trip and its political implications as follows:
They demonstrate how opportune and politically important this and other 
trips undertaken by the Feminine Division were, always in terms of Spain.
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 201.
This sentence by the political leader of the Feminine Division shows that the women 
in charge of the Choral and Dance group organisation were not unaware of the 
political designs that these expeditions beyond our borders had. On the contrary, 
they decided to use the trips to show how Spain had a variety of types of folklore and 
how it was permissive with its folklore and people.
On 17 April 1948, the "Monte Albertia" set sail for South America; it had been lent 
by a Spanish shipyard for the occasion. Pilar Primo de Rivera was there to see the 
expedition off with an eloquent speech, of which the following is worthy of note:
The mission entrusted to you is of great importance.
To recover Argentina’s interest in Spain and to take the Spaniards living 
there all the authentic tradition of their far away homeland. Universal 
Mission: you are aU well aware that Spain cannot be justified if it does not 
accomplish a mission in History, if it does not enter world enterprise with 
a sense of universality. Therefore, this is what you will achieve with your 
Choral and Dance groups, as part of the policy laid down by the Caudillo. 
This important ambassadorship will be very demanding.
Speech in Cadiz, April 17*, 1948.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 237.
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At the head of the expedition was an important individual from the Falange party, 
Eulalia Ridruejo, who represented the operation’s clear political designs. Direction of 
the group was entrusted to Maria Josefa Hernandez Sampelayo; she directed the 
Choral and Dance organisation almost from its start until its disappearance and also 
served as the Central Cultural Councillor for more than thirty years.
The group numbered 150 people including musicians from the villages who played 
popular instruments such as the "gaita" (bagpipes), "txitu" (Basque flute), "dulzaina" 
(flageolet) and "bandurria" (mandolin), and girls who danced since men were not 
allowed to do so, as mentioned in Chapter 4. The group arrived in the city of Mar del 
Plata and performed there and in Buenos Aires, Rosario, Mendoza and other cities. 
Afterwards, they travelled to Rio de Janeiro and from there to Lisbon. They 
performed for full auditoriums at aU the stops along the way.
In order to understand the situation it should be pointed out that large numbers of 
Spaniards who had emigrated willingly before and during the Spanish Civil War and 
others who were political exiles lived in the two Latin American countries visited on 
this trip. In some cases, the Choral and Dance groups took advantage of their 
nostalgia for Spain to fill the theatres. In others, they made the most of expectations 
and curiosity over the folkloric dance groups from Franco’s Spain. Nevertheless, it is 
important to highlight that the trip was neither a complete success nor a simple tour. 
In some cities, the Spanish Regional Centres refused to receive the girls from the 
Falange, in others restaurants refused to give them anything to eat, and at times "the 
stagehands of some theatres even refused to help them" (Primo de Rivera, 1983, p. 
202). In any case, the "enterprise" was somehow a success. For Franco’s supporters 
the results were of the following scale:
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It was something new for the annals of diplomacy: politics were silenced 
and the heart spoke out; the exiles living there did not have the image of 
Franco’s Spain before them, rather the accents and dances of their land.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 217.
For Franco’s supporters and perhaps in reality, the Feminine Division had opened a 
route to South America in a certain sense. The expedition lasted approximately three 
months, and upon their return Pilar Primo de Rivera told the groups 'Y^ou cannot 
imagine, oh comrades achievers of such a prodigious enterprise, the service you have 
rendered Spain”. Speech in Vigo, 1948.(Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p. 238).
The leaders of the Regime had discovered that emotional strings existed above and 
beyond political differences and that these strings could be used without seriously 
jeopardising efforts to bring very diverse peoples together. Perhaps the Choral and 
Dance groups were the best ambassadors that Spain could send abroad at the time to 
crease a positive attitude toward the Franco regime since the majority of public 
opinion around the world rejected a government reminiscent of Fascism.
Another three Choral and Dance groups left for England on 18 June that same year 
to take part in the International Folkloric Festival held in LangoUen. They won the 
second and third prizes and the following year (1949) four groups returned to win 
the first, third, fourth and sixth prizes. These results show the high technical quality 
that the groups achieved in a short period of time.
The Choral and Dance groups were undoubtedly successful where a political 
approach would not have been. For example, the Biarritz France Committee for 
Tourism Initiatives asked two groups to perform in their 1949 Easter festivities. 
Another four groups also performed at the same time in the city of Lausanne. Only a
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few years earlier, these performances would have been considered politically 
impossible.
In September 1949 groups returned to South America to visit Peru, Chile, Colombia, 
Venezuela, the Dominican Republic, Haiti and Puerto Rico. Several incidents came 
up over the nearly five months that they were there, the majority of which were 
related to how the groups were welcomed in each country since many exiles 
protested at the presence of girls and women who supported Franco. The official 
chronicler for the trip was Rafael Garcia Serrano, who later published a book entitled 
“Bailando hasta la luz del sur.” His book served as the script to the 1951 film "Ronda 
Espanola," the most representative film of the Choral and Dance groups and one 
which best expresses everything that they meant as propaganda under the Franco 
regime.^ ^
It could be said that the Ferninine Division’s Choral and Dance groups travelled 
almost across the entire world between 1948 and 1962, visiting the Near East, 
Greece, Turkey, Lebanon, Jerusalem, Egypt, Paris, Belgium, Italy, the Federal 
Republic of Germany and Cuba, etc. They met with different results, often because it 
was impossible to organise the voyages, performances, propaganda, housing and 
other aspects in such a short period of time, and not because of resistance on the part 
of the public or ruling leaders. The trips were organised by the Feminine Division but 
they also requked participation on the part of artistic representatives in the countries 
where they were to travel, yet the representatives were moved exclusively by money. 
As a result, several of them told the public that the groups were ballet dancers for 
fear that the theatres would not be filled for mere folkloric groups. This happened in 
Athens in December 1950, and obviously, the result was a disaster since the audience 
felt cheated.
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It should also be highlighted that, unlike audiences in South America, audiences in 
other countries did not understand the songs and in some cases the music. In the end 
the Feminine Division did not consider these difficulties a problem since the Choral 
and Dance groups were achieving what the directors wanted:
Now the Feminine Division could count on a powerful instrument for its 
outward projection, which it proposed to use to the full.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 227.
These were the words of Pilar Primo de Rivera, who not only used the groups for her 
outward projection, she also used them to achieve her objectives within the party 
supporting Franco. The success of the groups as ambassadors of Spain predisposed 
the government including Franco to support their experience and, hence, the entire 
Feminine Division further. It could be said that the Division’s budgetary allocation 
for these years was the result of the Choral and Dance groups’ political success.
The most important expedition during these years was one to the United States 
beginning on 3 June 1953. This was a decisive time for Spain in her opening up at an 
international level and for UN recognition of the Franco regime. However, the trip 
was a challenge for the Feminine Division leaders including Pilar Primo de Rivera.
The first problem was the express prohibition of groups considered to be "Fascist" 
from entering the country and the Spanish Falange figured on the list of such groups. 
However, the problem was solved through good Spain - United States relations at the 
toe and through a letter from the Feminine Division requesting entry of the Choral
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and Dance groups to the United States indicating that it was a "Special School 
training and dancing, singing and music" without making any reference to the 
organisation’s relationship to the Division.
The letter completely contradicts statements made later by the Division about 
problems entering the United States and how they were solved. ‘Hhe Feminine 
Division did not seek pretence because its objective was precisely to manifest the 
meaning of the Falange” (Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p. 238).
Sixty-six people including women, men and leaders took part in the tour under the 
direction of Maria Josefa H. Sampelayo. According to the contract signed by their 
manager Harry L. Sokol, the Choral and Dance groups agreed to a stay of 
approximately four months and their first performance would be to benefit the fight 
against cancer. Reports from the Feminine Division to the Spanish newspaper claim 
that the United States tour was a success. However, letters from the Choral and 
Dance group organisation to the United States Department of Justice and 
Immigration and to the San Francisco Chronicle, also some programs of the 
performances reproduced in appendix I to show the contradictions between what 
they said and reality.
As of 1949 Choral and Dance groups were used as Spanish ambassadors to places 
where Franco’s politicians could not go either because the countries were democratic 
or because large numbers of Republican exiles were living there. In these cases, 
groups were sent to open the doors to new relationships.
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ENDNOTES
1. This pure Fascism is easily seen in the autarchy to which Franco subjected 
Spain during this period and in the documents written by the leaders of the 
period. The latter frequently refer to racism and to Franco’s totalitarian powers. 
See, for example, Payne, Stanley G. Franco y  Jose A.ntonio. F I extrano caso del 
fascismo espanoL Barcelona: Planeta, 1997.
2. For example, see: Payne, S.G. Historia del Fascismo. Barcelona: Planeta, 1995.
3. José Antonio Primo de Rivera founded the Falange party. He was executed by 
the Republicans during the Civil War, leaving Franco to take over his position 
at the head of the narionahst-syndicahst party. This sentence is the second of 
the "26 points of the National Revolution," the Falange’s and later Franco’s 
ideology. Children were assigned to repeat the sentence in school as if it were a 
dogma of faith.
4. See chapter 8 for information on the Church, its power and women under the 
Franco regime.
5. See Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 in general.
6. The Spanish Civil War came to an end on 1 April 1939.
7. See Chapter 7, which discusses interviews with women who participated in the 
Choral and Dance group organisation.
8. For more information see bibliography.
9. L. de F. Mujeres de Esparia in Temas Fspanoles. num. 74. Madrid: 
Publicaciones Espariolas, 1958.
10. For more information see: "Labor desarroUado por el departamento de Musica 
durante el ario 1941-42," AGA.
11-The film shows one of the Choral and Dance groups’ trips to Latin America. 
The script was written during their second tour but the film gives the 
impression that it is their first. It takes place in a setting of political exiles and 
emigrants in Larin America, who attempt to boycott the performances but 
begin to fall into the trap of wanting to see and hear the songs of their 
homeland because they are homesick. They start arguing with each other
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against the boycott until the performances have concluded. In the meantime, 
the brother of one of the girls performing (an exile because he does not wish to 
participate in the Franco regime’s ideas) opposes the most extreme political 
exiles, who want to plant a bomb in one of the theatres where the groups are 
to perform. The plot is sprinkled with music and dances from all of Spain’s 
regions and with amusing situations between the captain of the boat and the 
gids. The fikn praises the value of nationalism most of aU and it delights in the 
emotional feelings that folklore brings out in the Spaniards living abroad. 
Obviously, everything ends weU; the brother returns to Spain and the extremist 
exiles have to pay for their sins, while the Choral and Dance groups find 
success both inside and outside their boat. A more in-depth analysis of this fikn 
can be found in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 6 
MANIPULATION OF THE IMAGE OF WOMEN AND DANCE IN  
THE FEMININE DIVISION AS PROPAGANDA FOR THE FRANCO 
REGIME
An in-depth study of the Choral and Dance group organisation must include more 
than a mere description of facts and in some cases intentions. It must go further to 
analyse what the image of women meant to the Franco regime and how this was 
manipulated through the Feminine Division and Choral and Dance groups for the 
purposes of the Regime.
Chapter 5 examined the political role played by the Choral and Dance groups under 
the Regime. Chapter 6 consider the participation of women, the Feminine Division 
and the Choral and Dance groups in the Franco movement as seen in photographs, 
posters and films, and analyses their manipulation and use as propaganda by the 
Regime.
All of the images selected for this chapter were used and manipulated by the Franco 
regime mainly to spread values and examples of conduct throughout society, and in 
particular among women, and for propagandistic purposes. Acceptance of these 
values and examples of conduct by society in general marked the forty years of the 
Franco regime.
Various sources were consulted to obtain photographs and graphic documentation. 
These include books, magazines and posters from the period, and newspapers. 
However, the most important source for researching this chapter, in terms of 
cinematography documentation, was the "No-Do".
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The No-Do (News and Documentaries) news programme was created by the Franco 
regime in 1942  ^and shut down for good in 1982, when the Socialists came to power. 
The programme was shown under obligation before films in all of Spain’s cinemas. 
For a period of forty years the No-Do images reached all of the villages in Spain and 
no news item escaped the Regime’s censorship. For this very reason, the programmes 
are an endless source of images and ideas from the times, and they show how these 
images and ideas were used then.
6.1 THE IMAGE OF WOMEN AS PROPAGANDA UNDER THE  
FRANCO REGIME
During the Spanish Civil War society had already received a very clear idea of what
the Falange wanted of women. Unlike the Republicans,^ they always coupled the
image of women with illustrative statements such as the following one made by the
very founder of the Falange, José Antonio Primo de Rivera, to Spanish women:
You see, women, how we have made a capital virtue of a virtue, self- 
sacrifice, which is above all yours. If only we could achieve such a high 
level of it, if only we could manage to do so to such an extent as to be so 
feminine that one day you could really consider us men!
Feminine Division calendar, 1939, p 3.
However, women were not asked to be self-sacrificing by remaining at home or 
praying. From the start, they were asked to work, not at the front or as supervisors or 
leaders of important matters related to the fight, but at hospitals as nurses and at 
washing places to clean the soldiers’ clothing. They also sewed flags and did many 
other things along this same line. Nevertheless, they and their leaders were always 
kept at a distance from positions of decision and leadership.
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All of the yearning for generosity, sacrifice and abnegation in the souls of 
our women was channelled through the Feminine Division of the Falange 
Espanola Tradicionalista y de las J.O.N.S. They (women) were the ones 
who did the silent tasks, the humble work, the dark acts of heroism 
without compensation; thanks to them, this splendid resurgence of 
Spanish women, so strong, so tough, so valiant and yet so feminine, could 
took place.
Spain is practically unaware of what it owes the women of the Falange. 
She is also unaware of the immense work that they did during the war and, 
without intermption, in peace. I am referring to the service that was 
created during the war and was bom in poverty without any economic 
means and almost without any prospects, like all tasks that achieve 
plenitude of efficiency in life: the vanguard washing service.
Feminine Division calendar, 1940, p 104.
In the best service of Spain and the Falange, there they are as nurses and 
maids at the hospitals on the front line; there they are at the washing 
places so that when the troops return from combat they can have clean 
clothes.
L. de F., 1958, p 5.
PHOTOGRAPH 4. DURING THE TRIUMPHAL CAMPAIGN 76 
WASHING PLACES WERE ORGANISED AND RUN BY THE  
f e m in in e  d i v i s i o n  a t  t h e  f r o n t ,  f e m in in e  d iv is io n  
CALENDAR. 1940.
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Each night the carts carry hundreds of cleaned clothing for the soldiers. 
How good their tired bodies feel caressed by clean clothing!... They’ll have 
the ait of elegant men when they stroll before the young girls in the 
conquered village in the evening!
Who cares about the hands that are cracked and hurting! Who cares about 
the danger!...
Girls are working at the washing places.
Do you know who they are?... The comrades of the Ferninine Division! 
Feminine Division calendar, 1939.
The use of women, and especially their image, in Franco’s territory during the Civil 
War was one of a self-sacrificing woman who worked silently without expecting any 
compensation. The image had to be one of austerity, and for this reason, the women 
of the Feminine Division always dressed in simple, navy blue outfits, never in 
trousers, or in the popular costumes of their village or province. They could not wear 
their hair in any special way or use make-up. This image of women from the 
Feminine Division will appear in practically all of the photographs in this thesis. One 
example is the following:
p h o t o g r a p h  5. THE FEMININE DIVISION DISTRIBUTES 
T o b a c c o  a t  t h e  h o s p i t a l s ,  f e m in in e  d iv is io n  c a l e n d a r . 
1939.
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The activities of women in Republican Spain during the war were quite different.
There was talk of collaboration, men and women. Women went to the front as
soldiers at the beginning of the Civil War, but they were far less organised than the
women of the Feminine Division since the latter were united into one party with very
strict discipline. The Feminine Division had a carefully organised, hierarchical
stmcture, as described in Chapter 2.
The service of women is heroic and military, yet feminine. A rifle in the 
hands of a woman is a dishonour to the rifle, to the poor, unhappy 
woman carrying it, and to the men who see her.
Medina^  N° 1,1941, p 2.
PHOTOGRAPH 6. SAD MEMORY OF RED MADRID. FEM ININE  
D m siO N  CALENDAR. 1940.
The above photographs illustrate the very different views of women on the two sides 
of the Spanish conflict. Nevertheless, definition of the Falange image was elaborated 
over the course of the years of the Franco regime. Once the war came to an end, the 
to n  idea of the Falange leaders, including Franco, was to have women return to 
diek homes in order to take care of the housework and to produce children for the 
country, as Geraldine M. Scalon clearly points out in the following paragraph:
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The Feminine Division represented the wartime efforts of women, not as 
a means of earning the right to independence and equality in the new 
Spain, but as a temporary deviation from their true mission.
Geraldine M. Scalon, 1986, p 318.
In the following years, images were used to create what could be called the “perfect
woman” according to the Franco regime, a good mother and self-sacrificing spouse.
One of the best decisions on the part of the Movement was the creation 
of the Feminine Division, which gave women a place in politics without 
diminishing their spirituality, while it stimulated and awoke them, and 
made them serve as an example to other defeated, tired women about to 
lose the treasures of tenderness and spirituality, the best adornments of 
our women. (Y, N° 79,1945)
Several authors, 1986, p 343.
However, it is impossible to define the Spanish woman of this period without a 
complete understanding of the image of women held by the Feminine Division. 
Above aU, two questions must be answered: Why was the image of women sought 
and used by the Franco movement? And to what extent was the Feminine Division 
guilty or used by the Franco regime to achieve the objectives of this use?
The photographs below clearly answer the first question. The images were used in a 
variety of contexts because the Feminine Division’s propaganda was to reach every 
comer of the country. “In 1940 the Department of Publishing and Press produced a 
total of 2,260,000 issues of different publications” (GaUego Mendez, 1983, p 86).
The photographs and paragraphs below answer the second question above: To what 
extent was the Feminine Division guilty or used by the Franco regime to achieve the 
objectives of this use?
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PHOTOGRAPH 7. COMRADES OF THE FEMININE DIVISION AT 
THE SOCIAL ASSISTANCE NURSERIES. FEM ININE D IVISIO N  
CALENDAR. 1939.
1939 For many years women unfortunately instiUed with false ideas about 
a poorly understood feminism attempted to put themselves on an equal 
level with men by abandoning almost all of the tasks proper of their sex.
Annual report on the Home Economics Schools Department, 1939, p 1.
PHOTOGRAPH 8. PHOTOGRAPH OF RURAL TEACHERS ASSISTING 
A MOTHER. FEM ININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR. 1941.
These days the new ideology and major problems in society have 
convinced women that their only true mission is (except in rare 
exceptions)to be women in the entire meaning of the word.
Annual report on the Home Economics Schools Department, 1939, p 1.
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PHOTOGRAPH 9. TRAINING: THE SISTERHOOD OF THE CITY 
AND COUNTRY AND HEALTH DURING RURAL HEALTH 
t r a i n i n g  c o u r s e s ,  f e m in in e  d iv is io n  c a l e n d a r . 1941.
PHOTOGRAPH 10. HOME ECONOMICS CLASSES. FEM ININE  
d iv is io n  CALENDAR 1941.
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Because a society is what its women are, because problems in home 
economics have been shown to be a very serious threat to the political 
economy of nations.
Annual report on the Home Economics Schools Department, 1939, p 1.
PHOTOGRAPH 11. BY PROMOTING FAMILY HENHOUSES, YOU 
WILL HELP THE NATIONAL ECONOMY. THE FALANGE WILL 
PREPARE YOU FOR THIS WORK. FEM ININE DIVISION CALENDAR. 
1941.
Because women are not only educated in terms of the home and attempts 
are being made to put them back on course toward a mission they should 
never have abandoned, rather they are being taught so that they wiU not 
have to leave the home and can help from the home by working to keep it 
up.
Annual report on the Home Economics Schools Department, 1939, p 1.
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Cinema, specifically the No-Do, clearly shows this same image of women in the 
Franco period. A series of No-Do clippings that discuss women direcdy or indirectly 
is included with this thesis to demonstrate that this is the case.
The images of the first two clippings also reaffirm the idea of woman that was to be 
established throughout Spain. She tended to the sick, did the washing, cared for the 
children, etc. with complete submission, and above aU, something that always appears 
in the cinematographic images, smiled, showing herself to be happy with her present 
and future. In order to present the fikn images in this chapter, the words spoken by 
the narrator are translated Hterally since they confirm what has been written up to this 
point.
When the war of Crusade and Liberation began, Fenoinine Divisions were 
created around the entire nation and they offered their strong, 
praiseworthy, difficult service to the front, be it at the infirmaries, hospitals 
and laboratories or at the washing places where they cleaned and cared for 
the soldiers’ clothing. Through these and other tasks that will be presented 
later, they forged the future, highly important mission that they must carry 
out in training the "new woman" at the service of a "New Spain," which is 
akeady being announced through action in the freed villages and towns, 
where they offer their most valuable services in good order.
No-Do, 1942.
In the following ckpping, filmed on 30 May 1939 in Medina del Campo^ after the 
Civil War had come to an end, two important points that would later define the 
Franco regime can akeady be seen: major rallies and the use of women as decorative 
objects at these raDies."^
6.2 PROPAGANDA AND MANIPULATION OF THE IMAGE OF 
WOMEN
because propaganda is a phenomenon of communication, this section is mainly 
structured according to the essential aspects of the communication process:
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transmitter, receiver, message and means. The transmitter is understood here to mean 
organisations and individuals who through their messages and activities attempt to 
influence public opinion in general or the opinions and actions of certain individuals 
or groups in particular. In this study, women are the receivers. The transmitters were 
the Franco regime in general and the Feminine Division in particular. The message 
was one of self-sacrifice and submission to the Regime, while the means were 
photographs, advertising posters and video images, first through cinema and later 
through television.
Although the written word was important from the point of view of political analysis, 
it was not at toll as significant for women as could initially be thought some (25%) of 
the female population in the 1940s was illiterate and more than 51% of the Spanish 
population lived in rural areas where there were no libraries and at times no schools. 
These two facts meant that any propaganda written by the Regime for women had 
practically no value. However, it is important to understand the ideology of the 
propaganda. The documents written by the Feminine Division, and in particular its 
leader. Pilar Primo de Rivera, are therefore fundamental for seeing the ideas hidden 
behind the images used.
In the first years of the Franco movement, propaganda was aimed at uniting the 
Spanish nation with Germany in spirit.  ^ Before the end of World War II and the 
Allied victory. Franco and his Regime used Germany as an example. Women did not 
escape this thinking on the part of Franco and he attempted to bring together the 
women leaders of the two Regimes in order to promote union of the two peoples. 
Pilar Primo de Rivera represented the Feminine Division and visited Germany on 
several occasions as did various delegations of the organisation including the Choral 
and Dance groups. The Nazi salute was also used as one of the points in common
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among all the Fascist regimes of the time from the start until the arrival of 
democracy.
L a»  N ttr lo n a lt»  ile E .p a n a  > A k i i i a n i a
PHOTOGRAPH 12. THE NATIONAL LEADERS OF SPAIN AND  
GERMANY. FEM ININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR. 1939.
PHOTOGRAPH 13. SALUTE. FEM ININE DIVISION CALENDAR. 1939.
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PHOTOGRAPH 14. THE LOCAL LEADERS SINGING THE ANTHEM  
AFTER THE CLOSING EVENT OF A TEACHER TRAINING COURSE. 
FEMININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR. 1941.
In the 1940s and the first half of the 1950s, the message that the Regime wanted to 
convey through propaganda was mainly that women should return to the home.
At the heart of the family, your only position, you have probably done 
much more for Spain than aU of the old-style longwinded speeches.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Third National Council of the
Feminine Division, 1939.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 24.
This idea was of conflict in the rural areas since women have always been inexpensive 
^nd often unpaid labour for farming because the work is done as a family. In this 
sense, the messages and images used are contradictory when analysed objectively.
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I wish to talk to you about the two  ^ most important things that the 
Feminine Division did this year, in 1942. One, participation of the 
Feminine Division and Youth Front in the International Congress of 
European Youths in Vienna, where the president of the European Youths 
entrusted the Feminine Division of the Falange and the representatives of 
the Feminine Youths from Germany and Italy with forming a triumvirate 
to focus education of aU of the European Feminine Youth groups on the 
home.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Seventh National Council, 1943.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 61.
So, we ourselves should teach our peasant comrades to take the most 
advantage possible of the lands that they own by teaching them through 
"the Sisterhood of the City and Country household industries,”  ^ care and 
selection of domestic animals, arrangement and decoration of the country 
house, and crafts that they can seU afterwards through the unions.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Eighth National Council, 1944.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, pp 67-68.
The Feminine Division created the Travelling Classroom programme to carry out the 
education and indoctrination agenda described in the above paragraph. Although the 
programme is described in Chapter 2, a few photographs and film clippings wiU. 
provide graphical information and a better understanding of the work completed by 
the Division in rural areas. The Classrooms were obviously an efficient mechanism 
for taking the ideology of the Franco regime to the most remote comers of the 
country.^
The photographs below also Ulustrate the message that the Feminine Division 
wanted to convey about women and their work in ftie country.
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PHOTOGRAPH 15. COUNCIL OF THE SISTERHOOD OF THE CITY 
AND COUNTRY. AGRICULTURAL COURSES IN VALLADOLID. 
FEMININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR, 1939.
PHOTOGRAPH 16. TRAINING: CUNICULTURE COURSES HELD IN  
f^URCIA. FEM ININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR. 1941.
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6.3 THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUPS AS REPRESENTATIVES OF 
PROPAGANDA
This section covers how the Regime manipulated the Choral and Dance group 
organisation to unify a politically divided Spain. The winners and losers of the war 
were to perform the same dances as ambassadors of Spain/ that is, as instruments for 
promoting the country overseas and for conveying national values through the 
compilation of Spanish folklore.
So, the Catalonians sang in Catalan, the Basques in Basque, the Galicians 
in Galician in recognition of specific values, but always and only as part of 
Spain and her irrevocable unity, within the unity of the peninsula.
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 249.
I Nevertheless, it is actually difficult to isolate the ideas and messages and how they 
j were manipulated by the Regime because the Regime itself was not clear in its 
statements about the Choral and Dance groups. At the start of the dictatorship 
(1937-1948), the groups were not given any importance, but from 1948 until the end 
of the Franco regime, they were manipulated for propagandistic purposes once their 
great utility was understood.
The image that the Choral and Dance group organisation wanted to promote during 
the entire time of its power can be divided into two parts. The first was austerity of 
the image of woman and her actions in the groups, while the second was the 
authenticity of Spain’s traditional values, in this case through regional costumes and 
dances.
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The following photographs provide an idea of the austerity of the Choral and Dance 
groups:
PHOTOGRAPH 17. WINTER SONG. FEM ININE D IVISIO N  
CALENDAR. 1940.
p h o t o g r a p h  18. SINGING AND MUSIC SCHOOLS UNDER THE  
FEMININE DIVISION. FEM ININE DIVISION CALENDAR. 1939.
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PHOTOGRAPH 19. MAESTRO BENEDITO LEADING THE SONGS AT 
THE MOTA CASTLE RALLY IN MEDINA DEL CAMPO, 1939. 
FEMININE D IVISIO N  CALENDAR  1940.
This was the first rally that served to praise Franco and to demonstrate the 
organisational ability of the Feminine Division just after the Civil War, It also was an 
opportunity for Pilar Primo de Rivera to reiterate to Franco her idea of the position 
of women in the “New Spain.”
We are gathered here together only to celebrate your victory and to 
honour your soldiers. Because the only mission assigned to women in 
terms of the homeland is the home itself.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Medina del Campo rahy, 1939.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 152.
The Choral and Dance groups appear in a wide variety of photographs, which mainly 
show the costumes of each village or region. Although the leaders always talked 
about remaining loyal to tradition, the groups could not do so, as explained in 
Chapter 5, because men could not participate in the dances until 1961 (up to that 
point women dressed as men or two women dancing together dressed in the same
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costume for women). The national delegate, Pilar Primo de Rivera, took part in this 
kind of activities whenever she could.
PHOTOGRAPH 20. THE NATIONAL DELEGATE ON HER VISIT TO 
THE FEMININE FALANGE (THEY ARE WEARING REGIONAL 
COSTUMES). FEM ININE D IVISIO N  CA LEN D ARA 9^
PHOTOGRAPH 21. THE FEMININE t q N ^  A ^^^^A T
c a l e n d a r . 1940.
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PHOTOGRAPH 22. FALANGE MEMBERS FROM MAJORCA DRESSED 
IN OLD PEASANT COSTUMES AS THEY PRACTICE THE TYPICAL 
DANCE "EL PARAO" IN  A RURAL COURTYARD. LATER THEY 
PERFORMED THE DANCE FOR CAUDILLO FRANCO AT THE 
MEDINA DEL CAMPO RALLY. FEM ININE D IVISION CALENDAR. 
1940.
Cinema was another instrument for propaganda used by the Feminine Division in 
addition to the Choral and Dance groups. The movie Bj)nda Espanola filmed by the 
director Ladislao Vajda in 1951 and released in Madrid on 8 November that same 
year contains all of the messages that the Choral and Dance groups were expected to
convey to the public:
The romantic, very light plot attempted to bring together American 
performances, especially those of Colombia and Panama, and a double 
message: deep inside human beings have a goodness which can be 
awakened by joy; there are no longer any winners or losers in Spain, rather 
brothers on the road to reconciliation.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 232.
The above paragraph is correct in that the plot is very Hght, if not to say non-existent. 
The film was made for the glory of the Choral and Dance groups and the Regime as
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their promoter, and its use as propaganda about the goodness of the latter is 
undeniable, as demonstrated by the different parts selected for this section.
The first describes quite well how the Regime wanted to use the trip to America as a 
message to Spaniards living abroad:
Let no one think that this is a theatre stage; it is the square in each of your 
villages. You must dance as you would there. That is what you are asked to 
do. This way the people overseas will believe in the homeland once again.
Keep in mind that some of them left her not only physically but also in a 
much graver, more permanent manner. And keep in mind that what you 
wdl soon begin is a message, so dance with aU your souls.
Ronda Espanola, 1951.
I The film also recalls the Spanish Empire, Spain’s glorious past and the crusades in the 
I Holy Land, as well as their relationship to the recent past. It should not be ignored 
I that the Spanish Civil War was also called a crusade, a crusade of the Franco regime 
against masonry, and above all, communism. The next section of the film shows a 
dance from Santander (in northern Spain); superimposed are Medieval nights 
charging supposedly against infidels. The symbolism of these images and the use of 
dance for the Regime’s propagandistic needs can not be denied. In the following 
scene all of the dancers are shown travelling around the map of America wearing 
different regional costumes and singing a popular Spanish song. These images can 
lead viewers to see the dancers as conquistadors of America.
Pilar Primo de Rivera viewed the Choral and Dance groups as conquistadors of 
America similar to Columbus and she used any excuse to describe situations that 
confirmed her idea in one way or another.
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On one of those trips, when the boat arrived at the port, the people were 
waiting in two lines on each side of the gangway where the girls would 
disembark. ’’Where are you from?” they asked one from Olivenza. ’’From 
Extremadura,” she answered. ”Oh!” exclaimed the pleased person who 
had asked the question and added with emphasis, ’’the land of sausage,” to 
which the girl, without stopping, smiled and answered ’’and of the 
conquistadors!”
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 203.
The following part of the film shows a group of agitators, supposedly Spanish 
dissidents or exiles, waiting in a theatre to cause an uproar. Upon seeing the dances of 
their respective provinces announced in the programme, they do not allow the rest of 
their group to start a ruckus and put it off as they ’’become converted”. They have 
received the ’’message” of the Franco regime conveyed through the dances of each of 
the regions and the dancers in the groups. The ’’message” was simple; the exiles could 
return to Spain because there was no longer any resentment or political problems. At 
the same time, a Spanish missionary from Navarre who wants to remember his 
homeland appears in the tihn. Reference is always made to the Catholic religion in 
everything related to the Feminine Division, including this movie.
Nevertheless, how could this conversion have taken place?, it was earned out by 
means of the Choral and Dance groups. In this case, the receivers were all Spaniards, 
those living in Spain and those abroad for different reasons. The transmitter was 
obviously the Franco regime, while the means were the women in the Choral and 
Dance groups. Were the members of the groups aware of this manipulation? No, it 
was very easy to sublimate the majority of the actions into abstract ideas or phrases 
such as ”to be the bearers and conveyors of national values, ” ’’everything for the 
good of Spain,” ’’for the greatness of Spain”,^  ^ etc. These ideas were used and 
^nipulated by the Regime continuously so that it could achieve its objectives.
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It is more difficult to analyse whether the Feminine Division leaders, with Pilar Primo 
de Rivera at the head, were aware that the Regime manipulated the Choral and 
Dance groups. The following quotation clearly shows that they were, in fact, aware of 
the situation. “Now the Feminine Division could count on a powerful instrument for 
its outward projection, which it proposed to use to the full.” (Suarez Fernandez, 
1993, p. 227.)
In general, the leaders most likely allowed themselves to be used in order to achieve
some degree of political weight in the Regime.
To recover Argentina’s interest in Spain and to take to Spaniards living 
there all the authentic tradition of their far away homeland. Universal 
Mission: you are all aware that Spain can not be justified if it does not 
accomplish a mission in History, if it does not enter world enterprise with 
a sense of universality. Therefore, this is what you will achieve through 
your Choral and Dance groups, as part of the policy laid down by the 
Caudillo.
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 203.
The following dialogue taken from the film continues along the same line of the
analysis in this chapter of how the Franco regime used the Choral and Dance groups
to spread its messages. In this case, a member of the groups and an exile convey an
idea that the Regime wanted to send to the other side of the Atlantic:
-Would anything happen to you upon arriving in Spain?
-What did you say?
-Do you expect to be detained?
-I was simply a soldier.
-WeU then, Pablo.
-I don’t want to be a loser.
-In Spain there are no losers.
Ronda Espanola, 1951.
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It should be kept in mind that this film was shown not only in Spain’s cinemas, but 
in all of South America. The message was to reach aU of the places where political 
exiles were living in order to use it as propaganda in favour of the Franco Regime 
and as counter-propaganda against the political exües. The image of reconciliation 
that it showed in Spain contradicted what the Republicans in exile then argued 
against Franco.
Analysis of the final scenes of the film leads mainly to the discovery of the elements 
that made up the ideology of the Feminine Division and the Choral and Dance 
groups and their manipulation by the Regime. This part of the film starts by showing 
all of the members of the Choral and Dance groups praying in the boat. Then the 
protagonist appears. In a strictly Catholic sense, this appearance has the subliminal 
message that the "lost sheep" has come back to the flock; at the same rime the flag is 
lowered. The homeland, the religion and the women of the Choral and Dance groups 
are the reasons why this "miracle" has taken place.
A quotation by Pilar Primo de Rivera upon return of the boat carrying the Choral 
and Dance groups on their first trip to South America is appropriate to conclude this 
chapter. It is a telling example of the Franco regime’s use of the Choral and Dance 
groups for propaganda.
Because the cultural work you have carried out there is so important; with 
your marvellous grace so many Spaniards absent from the country have 
felt nostalgia for the faraway homeland. The Argentines have again been 
proud of their Spanish blood, one of the things you have achieved there. 
Through this trip you have earned Spain prestige and fame.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, pp 238-239.
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e n d n o t e s
1. The Official State Gazette (number 356, dated 22 December 1942) published the 
Ordinance by which the No-Do programme organisation was created under the 
Deputy Secretary of Popular Education. The Ordinance announced that from 1 
January 1943 no cinematographic news programmes or documentaries of this 
kind could be made in Spain, its possessions or colonies other than the No-Do 
itself. At the same time, any cinematographic operators who did not belong to the 
organisation or have its permission could not obtain cinematographic reports 
under any circumstances. Finally, it was decided that projection of the No-Do 
programme would be obligatory in all of Spain’s cinemas. The programme 
stopped being produced and projected in 1982.
2. During the Spanish Civil War, the Republic represented democracy and equality 
for women. See chapter 2.
3. Information on this rally can be found on Chapter 3.
4. Film 2. After the victory, on 30 May 1939, eleven thousand members gathered in 
Medina del Campo in honour of Franco and the army. Each province made an 
offering whüe a chorus of 2,000 voices sang popular songs. Fifty-eight people 
executed or serving at the front experienced the magnificent heroism of fighting 
and dying for Spain. GeneraHsmo Franco awarded Pilar Primo de Rivera the Gold 
Y.
Film 3
Speaker: Ramon Serrano Suner (Franco’s main collaborator in the first years of the 
Regime)
When bonfires burned on these mountains of Spain covered today with snow and 
when the bells of our churches all across the homeland echoed our songs of 
triumph in homage of the heroes, the 4th Congress of the Feminine Division of 
the Falange was held after the solemn days of victory, mysticism, clarity, passion 
inflamed during those first hours, and rigorous references of the Spanish Falange. 
No one in the ranks maintains them as purely as you do. I am going to give you 
some advice, better yet, an order, keep those virtues fervently and do not 
compromise in defending them.
Narrator:
Afterwards, the people presiding over the event. Pilar Primo de Rivera, Ramon 
Serrano Suner and General Munoz Grandes, and those in attendance went to the 
Alcazar fortress.
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5. The German ideal remained in the minds of Franco’s leaders until the end of 
W.W.IL
6. Only one of the “two important things” is quoted here as the other one is not 
direcdy related to the subject of this research.
7. See Chapters 2, 5 and 7 for more information on the topic of the Sisterhood of 
the City and Country household industries.
8. Film4
TRAVELLING CLASSROOMS
Enduring the sun’s heat in the summer and the rigours of the cold in the winter, 
the Francisco Franco Travelling Classrooms of the Feminine Division carry out 
their self-sacrificing, highly useful mission in Spain’s remote villages.
This is how they have arrived at Tres Juncos in the province of Cuenca, as an 
award from the Civil Government (to the village) for winning the Embellishment 
Contest. Amidst the joy and curiosity of the inhabitants, the caravan vehicles are in 
the square. Carmenchu Obon, who has nine years of on-going service in this work, 
is the leader and is explaining the courses in Women’s Training, Social Coexistence 
and Spanish History.
Film 5
In addition to aU kinds of religious teachings and social training, there is practice in 
small rural industries, cooking and preserving over the course of the forty-five days 
that the travelling classrooms remain in the village. The coexistence classes are 
aimed at adapting the peasants to good manners and at teaching young giris how 
to prepare a table, how to use utensils correctly and how to serve a meal well. 
Sewing, along with needlework and handicrafts, is an essential part of the home 
economics classes. The inside of the vehicle has been changed into a workshop 
where the apprentices follow the teacher’s indications with much interest. Among 
the rural industries is the tanning and sewing of pelts which, like many others, wiU 
serve as a fertile seed that will significantly improve the economy of the village 
when the teachers leave it; and it will open up new perspectives in this and other 
facets of artisan crafts.
9- Propaganda using the Choral and Dance groups outside Spain is discussed 
from a more political point of view in Chapter 5.
10-These are different sentences used by all of the leaders of the Franco period 
deluding Franco himself and Pilar Primo de Rivera.
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CHAPTER? 
COMPILATION AND TEACHING OF FOLK DANCES FOR THE  
FEMININE DIVISION. 
ONE THEORY AND ITS PRACTICE.
This chapter attempts to explain as clearly as possible how information on dances 
was technically gathered and recovered. It wiU also discuss factors affecting this work 
including technical problems and human error. Also this chapter brings together the 
information contained up this point, and above aU, it highlights how the teaching of 
folklore and the Choral and Dance competitions reflected the subhminal political 
teaching to which women, and in particular, the members of the Feminine Division 
were subjected during the Franco period. The reality of this subhminal teaching and 
guidelines for doing so are discussed in detail in this chapter.
In order to ensure that the chapter is complete, I use information from interviews of 
three women who worked to compile data and teach dancing as part of the Choral 
and Dance group organisation under the Feminine Division. Documents from the 
General Archives of the Spanish Administration and a variety of books are also used.
Although they are of different ages, the three women worked for the organisation 
from 1950 through 1977. At present, they continue to work in the world of dance as 
directors of groups that originated from the Choral and Dance groups or as 
instructors of folklore.
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7.1 NATIONAL GUIDELINES FOR COMPILING INFORMATION 
ON DANCES
In theory, the Cultural Council under the National Delegation provided general 
guidelines for compiling data throughout Spain as Pilar Primo de Rivera said/
The Falange must aspire increasingly towards greater perfection, and for 
this reason, from now on you wül orient our work in folklore, besides 
doing so as you have been, so that the songs and dances take root in their 
own settings, that is, in the village.
Circular N° 222, March 1944.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 274.
Dances to be presented. Above all, it is absolutely necessary that the 
dances belong to the group’s province (except for Morocco).
Rules and Organisation of the National Choral and Dance Competitions,
1954, p 5.
The music instructors wiU take care to see that the choral groups assigned 
to them leam and come up with a typical repertoire characteristic of the 
respective province or region by following the norms, instructions and 
practices received in this respect during the training courses.
Cultural Council report, 1939, p 3.
As can be deduced from the above quotations, some norms for gathering 
information on folklore in general and dances in particular did exist, but they were 
imprecise and above aU confusing for the recovery and teaching of folklore. The 
Choral and Dance groups came from small villages or attempts were made to form 
tiiem there. The fact that the above quotations indicate that they had to leam only 
tile folklore of the province clearly demonstrates that recovery of folklore was
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distorted. Dances recovered in one village were not only taught and performed in the 
village from which they came; several Choral and Dance groups from different 
villages in the same province also danced them. The practice was not merely allowed, 
rather it was supported by the Cultural Council through its rules for the Choral and 
Dance competitions. Reference is made throughout this chapter and Chapter 8 to the 
chaos created in Spain’s folklore as a result of these guidelines.
According to the following quotation of one of the women who worked to gather 
Î information on dances, the women had the feeling that there were no specific 
i guidelines for the task. How were they to gather information? What specifically were 
they to gather? And where were they to do so?
We compiled the dances with good intentions and without any guidelines 
or knowledge. The people who were good at dancing and were quick and 
had an aptitude for singing and dancing were the ones who were told to 
go to the villages to compile information when the time came. No specific 
norms were ever given saying, "you have to ask this and you have to bring 
back the names of that, etc”. That was done by going to the villages and 
later discovering the missing information. The system came from within 
each person and that is why some of the reports which have arrived to 
date are more complete than others, even though none has exhaustive 
information. (PS)^
From the above it can again be deduced that the women working in the Choral 
and Dance groups had good intentions in terms of recovering “Spanish tradition”.
7-2 THE ROLE OF THE LEADERS AND MONEY IN COMPILING 
d a t a
In addition to the guidelines mentioned above, two factors affected recovery of 
information on folklore. The first was the person in charge of each province and its
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groups, as recognised in the following report:
There is significant inequality in the activity of some provinces compared 
to others. This is mainly due to the financial situation of the provinces in 
some cases and to the unequal conditions of the provincial cultural 
councillors in others; in some places they are dynamic, weU-prepared 
comrades while in others they undoubtedly have good intentions, but no 
practical ability.
Cultural Service Report, 1939, AGA.
It is also obvious that some councillors leaned more toward social issues, others 
toward political matters and still others toward culture, which included the Choral 
and Dance groups.
The second factor affecting recovery of information was a lack of money experienced 
on an on-going basis by the Feminine Division. This was a major point in terms of 
the recovery of folklore.
Pilar Primo de Rivera and her immediate collaborators felt hurt. The 
splendid projects explained at the fifth National Council could not be put 
into practice due to a lack of resources. Subsidies were paid after a delay.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 133.
Also several reports of the Feminine Division reflected the same problems.
1- Lack of financial means with aU of the different consequences and 
repercussions.
2. Lack of personnel due in part to the above point. Until two months 
ago, when salaries started being paid to the Service, the most basic 
auxiliary help had been missing.
Report on the difficulties encountered by the Service, 1939, AGA.
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This lack of money was quite important for the Choral and Dance groups. One of 
the women who worked to gather information on dance and to teach the dances 
recovered commented on this point:
Normally, when the local or regional delegates claimed they had 
discovered a dance or expressed an interest in one, the National Cultural 
Council would authorise three individuals and assign money to compile 
data on it. The funds allotted had a significant impact on the information 
collected. The amounts allocated by the individual provinces led to major 
differences in the quahty and quantity of information obtained since the 
money provided by the Feminine Division was not much if it was the only 
funding available. (PS)
In some provinces such as Barcelona, private individuals donated money for the 
recovery of information. The issue of nationahsm and the cultural background of the 
political leaders in each case were major factors behind private donations. Other 
provinces, however, were practically forgotten.^
Money also had a substantial effect when materials such as costumes were purchased. 
At times, “girls had to dance with shoes that were two sizes too big or they could not 
wear scarves because there was not enough money to buy any”(PS). As a result, 
I purism in costuming and in the dances was obviously not followed.
I The problem of money was not only due to the fact that there was little available. It
i
I distributed according to criteria that initially appeared to be fair, but in the long 
^  generated substantial inequality among the provinces:
In order to carry out the work more efficiently, we allocated an amount of 
money from the general budget to expenses incurred in gathering 
information on songs and dances and each province would send us its 
mspective budget. No specific amount was established for each; this was
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decided based on the work demonstrated in the previous year’s 
competition. In other words, more was provided when more groups and 
songs were presented (by the province).
Rules and organisation of the national Choral and Dance competitions,
1954, p 10.
This system for financing the groups, along with the training of the person devoted 
to recovery of folklore, led to considerable inequality among the provinces. The table 
below, based on reports of the number of groups that participated in the second and 
fifteenth national competitions, provides an idea of the differences.
TABLE 3. 2nd Competition, 1943 and 15th, Competition 1962.
PROVINCES 2nd Competition, 1943 15th, Competition 1962
ALBACETE 1 22
BARCELONA 4 153
GUADALAjARA 2 26
MADRID 3 53
Source: Reports from the Feminine Division, AGA.
Although some provinces had more groups than others in the second competition, 
these initial differences became considerable over the course of the years. The 
increased inequality was largely due to the amounts of money invested in the various 
provinces.
73 THE BUREAUCRATIC SIDE OF RECOVERY OF DANCES.
There were several phases to the procedure for compiling information in the
provinces. First,
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Information was collected from the local delegates in the villages. They 
were entrusted with conveying whether there were any especially "nice’ 
dances or songs.(PS)
Not aU the villages in Spain had delegates and advisors from the Feminine 
Division since the position of delegate was considered a political office. 
“Advisors. Advisors may or may not belong to the organisation. Naturally, 
they should sympathise with it.
Rules and organisation of the national Choral and Dance competitions, 
p3.
Few women had enough time available on a daily basis to devote to objectives 
imposed by the Feminine Division in Madrid.
As part of the lack of personnel I am also including the provincial cultural 
councillors. Except for a few magnificent exceptions, they generally 
normally do not carry out their work with the necessary assiduity and care 
and they often lack preparation. In addition, the provincial delegates find 
major difficulties in filling these positions because, I think, the most 
capable comrades in each province generally look for and find paid 
employment.
Report on the difficulties encountered by the Service, 1939, AGA.
According to Feminine Division reports, many provinces did not have cultural 
councillors. The majority of those that did have one did not generally have the most 
capable councillors, rather women who had not found work because they lacked 
sufficient preparation. In other cases, they did not need to work because of their 
financial situations.
When a dance or song had been located, either the national advisor or 
national councillor at the Central Cultural Council would decide to send a 
team of two or three individuals since neither tape recorders nor video 
cameras existed at the time. One woman had to be good at dancing,
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though not a professional, another had to be a singer, and a third a music 
teacher who would collect information on rhythm and write the score. 
Nowadays, people sometimes claim a step was "not exactly that way," but 
naturally that depended on the people who compiled the information. (PS)
, The teams could not remain in the villages long (two or three days at most) since 
f there was not enough funding. Subsidies did exist but they were minimal and could 
j not enable teams to devote themselves entirely to gathering data in the villages or 
I allow them to invest all the time needed to do so. Instead, the situation depended on 
: the circumstances and the amount of work which the individuals entrusted to gather 
Ï data in each province had. The work was normally carried out in collaboration with 
the teachers of the Travelling Classrooms."^
The teams visiting the villages collected aU kinds of information, regardless 
I of whether it related to dances, songs, costumes or other areas. "Not only
were dances compiled, ballads, Christmas carols, songs, etc. could also be 
recorded" (PS).
Upon their return, the women would write up a report about the characteristics of 
each dance with its score and how old the dance was, etc.^  The same form was used 
for the entire country.
In Madrid, a dance teacher, a student who would dance and a person who 
would recover the music went to the villages to do the research. For 
example, when the music arrived, Vitorina (the music teacher for the 
gfoup in the capital city of Madrid) would look it over and, if necessary, fix 
it up. Others didn’t have to be touched up because Garcia Matos (the 
folklore advisor for the National Cultural Council) had them. He obtained 
them when he had been researching folklore before joining the Feminine
Division. (CG)
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7.4 AN APPROXIMATION OF THE SYSTEM USED TO COMPILE 
DANCES BY THE WOMEN OF THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUP 
ORGANISATION
The system used to put dance at the service of the Feminine Division, and in 
particular, the Choral and Dance groups, was mainly based on forms that were filled 
out and later filed at the Central Cultural Council in Madrid. A translation of the 
form for each dance report is as follows:
1. Name of the dance.
2. Province submitting it.
3. Location to which the dance belongs.
4. Location in which the information was collected.
5. Details of the choreography. (1)
6. Timing and rhythm in which it is written.
7. Approximate date since the dance has been performed.
8. Essential instruments used to accompany the dance and the
number of each.
9. The number of dancers and whether a specific number is needed 
given the composition of the dance figures.
10. Reason why the dance is performed.
11. History of the dance.
12. Individual/ s who compiled the information on the dance and the 
date.
13. Individual/s who gathered information on the history of the 
dance and the date.
14. Group which performed the dance for the first time and date (this 
date refers to when the dance was presented for the first time in the 
Choral and Dance group competitions).
13. How the dance ranked in the Choral and Dance competition and
the competition date.
16. The attached information is from (indicate document, file, etc.):
17. Dress worn to perform the dance (where it is from, whether it is a 
wealthy or poor girl’s dress, etc.).
Ib. Songs and music to which the dance is performed (indicate title
only). Attach both on music paper measuring the same size as this form. 
Observations.
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SIGNATURES
Provincial Councillor for Culture.
Collaborator
Collaborator
Date when the report is sent to the National Cultural Council. 
IMPORTANT:
This form must always be accompanied by the complete scores and songs 
when submitted. If the history is longer than the space provided on this 
form, a complete account should be attached. It is essential that all 
measures be taken to complete all the information on this form.
(1) A thorough explanation of the choreography should be provided in 
this section using as much detail as possible. In addition, an attempt 
should be made to obtain a detailed diagram of the dance.
An in-depth analysis of this form, and especially the responses provided, must first 
highlight two of the questions: the third (location to which the dance belongs) and 
the fourth (location in which the information was collected). It is almost certain that 
data on many dances was obtained outside the places where they originated. This can 
be assumed because the leaders had the idea that dances could be performed in 
I different villages as long as they originally came from the same province. This idea 
I appears in all of the reports on the Choral and Dance groups that I have seen and to 
I which I refer throughout this chapter and thesis.
I According to a list drawn up in 1966, the National Cultural Council had 1068 reports 
on dances. All are currently in the hands of private individuals or groups that 
originated out of the Choral and Dance organisation. I have been able to see more 
than 50 forms on dances and regional costumes, currently in the hands of private 
I individuals, and have chosen copies of four dances and four costumes as a sampling.
I One dance is from Madrid, where the Central Cultural Council was located, and the
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other three are from different provinces of Spain. The specific dances and dates 
when information on them was obtained are: from Madrid, ""Bolero del Tres,” 1954; 
from the province of Guadalajara, ""Paloteos de Galve,” 1962; from the province of 
Zamora, “Jota de Toro,” 1952;  ^ and from Alicante, ""Fandango de Ibi,” 1943. The 
I regional costumes are: from Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Canary Islands), a woman’s 
I costume, no date; from Toro in the province of Zamora, a rich widow’s dress, 1953; 
I also from Toro in Zamora, a peasant and muleteer’s dress, 1952; and from 
I Covarmbias in the province of Burgos, a woman’s outfit, 1952 for the information 
I and 1953 for the design.^
The differences in the reports are remarkable. For example, in response to question 
seven (the approximate date since the dance has been performed), the answer for 
y Madrid is "the last third of the 18th century”. The Guadalajara report states, "The 
y exact date to which this dance goes back cannot be specified, but according to 
7 reports obtained from older women, it has been performed from time immemorial”. 
The Alicante dance form indicates that ""it is not possible to write any date due to 
lack of information because there are no archives that justify it”. Finally, the Zamora 
dance form states ""Early rule of the Catholic monarchs”. All of these responses to 
7 same question show that few practical guidelines were given to the women who 
I gathered information and, as stated in Point 2 of this chapter, the training that they 
received for compiling data varied.
I question eleven (the history of the dance), the Madrid report indicates, "It is
II believed that the origin of this dance comes from modifications in the ""Seguidillas,” 
variations with entrechats which the dancers themselves made to make them more 
difficult”. According to the Guadalajara report, "Nothing is known about the history,
I but what is known is that it has been performed annually on the date listed". The
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I Alicante form states, ""As the name indicates, this dance has its roots in an Andalusian 
' dance, the popularity of which reached some villages in our province. For this reason, 
no history is listed here”. One of the easiest ways to avoid answering this question 
was to claim that the problem did not correspond to that province but to another. 
I Because the ""Fandango” was originally from Andalusia, Andalusia should have 
I answered the question, but naturally, this was not the case. Each province drew up its 
I own reports and did not do so for the others unless the National Cultural Council 
I requested specific responses. The Zamora report on the “Jota de Toro” gets lost in a 
I series of explanations about the origin of the dance and comments on the 
I movements and people who supposedly performed it. The explanation is imprecise 
I in that no specific dates are provided.
I All the questions are answered in the reports from Madrid, Zamora and Alicante, but 
I : only fourteen are answered in the Guadalajara report. No music scores or diagrams 
are attached in this last case either. The Madrid, Zamora and Alicante reports show 
differences in that Madrid included a small diagram of the dance, while Alicante 
included the entire choreography along with a complete series of explanations, as 
seen in the following pictures and diagram:
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il l u st r a t io n  3. FOLDER OF THE FANDANGO DE IBI
(ALICANTE)
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diagram 3. FANDANGO DE IBI (ALICANTE)
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examples illustrate the varied situation among the provinces.
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7.5 SPECIALISTS IN  RESEARCH ON THE AGE AND HISTORY OF 
DANCES
Research was conducted using what the women interviewed referred to as "field 
work”. That is, when information on a dance was being gathered, the oldest people 
in the villages were questioned. All the women agreed that the elderly provided the 
most information. Bearing in mind that 99% of the dances (practically all of them) 
were from before this century and the older people in Spain’s villages were not 
known for theit education or culture,^ it is easy to understand the lack of precise 
information in the responses.
When I asked the women who compiled information on the dances whether there 
were any specialists who took down information as part of the groups travelling to 
the villages, the response was as follows:
There were no specialists. There was a lot of hard work and little was 
written down. The information was sent to the National (Cultural 
Council) office and they were the ones who had writers and speciahsts in 
music. Maestro Benedito, Garcia Matos, or Dolores Torres here in Jaén 
from 1950 until the end of 1977. They were the ones entrusted with 
transposing aU the reports sent from the villages using the system they felt 
appropriate. Until the 1960s nothing resembling a tape recorder could be 
found at the Feminine division and everything was done by ear.
For example, until tape recorders appeared in Jaén, the girls would go to 
Dolores Torres’ house, the piano teacher who worked for the Feminine 
Division, and they would sing songs for her and she would transcribe 
them. This is how between 1,000 and 1,500 songs, which was all that was 
rescued by the Feminine Division in those years, were recovered. Another 
system was when there was a meeting in the capital cities of each province 
and the local councillors had to meet to discuss political issues. 
Afterwards, they would go to the home of the person entrusted with 
transcribing the scores. There they would sing and dance so the 
information could be collected. (PS)
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7.6 VALIDITY OF THE DATA
The answers to question 16, the origin of the information, faU into two categories. 
The first are easy to verify, such as the Madrid response, which refers to two 
musicologists who researched the music and dance of Spain, 'Documented by 
PedreU and Isa Zamacola”. The second type is ambiguous, as in the Guadalajara form 
'Popular tradition,” the Zamora form “From oral tradition,” and the Alicante form 
“No archives available”. This same percentage in terms of answers was found for all 
of the other reports consulted; 25 % contain verifiable information, while 75% can 
not be confirmed.
The above information leads to the conclusion that verification of the data on the 
origin of dances was not a priority. Instead, the idea was to gather the largest possible 
amount of folkloric material in general and dance information in particular, without 
considering the quality of the data.
7.7 FORMS IN THE PROVINCES AND AT THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
All the forms contained a note at the bottom indicating that all of the information 
recovered was to be sent to the National Cultural Council.
IMPORTANT:
This form must always be accompanied by the complete scores and songs 
when submitted. If the history is longer than the space provided on this 
form, a complete account should be attached. It is essential that aU 
measures be taken to complete all the information on this form.
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In some cases, ihe province would keep a copy of the semes, and in others not It 
was iirçosâble to copy the scores or reproduce the photographs of the dresses 
because diete was not enou^ money and there were no specialists to do so. In odier 
cases, the reports were even lost within the provinces themselves.
Often what happened was someone would request a score or report. Since 
photocopies did not east, they were lent out with good intentions but on 
many occasions they were not returned. This meant that, in some cases, 
dances had to be compiled two and three times because the scores had 
been lost, and since they were not being perform ed people had forgotten 
about them.(PS)
This situation obviously led to difficulties in maintaining folMoie in the provinces 
since there was no information on the dances themselves.
7.8 TRAVELLING CLASSROOMS AND T H E  RECOVERY OF 
FOLKLORE
The Travelling Classrooms were an intensive training programme which viàted the 
different vtHa^s with fewer than 5,000 inhabitants, where the instructors would 
remain between 45 and 60' days. The Classrooms were started in 1946 and they 
to fulfil the following general purpose:
Encourage, promote and provide a channel for the aspirations of villages 
by looking after them in promoting mainly their human, cultural, social 
and professional concerns.
Report on the Travelling Classrooms, 1961, AGA.
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At both the provincial and national level, the service was directly under the political 
direction of the Feminine Division.
The work of the Classroom teachers in terms of folklore was varied and the 
information obtained is confusing, but in general, it involved working in two 
different ways. First, they compiled information on dances from the older people in 
the village where they were staying and then they taught the rest of the people there. 
In some cases, they contacted the National Cultural Council to report an interesting 
discovery in terms of folklore. It should be kept in mind that the specialists in the 
Choral and Dance groups had a low level of preparation, but the Classroom 
instructors had none.
The second area of work was to teach dances which the women had learnt ahead of 
time. Supposedly, the dances were typical of the village where they were being taught 
and the instructors had leamt them from other members of the Choral and Dance 
groups.
When the Classroom arrived in the villages, the teachers would have the 
girls sing or dance, the women collected information and tried to teach it 
to as many people as possible. When the Classrooms shut down [when 
their work was finished and the teachers were about to leave], there was a 
display" of gymnastics, songs and dancing. If any new dance or song had 
been discovered, it was performed.
The reports following a Classroom would indicate, “Such-and-such a 
dance ha:s been 'recovered’ or 'brought back to life’ here and its 
maintenance has been achieved”. Another way the teachers worked was, 
when they arrived, they would already know songs and dances and they 
would teach them to the girls in the village. (PS)
Tie video accompanying this thesis confirms the above paragraph. The images 
show an instructor from the Travelling Classrooms teaching some girls how to
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perform some dances from “their village”. However, it can not be said whether the 
dances were actually from the village in question, according to research conducted to 
date.
At times the Classroom instructors and Choral and Dance groups worked together, 
but this was not the norm. Generally, each group worked on its own.
First, the women from the Choral and Dance groups would go and 
compile information on a dance with the older people when a Classroom 
was at a village. Afterwards, the members of the Classroom would teach 
the rest of the people in the village. Sometimes, here in Madrid, the girls in 
the Choral and Dance groups would go to the village for the weekend, 
compile a few steps, show them to the Classroom teachers and the 
teachers would show them to the rest of the people in the village during 
the week, and so on until a dance was finished. (CG)
A report dated 1969 makes reference to 72 Travelling Classrooms. This means that 
they had reached the majority of the small villages that year.^
A close look at the work of the Classroom teachers in recovering dances reveals that 
their work could be considered debatable, to say the least. When they arrived in the 
^jority of the villages, they taught the inhabitants folklore from the villages 
themselves, which theoretically had been lost and the instructors claimed to have 
recovered. What cannot be explained clearly is where they had recovered it from and 
who or what had been their source of information.
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7.9 THE TEACHING OF DANCES COMPILED BY THE CHORAL AND 
DANCE GROUPS
The system for teaching dances was contradictory. The order had been given that 
each village learn its own folklore only, and the women who taught dances were 
prohibited from learning folklore which did not correspond to their region and, 
naturally, could not teach it either. A special permit was required to leam folklore 
from a region other than one’s own.
The contradiction stemmed from the word “region” itself. Spain is divided into 
regions which, in turn, are separated into provinces. During the Franco period, some 
of the regions were larger than they are now. Two examples illustrate this problem: 
Madrid and Andalusia.
MAP 3. REGIONS OF SPAIN (1939-1978)
Andalusia
NewCastille
Castille
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For the Choral and Dance groups, the Madrid region covered the regions of New 
Castille and Old Castille. The two comprised the provinces of Santander, Burgos, 
Palencia, Logroho, Soria, Segovia, Valladolid, Avila, Madrid, Guadalajara, Cuenca, 
Toledo and Ciudad Real, making for total of 6,795 hamlets and villages.
All the women who taught folklore could only teach folklore from their 
region or village. For example, the women from Madrid could teach the 
dances from Madrid and Old Castille and New Castille. If somebody 
wanted to leam dances from another province, she needed a special 
permit. (CG)
The region of Andalusia included the provinces of Huelva, Cordoba, Seville, 
Granada, Akneria, Malaga, Jaén and Cadiz, for a total of 4,610 villages. “Only dances 
from Jaén and all the region of Andalusia were taught in Jaén. It’s the same today 
(1995)”(PS).
It is easy to deduce what happened at the time. The Choral and Dance group 
teachers learnt from many villages and taught in many others. It is difficult to kn 
who was honest while teaching and who had adequate knowledge to distingui
dances of one village from those of another, etc.
7.10 BOYS’ INVOLVEMENT IN  THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUPS
Before 1957, boys were not allowed to participate in the Choral and Dance groups. 
Beginning that year some provinces slowly started to accept them into their gr p , 
But the specific order allowing them to do so came in the year 1960. In ,
1%2 National Competition, which already included boys, groups interes 
competing were required to have them. All trips and performances prior to
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involved girls only. This is clearly seen in the photographs that illustrate all of the 
books from the Feminine Division related to the Choral and Dance group 
organisation before the 1960s. The same can be said about films of the Choral and 
Dance groups from this period.
Boys could normally be found in the youth section of the Falange but another 
political organisation, Educacion y Descanso (Education and Leisure) included boys 
who already knew how to dance. The latter was the culture and leisure section of 
Spain’s vertical unions and it formed its own dance groups, which became 
professional in most cases. For this reason, boys from these groups could not be 
invited to join. However, there was another reason too:
It was a question of social class. The giris from the upper and middle 
classes would decide on the Feminine Division and danced for amusement 
or to obtain money for charity, such as the Red Cross or the Sisters of the 
Poor, etc., and the gtds and boys from the lower class. Education and 
Leisure. But parents let their daughters join the Choral and Dance groups 
more easily because they were supervised more and had only girls.(PS)
Education and Leisure always received direct support from the government. For this 
îeason, its members received allowances when they left their villages to dance. They 
I^so charged money to perform as if they were professionals.
was considerable rivalry in the provinces between the Choral and Dance 
groups and Education and Leisure. The latter often tried to take the best dancers 
â^y from the former since they were paid to perform, and consequently, the Choral
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and Dance groups at times found themselves without good members because they 
had been 'robbed’. This led the members of the Choral and Dance groups to have 
the feeling that they had to face unfair competition.
7.11 THE CHORAL AND DANCE COMPETITIONS, A SAMPLE OF 
THE FEMININE DIVISION’S WORK IN FOLKLORE
The Choral and Dance competitions provide a very clear example of what the 
Feminine Division attempted to do with folklore.
What was the idea behind organisation of these competitions?
Recovery and cultivation of songs and dances already forgotten or in 
danger of disappearing due to the invasion of what is referred to as 
“modem music,” which has gradually endangered our true folklore upon 
amving in the villages.
How are the groups formed and who teaches them?
The members (of the FD) who have the most interest and find the most 
enjoyment in music make up the Choral and Dance groups, depending on 
theic aptitudes. The groups are led by one of our instructors who are 
trained to do so in national music programmes organised periodically by 
this Central Cultural Council.
In some cases, for example for the Choral groups formed in small villages 
where there are no comrades with musical training, the parish priest leads 
them.
Central Cultural Council report, no date, AGA.
The above paragraph shows that a woman could not participate in the Choral and 
Eance groups if she did not belong to the Feminine Division. It also refers to the 
sometimes direct involvement of the Church in the Choral and Dance groups, which 
^eant that the former could have had a morally repressive influence on the songs 
dances.^ ^
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The “Rules and Organisation of the National Choral and Dance Competitions,” 
published in 1954, clearly specifies the main objective of the competitions:
Their main objective is to encourage the provinces to carry out 
increasingly intense work in everything related to folklore, not just to 
discover it and show it off, rather to see that authentic songs and dances 
take root in the villages, so that the people will dance and sing songs from 
the past at the traditional popular romenas^^ and festivals.
Rules and Organisation of the National Choral and Dance Competitions,
1954, p i .
This same document clearly indicates the type of dances that can be presented and 
their duration:
Dances to be presented. Above aU, it is absolutely necessary that the 
dances belong to the group’s province (except for Morocco).
For the first part of the competition, the regional-provincial section, each 
group must present two dances lasting no longer than five minutes each, 
but it will only dance one of them; if it wishes to perform both, the 
duration of the two together can not exceed five minutes.
For the final part of the competition, the groups must present a minimum 
of six dances, the two presented in the regional-provincial section for the 
competition and four more for the festival to be organised with the finalist 
groups. The duration may not be longer than four minutes unless written 
permission from the Central Cultural Council is obtained. Groups who 
have dances longer than this time should shorten them without distorting 
them, so that they adjust to the minutes allowed. Groups who do not 
comply with the time will be disqualified.
Rules and Organisation of the National Choral and Dance Competitions,
1954, pp 5-6.
Considering this rule, how can a dance not be distorted if its normal duration is eight 
^utes and it must be shortened to five minutes or even two and a half? None of 
forms consulted provides an answer to this question. There were no rules for 
reducing the duration of dances, such as, for example, groups should perform the 
^utes allotted without varying the dance and stop when the time is up, regardless
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of the step used to end it. Both Pilar Sicilia and Carmen Gordo, two of the women 
interviewed for this research, commented that the dances were usually “fixed up” to 
be more “spectacular” and “prettier”. This obviously contradicts the idea of purism 
in folklore, which the Choral and Dance group organisation claimed to have.
Another point regulated by the competition rules was the number of dancers who 
could participate in competition. For the regional-provincial section there was a 
minimum of six and a maximum of twelve, while the final section had a niiriimum of 
eight and a maximum of twelve.
Several questions arise out of this rule. What happened if a Choral and Dance group 
had fewer members than the nimimum required? And how could there be a 
minimum of six dancers in the provincial section and eight in the final part? What 
happened if a group could not find two more members for the final section? Once 
again, these questions are not answered in the rules or in the documentation attached 
to the applications to participate in the competitions. It should be pointed out, 
however, that the groups generally had more than six members according to the 
reports^ '^  from the provinces. This was especially the case after the rules were 
published in 1954.
Overall, the Choral and Dance group competitions served as a major form of 
advertising for the Feminine Division. The case was such that it was even said that 
The existence of the Feminine Division was justified by the work of the Choral and 
Oance group organisation” (Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 252). Nevertheless, it is highly 
debatable that the competitions served as a trampoline to the recovery of folkloric 
^ce  in Spain.
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7.12 THE REALITY OF RECOVERY OF DANCES BY THE 
fe m in in e  DIVISION WOMEN. THE FINAL RESULT
A report on the 1st Choral and Dance Competition of 1942 from the Music 
Department provides an example of aU of the above. It specifies province by 
province the dances leamt and performed. The section for Avila lists:
9 classmates leamt dances.
"Las Valencianas", "El Vito", "Los FandanguiUos", "Las Malaguenas", "La 
Sinda", "Las Vdlanas", "Sardana", "Muneira" and "Zambra”.
"Las Valencianas" is a typical dance from Valencia. "El Vito", "Los FandanguiUos", 
"Las Malaguenas" and "Zambra" are typical of Andalusia. The "Sardana" is from 
Catalonia, and the "Muneira" is from the region of Galicia. "La Sinda" and "Las 
Villanas" were not listed in any other reports or in any books but are probably from 
Avila, because that name is typical in this province.
The above example is quite significant. Contrary to what could be expected, Avila^  ^
was not the only province to experience the situation. This was also the case in major 
provinces such as Barcelona, although some differences did exist:
60 classmates leamt to dance "La Balanguera", "Lindiot", "L'Hereur 
Eiera", the "L'Espunyalet" dance, "Danza de CasteUtersol", "Galop de 
Cortesia", "Ratolinera", "SeviUanas", "Jota Aragonesa" and "Muneira”.
54 classmates leamt classical dances, waltzes by Schubert, "Tonada de 
Scarlati", "Rondon de Beethoven..”.
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"La Balanguera", "Lindiot", "L'Hereur Riera", the "L'Espunyalet" dance, "Danza de 
CasteUtersol", "Galop de Cortesia" and "Ratolinera" are Catalonian dances. As the 
name in Spanish indicates, the "SeviUanas" is from SeviUe. The "Jota Aragonesa" is 
from the region of Aragon and, as mentioned above, the "Muneira" is from Gahcia.
The second section here, classical dances, is worthy of special mention. This type of 
dancing was Hsted for Barcelona only and was probably the idea of the provincial 
counciUor.
According to the report, the Madnd group performed dances from the Bolero 
School in addition to folk dances. There is no report on Jaén, but PS indicated in her 
interview that dances from all of Andalusia were always performed.
At this point, some comments are needed to explain what happened when the dances 
were taught. However, it would only be fair to explain that this was not always the 
situation. As mentioned above, the National Choral and Dance competitions tried to 
preserve purism; no dance that could not be shown to be the loyal transfer of 
tradition from a specific viUage was accepted in the competitions, and it was not 
necessary to perform dances from the viUage being represented, rather dances from 
the province to which the Choral and Dance group belonged.
It should also be mentioned that the women who compUed information and those 
who belonged to the Choral and Dance groups were not necessarUy responsible at 
Bis personal level for the adulteration, blending and transformation of dances. They 
normaUy carried out their work with the best intentions possible, but the lack of
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specific instructions, an adequate documentation service and a central team of true
experts meant that members generally had to adopt decisions as best as they could
along the way.
ENDNOTES
1. See chapter 3.
2. The initials PS refer to Pilar Sicilia, while CG is for Carmen Gordo and CC is for 
Carmen Cantero.
3. Cultural Council reports from different years.
4. For more information see chapters 2 and 3.
5. All of the information that “should” have been reported appears in the forms 
described in this Chapter.
6. Copies of “Bolero”, “Paloteo” and “Fandango” can be found in Appendix I.
7. Copies of this dresses can be found in Appendix I.
8. Nomenclator de Pueblos de Espana. Madrid, 1970.
9. Reports from 1969 about travelling classroom, AGA.
10. See video.
11- See chapter 4.
12. A “Romena” is a festival held in the majority of Spain’s villages on the patron 
saint’s day or the day of the Blessed Virgin for each location. It takes place 
outdoors and there is a mass and the people sing and dance.
15. See page 5 of the Rules and Organisation of the National Choral and Dance 
Competitions, in appendix I.
14. Reports that indicate the number of members in each province from 1942 
through 1960 are available.
15. The province of Avila has few inhabitants.
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CHAPTERS 
THE EFFECTS OF THE FRANCO MOVEMENT IDEOLOGY 
ON THE STRUCTURE AND VALUES 
OF THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROUP ORGANISATION
This chapter explores the relationships between the Franco movement’s ideology and 
the Choral and Dance groups in order to trace this connection. It also analyses the 
ideology as well as the objectives of the political leaders of the Franco regime, its 
structure, and the impact it had on folkloric dance.
W AN ANALYSIS OF HISTORICAL DISCOURSE IN THE FRANCO 
koVEMENT IDEOLOGY
It is complex and above all ambiguous to discuss the term “ideology”, as the authors 
p f  the book Historia de las ideologlas point out:
organisation according to the current conception o
Chatelet, 1989, p 5.
II the consequences of ideologies on humanity were not so
definition above would be the one most commonly used. Nevertheless,
Sortant to decide on a definition o f the term  ideology w hen speaking about i
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Ideologies make reference to such things as opinions, preferences, 
prejudices, likes, loyalties, convictions, or values: in short, beliefs about the 
good and the bad, the beautiful and the ugly, the moral and the immoral
Sabine, 1965, pp 40-41.
Ideology is not only founded, but also defined and conveyed, specifically through the 
value system contained and embedded in the symbology of words as well as events. 
This system creates a series of stereotypes that are used in all the manifestations of 
the society where that ideology is valid. ^
Two ideological agents existed during the Franco period in Spain: "national- 
syndicalism" (Falange Espahola and the JONS) and the Catholic Church. Two quotes 
reflect this duality of ideological machinery in the Regime:
After April 1937 the “Falange” had become a bureaucratic machine and 
dispenser of protection in the service of Franco.
Preston, 1986, p 19.
The Institute of Political Studies, constituted as an annex of the Falange in 
September 1939, became, until about 1950, the ideological laboratory of 
the Francoist State. Directed until 1943 by a figure from “Accion 
Espahola”,^  Alfonso Garcia Valdecasas, and from 1944 to 1956 by two 
jurists representative of the extreme Catholic right.
Hermet, 1985, p 101.
Both agents participated equally in the beginning of the formation of the symbols and 
tcieotypes created by the Franco movement’s ideology, but starting from the fifties, 
 ^Was the Catholic Church that prevailed, not only in the creation of discourse, but 
Iti its dissemination in Spanish society. An example of this was the power
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acquired by the Catholic Church during the Francoist State from the fifties, which is 
well exemplified by some of the legal norms adopted by the Regime, such as the 
norm that refers to the construction of households, as in this example from Hermet.
The legislation decreed under the Franco regime forced public and private 
companies to set up, at their own expense, a parochial body for each group 
of one thousand homes.
Hermet, 1985, p 24.
As an ideological institution, the Church was at the service of the establishment, 
which itself served religion in order to harmonise in a pattern that was tailor-made to 
the interests of the Church and the Franco Regime, as well as the disparate 
aspirations of the different social groups. The interests of power were converted into 
"universal values”, both ethical and aesthetic.^
During this period, relig ion  penetrated all facets of collective Hfe, first physically, with 
[the presence of churches in every locality including even the smallest of towns. This 
was a m ode of totalitarian control of values and an indoctrination of individuals and 
groups characteristic of all Fascist Regimes, even though it was exercised through the 
Church. This form of ideology in Spain was called “National-Catholicism . This 
church-state relationship made Franco s influence notorious in the decisions of the 
Church."^  As the Regime controlled the political discourse, independent of the 
Church, by supporting and conditioning the latter, it had a double avenue through 
which to indoctrinate society. On the one hand. Franco controlled the discourse that 
was stricdy political, and on the other, the Church controlled the discourse that dealt 
with moral values by identifying with the Catholic roots of the Spanish nation. In this 
Way, all of the symbolic expressions of Spanish society remained under State control.
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The totalitarian discourse of the Regime that united all of the nationalist symbology, 
both Catholic and Fascist, was compressed into three words that were always used by 
the Franco regime; UNA, GRANDE, LIBRE (One, Great, Free). These were literally 
considered the “official rhetoric”  ^of the regulations of the Regime. For Franco, these 
words defined his idea about what Spain had to be.
These three words, UNA, GRANDE, LIBRE, upon the seal of Spain are 
the motto of our ideals.
ESPANA UNA: Spain has only one will, one doctrine, one obedience, and 
one Caudillo.^
ESPANA GRANDE: We want a vast Spain of imperial dimensions, like 
the one forged by the Catholic Monarchs and the first Austrian Monarch, 
Emperor Charles I, and his son Philip II.
ESPANA LIBRE: We want a Spain that is the owner of its own destiny, 
mediator of its own deeds, enough in and of itself, not to be enslaved by 
the capitalist Jewish States.
Anonymous, 1945, pp 25-26.
All of the political speeches given by Franco and the authorities of the Regime a y 
ended with the same words: ESPANA, UNA, GRANDE, L I B R E .  Officials n o r ^  y 
shouted “Spain” three times, and each time they were answered with these w 
is necessary to add to the previous definition about the ideological Franco movement 
discourse that for Franco “Free” meant “Free from Communism, Judaism and 
Masons”, things that he considered demonic and to which he normally refe 
with the phrase, “judeo-masonic”.^
8.2 THE IDEOLOGY AND NATIONALISM OF THE FRANCO REGIM
After the Second Republic (1931-1936) and Civil War (1936-1939), use of the word 
“nationaUsm” constituted a problem for Franco and his foUowers. This was the case 
because the term “nationalism” had been linked since the Second Repubhc to e 
movements for autonomy by some regions of Spain that have their own languages,
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such as Catalan and Basque, defined by their political leaders and a wide intelligentsia. 
These had been recognised by the Repubhc, which had granted them statutes of 
autonomy- All of the specific rights, including use of their languages, were abohshed 
by Franco upon winning the warJ
In Spain, therefore, "Nacion" (nation) could not be identified with "Pueblo" (people), 
as in the example "One nation, one people, one Führer" of Nazism, since the word 
referred to regional nationahsm and separatist movements within the Spanish Nation. 
This situation led the main representatives of the Franco movement’s ideology to 
seek the primordial end of uniting Spain under one unique "Patria", or homeland, (a 
rarely used concept by regional nationahsts) and one flag, in search of a common 
destiny.
That all the peoples of Spain, as diverse as they might be, feel harmonised 
in an irrevocable unity of destiny. So let us not see in the Homeland the 
stream and the grass, the song and the bagpipe; let us see our destiny, a 
venture.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the 9th National Congress, 1945.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 71.
In the oath taken to join the Feminine Division there was a sentence that highlights 
and defines succinctly the idea of the unity of Spain held by Franco’s followers, and 
with which they sought to indoctrinate the women within the Falange.
I swear to uphold, above aU, the concept of Unity: Unity among the lands 
of Spain, Unity among the classes of Spain, Unity in man and among the 
men of Spain.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the 1st National Congress, 1937.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 13.
^en they wanted to identify the Spanish people with the Nation, Franco’s people 
sed the word Patria”, or homeland, and quickly resorted to the rhetoric of the 
panish Empire as a way of avoiding the embarrassing term “Nation”. In this same
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sense, the word “Empire” was used to refer to allied nationalities; it was a way of 
appealing to the “glorious” past and to the unified territories of Spain. The word 
“Empire” was also used to refer to the memory of a past of world dominance.^
The word “Empire” is present from the beginning of the Franco regime. Point three 
of the Regime’s ideology (Anonymous, 1939, p 7) makes reference to its political 
meaning: “We have the wül of an empire. We assert that the historical richness of 
Spain is the Empire”. And the combined use of the political and religious symbols 
and resources -hke tools of the totalitarian indoctrination- were consistently gathered 
in the motto “For the Empire, unto God”.
From their earliest years, children were imbued with this sense of union between 
what was pohtical and what was Catholic.
By saying “For the Empire unto God”, we mean that the Empire is the 
road by which Spain receives its salvation, and by making an Imperial 
Spain we acquire salvation for each and every one of us since the mission 
of Spain is to defend the spiritual values by spreading Catholicism and 
Western culture to the entire world.
Alvarez Lastra y De Orte Martinez, 1955, pp 84-85.
The above book is a clear example of the junction of political and religious 
objectives. It brings together the “nihil obstat” of the political censor and the 
Btiprimatur” of the Bishop of Madrid.
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8.3 THE FRANCO REGIME’S IDEOLOGY IN THE FEMININE
division
As part of one of the Regime’s instruments of indoctrination, the Feminine Division 
conveyed the Franco ideology, as expressed in the following paragraph:
Not only is the ideology based on, but also defined or conveyed, precisely 
through the system of values contained in the stereotypes inherent in the 
meaning of words. The problem of addressing, of changng, or of acting 
on these ideologies becomes, in great measure, a linguistic issue.
De Bustos, 1977, p 80.
Picking up on the idea from the previous quotation on the conveyance of ideology
through discourse, further explanation is required as to how discourse worked in the
training of members of the Feminine Division so that they could be used as efficient
transmitters of the Franco regime ideology. While Chapters 2, 4, 5 and 6 focus on the
status of women under the Franco regime and Cathohc-puntanical ideas within the
Feminine Division, this chapter analyses the system used by the Fenninine Division,
another agent of the Regime, to indoctrinate women from childhood through 
maturity.
Tie education of girls and young women of the Falange was originally entrusted to 
Bae Frente de Juventudes”.^  ^However, due to the determination of Pilar Primo de 
kivera, Franco granted jurisdiction over all aspects of the education of women in 
p^ain to the Feminine Division on 10 December 1942.
Indoctrination of adult women was organised through the Social Service, and gids 
^ ^ ^^ nientary school and high school were taught such courses as Formation of the 
•^ adonal Spirit” (widely called “Politics”) and “Home Economics” or “Physical
Plication , These courses were also taught by teachers belonging to the Feminine
Divi] ■^sion.
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Pilaf Primo de Rivera had a very clear idea of how to use these formative methods to 
disseminate the ideology of the Franco regime.
In this way the ideals of the Falange will seep into the marrow, and in the 
future they will come to understand, as José Antonio told us, “that life is 
like the militia and one should live with a pure spirit full of service and 
sacrifice” and that the mission of the Homeland is to imbue unto all the 
world “the universal sense of their culture and their history”.
Circular, no date.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 292.
These were some of the reasons that Pilar Primo de Rivera used to explain the 
education of Spanish girls in summer camps organised by the Femirune Division. The 
ideas for ideological education were always very clear for the organisation and its 
leaders:
In all the courses, whatever their subject of study -physical education, 
religion, politics, and general culture, as well as social coexistence-, they 
were always taught, in order to banish vulgarities and crudeness from daily 
life, to demand rigor from the students, as José Antonio preached.
Primo de Rivera, 1983, p 159.
You have to reahse that the comrades of the Feminine Division have to be 
formed in and taught our doctrine, without taking them away from the 
colossal mission that they as women have in life.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the Second National Council of the 
Feminine Division (Segovia) 1938.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 16.
Because until aU Spanish women follow the same rhythm and obey the 
same lifestyle, we will have gained absolutely nothing.
Speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the 3rd National Council, 1939.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 24.
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In a report drawn up by the Feminine Division in 1939, when the Civil War had 
ended, the leaders realised that few people attended the training courses offered in the 
villages. In response, a series of “solutions” was proposed which, in accordance with 
the procedures of a totalitarian regime, logically did not consider that individuals 
should make choices according to their own preferences and interests. Among the 
proposals was the idea to make the Social Service compulsory and to require women 
to obtain a certificate from their school in order to find a job. In addition, if they 
attended the training courses they would be granted several benefits, for example, 
preferential medical assistance in hospitals and free medication. These services are 
obviously necessary after a civil war so women were forced to attend the Feminine 
Division courses and, consequently, to receive political training.
This training was mainly based on the ideological discourse which addressed the 
behaviour of women,^  ^the traditional idea of women in the family and in society, and 
above all, the ethics and morals that a Spanish woman should keep and disseminate. '^^
The Feminine Division functioned as a specialised agent in the indoctrination of
Women during the entire Franco period. Its presence in aU corners of the country,
together with the great variety of services it offered to the community,^^ meant that its
Members could serve as transmitters of ideas who did not raise suspicions,
ideologically speaking, in the eyes of the great majority of Spanish people. This
o^wed them more freedom to indoctrinate women, and in general terms, society as a 
whole.
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A graphical representation of the ideas shown in the above sections would be:
ILLUSTRATION 6. THE IDEOLOGICAL BASE OF THE FEMININE  
DIVISION.
Fascism
Catholic
Church
Falange Fem inine
D iv is io n
Id eo lo g y
------------- a s , -------;----------
Francoism
Traditionalism
8.4 THE VALUES AND STEREOTYPES OF THE FEMININE DIVISION, 
THE SYMBOLS AND IDEOLOGY OF THE FRANCO REGIME, AN 
THEIR EFFECT ON THE CHORAL AND DANCE GROU 
ORGANISATION
Tie previous chapters analysed the concept and image of women held by the Franco 
tegjme and how this image was used for political purposes. This 
present chapter seeks to establish a relationship between the notion of women 
described in the earlier chapters and the ideology of the Franco regime. It also 
examines the interference of both of these factors on the gathering of information 
about folklore as conducted by the Choral and Dance groups and
has had on the “traditionar’ dances passed down to the prese
best way to conduct an analysis of the interference of the ideology on folklonc
dance is to examine the texts that surrounded the women who collected information.
this premise, a sample of texts related directly to the ideology of the Regime and
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the Choral and Dance groups is studied here. First, an introductory comment by one 
of the most important literary authorities of the country at that dme,^  ^ taken from a 
book edited by the Feminine Division to disseminate traditional dances, clearly 
presents the ideological guidance offered in the collection of folkloric dances.
What is admired most is the continued action of channelling and directing 
Spanish folklore. It is the first time that this has been done, and it is 
marvellous that these few years of work have been able to capture these 
folkloric beauties from the farthest corners of Spain in order to show them 
in a flourish of colour and grace. Ramon Menéndez Pidal.
Seccion Femenina, 1953, p 1.
The words “channelling” and “directing” are illustrative enough not to warrant an 
explanation. However, it is necessary to point out what these words actually meant to 
the Franco regime. The first word, “channelling”, is synonymous with “guiding . 
Both were often used from the beginning by the Falange and the Franco movement, 
thus, in the twenty-six points of the National Revolution, Point 10 states:
We will guide the wills of the labour class, today led astray by Marxism, by 
demanding their direct participation in the great task of the National State.
Anonymous, 1939, p 17.
Feminine Division often used the word "channelling” with the notion of 
Erecting, as exemplified in the following paragraph:
^omen today have much more freedom than before; therefore, we have all
die responsibility of channelling this new lifestyle that Spanish women 
have,
speech by Pilar Primo de Rivera at the 3rd National Council, 1939.
Primo de Rivera, 1950?, p 27.
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Nevertheless, it must be kept in mind that there are contradictions between this 
totalitarian politic and the essence of folklore, which is part of popular culture. If folk 
dancing is "channelled" and "directed”, then it is no longer popular and is converted 
into theatrical dance since the anonymous people are not spontaneously creating the 
element of expression; they become mere actors or spectators. In this context, the 
folkloric dances cease having anthropological significance, or said another way, in the 
words of Anya Royce (1977, p 33), "A people’s own inventory, borrowing or creation 
determine a cultural style”.
One of the main objectives throughout this investigation has been to determine, 
through interviews and conversations with women devoted to gathering folkloric data 
as part of the Choral and Dance groups, whether or not they felt "channelled" or 
"directed" by the leaders of the Feminine Division. Three of these women, selected 
from among several age groups, never spoke of this direct ideological interference in 
their work in the Organisation. In multiple conversations. Carmen Gordo, the most 
important interviewee because of the amount of compilation work she accomplished 
throughout Spain, always defended the freedom which she claimed to have in 
gathering information.
However, as stated in Chapter 7, these affirmations must be doubted since they are 
consistent with the defensive attitude sustained today in democratic Spanish society 
hy the members of the former organisations of the Regime. The events described in 
Chapter 7 related to the instructions for gathering information on dances and in 
Chapter 5 referring to the specific modifications of lyrics that accompanied some of 
hie dances demonstrate that interference was a reahty.
a way, the contradictory information also has its origin in the consequences of
Ml  . .
Hving the expressed purposes from the sought after purposes, as was so well
hied in the sociology of Pareto, which highly influenced all of European Fascism
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at the time/  ^The logical discourse of the Feminine Division about the reasons for 
recovering Folkloric dances were expressed in the form of a double message:
8.4.1 For the leaders, dances representing cultural symbols and ideologies of the 
Regime, or which the Regime would be able to utilise for its own purposes,^^ 
were to be recovered.
8.4.2 For the mere members, the message was that of recovering what seemed 
to be "everything”, with the idea of not losing the national culture.
In the following paragraphs written by the leaders of the Feminine Section, it is 
clearly evident that the women sought a form of dissemination for their ideology or 
the ideological use of folklore in such a subtle manner that it was difficult to suspect 
them or the use of folklore for ideological purposes in the majority of the cases. The 
first quotation below is about the Music Instruction courses, and the second is related 
to the Choral and Dance competitions.
In the series of conferences which explained with examples and 
instruments about folkloric music and in which the stu ents too a 
roles, dressing in regional costumes was of partie ar atten on 
preference. The results obtained from these conferences were a 
regarding the mutual knowledge and understanding of all t e comr , 
spirit of unity, sympathy, and fraternal affection.
Speech by the Music Department, 1939, p 2,
With the performances of all the Choral and Dance groins, ^
cultural endeavour accomplished, but also the richness o our o , 
well as our politics, is known.
Music Department Report, no date, AGA.
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Nevertheless, the message conveyed to the Feminine Division members was different, 
and it was certainly tinted by the interventionists.
What was the idea behind organisation of these competitions?
Recovery and cultivation of songs and dances already forgotten or in danger 
of disappearing due to the invasion of what is referred to as “modem music”, 
which has gradually endangered our true folklore upon arriving in the villages. 
Cultural Council report, no date, AGA.
Certainly this was not the first time that dance was used by an ideology as a medium 
of expression. This had already taken place in America and it was occurring 
practically at the same time in Europe.^^ However, folkloric dance had never been 
used in this way by the Spanish state.^^
To the women of the Choral and Dance groups who collected information about 
music and dance, the message of compiling everything was never accompanied by 
clear and practical guidehnes,^^ but as shown in Chapters 2 and 4, they had already 
been ideologically educated by the Franco regime. This is demonstrated, once again, 
lu the instructions given to the women for gathering facts on folklore, "They will 
follow the norms, instructions, and practices taught in their training programmes" 
(Music Department speech, 1939, p 3).
Chapter 7 explains step by step the system used for gathering information on folk 
^nces by the members of the Choral and Dance groups. However, the complexity 
effects that compilation had, and still has, on Spain’s folkloric dance calls for a 
more in-depth analysis of the system and its repercussions on dance.
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8.5 CONCLUSION
Throughout this chapter and this thesis, different relationships and relationship of the 
ideology, political institutions, and folklore in Franco’s Spain have been shown. If 
summarised, they would be as follows:
First, the relationship between the Church and the Franco regime, created a 
specific ideology within the foundations of Spanish society.
Second, the relationship between the above ideology and the women of the 
Feminine Division through their indoctrination.
Third, the relationship of the Feminine Division women and the compilation 
and transmission of folklore.
These relationships were stated regarding the compilation and transmission of 
folklore according to the following outline:
illustration 7. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FEMININE  
division, id e o l o g ic a l  EDUCATION AND FOLK DANCE.
Ideological
Education Francoist
AestheticLeaders
Feminine
Division
Folk
Dances
Collected
Dances
People & 
“Choral & 
Dances”
Collectors and 
Trasmitters
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This outline shows how the Choral and Dance groups resulted from the practical 
realisation, in the Hegelian sense of the term, of an ideology rooted in the ideal of a 
society based on traditional Catholic values at the service of a conservative Francoist 
nationalism. The institutional instrument created to advocate this ideology and the 
binding of the people under this dogma was the Falange, who in its long name, 
picked up the basic elements of the Franco ideal, as shown throughout this thesis.
The organisation created by the Falange for the indoctrination and utilisation of 
women with the purpose of creating a national culture according to the figure of 
Music Instructor, its ideological principles, was the Feminine Division. It was created 
as its acting instrument in the specific area of folklore, not only entrusted with music 
but also with aU of the displays of folklore, including dance.
These instructors were the subjects of an effective indoctrination with the ideology of 
which they would compile a folklore, independent, in principle, from ideological 
influence. They were indoctrinated not only in the area of music, but also in the area 
of politics, as demonstrated by Cultural Council reports, which speak simultaneously 
of musical and Francoist political education.
Music courses of specialised faculty, two-years duration, study of the 
subjects of sight-reading, collection of songs, knowledge of harmony, 
choral direction, direction of the Gregorian technique, folklore, song, 
rhythm, history and aesthetics of music, popular dances, etc. These courses 
are organised in such a way that the student first attends a provincial 
course of three months time as preparation for the national programme 
which lasts two years plus three months for specialisation, which always 
takes place in Madrid.
Cultural Council report, no date, AGA.
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And at the root of all of this, as a reason and fundamental issue, was the 
Religious Civic Formation of the People, which no one can convey better 
or more deeply through the work and style of our comrades from the 
F.E.T. and J.O.N.S., educated by the doctrine of José Antonio (Primo de 
Rivera) with a sense of the Homeland, fear of God, and the love and 
service to the humble.
Cultural Council report (Elementary Popular Culture), 1939, AGA.
At the root of everything, religion. And always, as an end, the exaltation of 
Spain and the triumph of national-syndicahsm.
Cultural Service report (Advanced Culture), 1939, AGA.
%  result would be the birth of the "CoUected Dances" as a union of the original 
(.More and the work of the instructors with their ideological preconceptions and 
practical limitations. These limitations ultimately depended on each instructor’s 
capacity in technical areas and on assistance, as much from the towns where they 
went as from the money that the Feminine Division destined for their travel and 
lod^g.®
&  collected folklore would nevertheless become a new ideological and instrumental 
influence for the purposes of the Regime. The basis of this was t j
channelling" and "directing”, which was carried out by the Central Cultural Council 
W the Feminine Division, to whom the dances collected m the villages were sent, 
collection of music received the same treatment.
Before the songs collected from the people are studied, .
referred to the Music Department of the Cultural Council y e 
Delegate, and accompanying each song will be its music an y 
inany facts about each song as are available. After study an se e ’
accepted songs will be gradually sent to their respective provinces 
that they may be sung locally, and those deserving merit w e me 
the monthly programmes to be sung throughout Spain.
Music Department report, 1939, p 3. AG
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24While teaching, the Travelling Teachers, will work on the conservation 
of national folklore: songs and dances fallen out of practice, sometimes 
known only to senior citizens. Music and steps are picked up by a 
specialised professor; taught, once they are faithfully reconstructed, to all 
the youths, saving from obscurity an authentic national jewel.
Suarez Fernandez, 1993, p 192.
Only after this purification, considered a "technique" by the Feminine Division 
leaders, had taken place was folklore taught again to the people by the music 
instmctors or travelling teachers. In this manner, the actors -the inhabitants of towns 
and villages- were adapted into the Choral and Dance groups, replacing traditional 
culture with a sterilised cultural tradition. However, this new culture was, then as 
now, sold as "authentic folklore" to a population which became urbanised at a fast 
This, in effect, led to a loss of historical memory.
In light of everything stated above, the following points remain clear; firstly that in 
present times appears in Spain as traditional folklore, in the face of an 
overwhelmingly urbanised society and removed for more than a generation from the 
roots of its folklore, is a stylised creation or folklore at least transformed by means of 
a politically directed Feminine Division under the Falange.
Secondly the alterations that the Feminine Division introduced to folklore were 
’^^ l y  aimed at eliminating those aspects most contradictory to the morals of 
Catholic tradition.
Thirstily the Franco regime used the Choral and Dance group organisation as a way 
0^ reduce the cultural diversity of the country under a design built by unified 
nationalists and as an element of external propaganda. The Regime sold as authentic 
n^d still alive a Spain that no longer existed except in the minds of those who wanted 
naake use of it for political ends.
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endno tes
1 See Luque, E. Del Conocimiento antropolôgico, pp.129-176. And MaiUo, F. \Jn 
Anâlisis delDiscurso Historico: 'La Ideologia, pp 20-53.
2. Party belonging to the National Catholic Fundamentalist ideology.
3. See Mujer, Falange y  Franquismo by Maha Teresa Gallego Mendez, pp 133-174. 
And the books Los catolicos en la Espana franquista. I Los actores del Juego politico  ^pp 
365-417 and Los catolicos en la Espana franquista. II Cronica de una dictadura, pp 88- 
138, both by Guy Hermet.
k See Los Catolicos en la Espana franquista. II. Cronica de una dictadura, pp 197-242 by 
Guy Hermet.
5. “Official rhetoric” refers to the formula said after each political speech, and 
sometimes also after religious sermons.
S' “Caudillo” was synonymous with Franco. It means “leader”.
See: Payne, Stanley G. Historia del Fascismo, p 333 and Franco y  José Jintonio. E l 
sxtrano caso delfascismo esparto I, pp 479-513.
> Payne, Stanley G. Historia delFascismo. Barcelona: Planeta, 1995. p. 324.
The political meaning of the word ‘^Empire” is discussed in Chapter 4.
|10- The structure of the Franco movement is explained in Chapter 1, as is the 
htiportance of the “Frente de Juventudes” (Youth Front) in its ideological 
formation.
See Chapter 2.
2^' ^port by the National Delegation of the Feminine Division. Culture. 
'Difficulties Encountered in Conducting Work for this Service and its Possible 
Solutions”. December 1939,(AGA).
See Chapter 4, where censorship of the female body and women s behaviour in 
society under the Franco regime is discussed.
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14. See Chapters 2 and 6.
15. See Chapter 2.
16. President of the “Real Academia de la Lengua Espanola” (Royal Spanish 
Academy of Language).
17. See Pareto, Wilfredo. Manuel d 'Economie Politique, 1st edition Paris: V.Giard. 1909. 
Spanish version Manual de Economia Politica, Buenos Aires: Ateneo. 1946, p 50.
18. See Chapter 5.
19. See Chapter 7.
20. This is the case of Mary Wigman, which was used for a time by the Nazi regime. 
See the book by Susan Manning Ecstasy and the Demon. Edith Segal, who started 
the Workers' Dance League, a leftist organisation, should also be recalled. Her 
message intended to show the capitalist oppression of workers. See also the 
article “From Workers" Dance to new Dance”, by Stacey Prickett.
21. It can be suspected that the Soviet regime, through the Moiseyev Ballet, 
developed a political use of folklore as cultural propaganda for the Communist 
regime, but as far as current publications go, it is not possible to say for certain 
that Spain’s Feminine Division had a similar plan in mind for the Choral and 
Dance groups.
22. See Chapter 7.
23. For more information on the technical abilities of the instructors and economic 
problems, see Chapter 7.
24. See the Population Migration and Gross Domestic Product tables in Chapter 1.
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TERIO DE EDUCACION NACIONAL
SECRETARIA DE EDUCACION POPULAR
d e l e o a c i o n  p r o v i n c i a l  
MADRID
C. y T
k L lM /jù A
représentante
Hdfci^ndose observado que e l  t r a -  
-  j e  q u e ’lu c e  en e sc e n a  l a  a r t i s t a  
L u i s i t a  E s t e s o  en l a  i n t e r p r e t a c i o n  
d e l  numéro “A b u e l i ta  me q u ier o  ca  -  
sar'* , que forma p arte  in t é g r a n t e  d e l  
e s p e c t a c u lo  que se  v ie n e  representan-,
• do en e s e  î e a t r o  con e l  t i t u l o  ’’PA­
GINAS DE ARTE", no reune l a s  co n d i -  
c lo n e s  de c o r e c c io n  y  m oralidad mi -  
nim os e x i g i d o s  para  e l  deooro de l a
• e s c e n a  e s p a f io la ,  p a r t i e ip o  a Vd. que 
queda t e r minantemente p r o h ib id o  l a  
e x h i b i c i o n  de t a l  t r a j e  a no s e r  que
. s e  reform e c u b r le n d o se  l a s  t r a n sp a -  
• r e n c ia e  desd e  l a  c in t u r a  h a s ta .  l a  
p a r te  a l t a  d e l  pecho y  a la r g a r d o se  
l a s  f a id a s  por l o  menos de 15 a 20 
c e n t im e tr e s  de forma que s o lam ente  
dej en a l  d e s c u b ie r t o  h a s t a  l a s  ro  -  
d i l l a s  pero no l a  c à s i  t o t a l i d a d  de 
l o s  m uslos#
D el cum plim iento  de e s t a s  pre -  
v e n c io n e s  s e  hace  r e sp o n s a b le  a e s a  
Empresa y  a  l a  c i ta d a  a r t i s t a ,  con  
l a  a d v e r te n c ia  de que se  impondran 
l a s  s a n c io n e s  p e r t i n e n t e s  en e l  su -  
p u e s to  de que e s t a s  no se  cumplan en 
p r é c i s é s  t e r m in e s .
D ie s  guarde a Vd. muchos a fio s .
' M adrid, 24 de S e p t ie m b re  de 1946 
C  ' EL DELEGADO P R O V m C I^ ...  
£L8ECfi£TARjO PlÿYlMOIAL DC
FU/IC
■f '
vicesecretaria de e d u c a c io n  popular
d«
F. G. t .  Y 06 LAS J. O. N. S.
D6L6GACION PROVINCIAL DG MADRID
%9tcHn
Nùm.
.Se e r e  t a r  fa
j iÇ'Xi ' l iO Cansi4eran4l« que ei ia- im i t a c io n  que
*■ ■ r e a l i z a  Vd. en su  r e p e r t e r io  i e  can ta n te  a 
I t a l i a n e s  y Alexi&nea,!^ p a r e d ia  r é s u l t a  in  
c e r r e o t a  para l a  ajuistad que n»s  une a e s -  
t o s  d es  p a i s a s  herman#a y t e n ie n d #  en cuen  
t a  que amb#s sen  l e s  n as  f u e r t e s  p i l a r e s  U 
l a  c u l t u r a  m u s ic a l  de la. humanidad ,he  d e c !  
did#  p r e h ib ir  a Vd. e s t a s  des i n t e r p r é t a -  
c l o n e s  en e l ' ten #  cenque l e  h a c e , s i  b ie n  
pue de Vd, r e a l i z a r l e s  -de  h a c e r le — de una.
. n era  s e r l a  y r e s p e t a b l e , e s o e g i e n d e  c u a lq u i  
ra  de l a s  c a n o le n e s  que t i e n e  en su  r e sp e c  
tiv<^ f e l k l e r o / ’m u s ic a l^
Tambien l e  brinde- l a  id e a  -  y cen  e s  
t e  p r e s t a r i a  Vd. un a l t e  s e r v i c i e  a  l a  c u l  
t u r a -d e  s i  l e  e s t im a  epertun e  o a r io a t u r i z a  
l a  la n g u id a  y d ecad en te  m e le d la  d e l  Pe:yfri 
d i c u l l z a r  t e do c im nte  q u ie r a  e l  s a lv a j l s m e  
n e g r e id e  de l a  m usica  im portada de e t r e s  
C o n t in e n t e s .
A d yertid e  de l e  que a n te c e d e  ,pen,qe en  
su c e n e c im ie n te  que e l  incujnpl i n i  e n te  de 
e s t a s  e b se r y a c ie n e a q m e t iv a r ia n  per  n\i part, 
e l  que e l e v e  e x p e d ie n te  a l  Exczae;Sr. Geber 
nador C i v i l  de l a  P rey’i n c i a , e n  pre pues t a  u 
l a  s a n e i en eportxma*
Did8,Espafi& y  su R ev o lu c id n  Na- 
o a l i s t a .
^Madrid 24 de May# de 1 .S 4 3  
>>EL DELEGADC PROVINCIAL 
DE EDUCACION POPULAR
‘ROFESOR MARIO. C i r c e d @ P r i c e .
m m
pE ,E ^m %
ION F E M E N I N A  
agro, 36-M ad rid
jnos 23 74 50 - 24 65 70
John P. Boyd
D i s t r i c t  D ir e c to r  o f
United S t a t e  Department o f  J u s t i c e
Immigration and P atu r1im a t io n  S e r v ic e
815 A irp ort  Way
S e a t t l e , !  Wash.
Sir:
A f te r  th e  r. i s  s i  on i s  f i n i s n e u  i n  •
in . a :A a t e ll' to  t r a i n .
th e y  w ij.l r e s  urn
nnd re^
t'C'/mis;
:ing riia r 
f l a t i o n s  so  
non  to  e n te r
u ueu- j: 0 er s  on r -a ir jui ;;ra  
the is .in g r a t  io n  degartne;. t  
th e  S.
l io n  reourrem enrs  
noif.d .-rant th en
r e s p e c t f u l l y  yours
GCCCAAB PACE 5 
Friday, July 10, 1953 
San Francisco Chronicle
panisrii Li^ncers 
Rëçîta 16 Protested
An Indignant group, opposing contempt of the majority'of the
the scheduled week-end appear 
ance of a Spanish dance group, 
spent yesterday afternoon look: 
ing for someone to accept their 
protests.
The 14-man protest; group 
arrived. shortly before 3 p. m 
at the War Memorial Opera 
House, where, the dancers wiU 
appear tomorrow and Sunday 
They, wished to air their pro 
tests at the regular meeting of 
the li^man board of trustees.
. They .clainiied the :, band of 
dancers is really an arm of the 
Falarigç party, and as. such is'a 
political rather, than a cultural 
group.
. At 3:30, p. m., all 'chairs re 
mained empty, and Board Secre­
tary E. L a w r e n c e  George 
straightened the pads and pen 
cils for the tenth time! A few 
minutes later,.Edward Sharkey' 
managing (ürector of the Opera 
House, asked the gorup into the 
meeting room; called fhe roll 
and established the. fact that not 
a single member of . the board 
of trustees was present , ,
TWb-HOUB PROTEST 
.For the next two hours, the 
meeting reviewed the history of 
the Spanish Civil War, Spain’s 
contribution to the German war 
effort and the barring of singer 
Paul Robeson, from the War 
Memorial . Opera House last 
year. .
On the subject of the 100-man 
dancing group, billed as the 
New Youth Chorus and Dancei^ 
of Spain, Helen K. Pell, execu­
tive secretary of the . Spanish 
Refugee Appeal of the Joint 
Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee,
; charged:
'This troupe is an'authorized 
and sanctioned representative!
world’s people. .They have been 
boycotted i n ,. London, - Paris, 
Brussels, New . York and . Lon-
do""
OTHER COMPLAINTS
Her protests were echoed by 
Alva Bessie of the Veterans of 
the Abraham .Lincoln Brigade, 
Elizabeth Enquist of the Nation 
al Council of Arts, Sciences and 
Professions, Marin Chapter; 
Davis. Sarvis . of the San Fran­
cisco Labor Theater; and a num­
ber of unaffiliated individuals.
(The Joint Anti-Fascist Refu­
gee Committee and the Veterans 
of the Abraham Lincoln Bri 
gade have ..both- been cited as 
subversive organizations by the 
Department çf Justice.).. •
In an' atmosphere of rather 
frigid' courtesy, Sharkey' faced 
the protestants'ajpne. Later he 
was re-enforced by Milton. W. 
Kletter, vice ! president ■ of ' the 
board,' who, however, refused to 
enter the discussion .
ROUTINE FORM \
Sharkey answered'; that the 
appliçàtioh had been, passed in 
a routine form, .that 'a-total of 
only four, protests had been re­
ceived (and those only yester­
day) and did the ' protestants 
have any proof that these dan­
cers were fascists? ' ^
HC ' promised to pass their 
protests on to those trustees not 
out of town or oh vacation, and 
to check whether the Spanish 
Government was recognized 'by 
the United States. ;
Mrs. Pell promised a picket 
line before -• the  ^ Opera House 
Saturday, and - . Sunday, - and 
showed advance copies of leetf- 
lets which will be passed out by 
the pickets.
Kletter said the ususaT police
of a regime that has earned the [precautions would be. taken.
HARRY L. SOKOL
presents
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA
C O R O S  Y DANZAS 
DE ESPANA
(NEW YOUTH CHORUS AND DANCERS OF SPAIN)
Ma. Josefa Sam pelayo Ruescas, Director
JUNE 25,  26,  27,  1953
SHRINE AUDITORIUM LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
PROGRAM
PART I
S e v il la ................... La Maja y el Torero (The M aiden and the Bullfighter)
Bilbao   ............/  L Expatadantza (Dance of the Svrords)
2. Zortzico de San Juan
Islas B a lé a re s   ^ h M ateixa (T^rpcal Dances of Majorca
 ^ 2. S'Escandalari
Badajoz ................j  1- Ave Maria
2. La Uva (The Grape)
C anciones C a n a r ia s   ...............................Songs of the Canary Islands
Palencia      El Cuevanito
C a d iz  Tanguillo de la Isla (Tanguillo of the Island)
Bilbao ....La M ascarada....Suletina (The Masquerade—Basque Dance) 
A ndalucia  ............................................................ Alegrias (Danza Flamenca)
Canarias
1. Folias (Typical Dance of the Canaries—Varia­
tion of the Peninsular Bolero)
2. Isas (Typical Dance of the Canaries)
1 1. Jota de Teruel (Jota of Teruel)
Zaragoza  .............. / 2. Jota de Zaragoza (Jota of Zaragoza)
I (Regional Dances of Province of Aragon)
C anciones por todo el Conjunto — Songs by the entire Group 
Anton Anton
Limpiate con Mi Panuelo (Clean Yourself with My Handkerchief) 
Goizeko Yzarra (Basque Song)
La Virgen de G uadalupe (The Lady of Guadalupe)
Palmero Sube a la  Palma (Climb up the Palm Tree)
PROGRAM
PART II
B ilb a o ............. -...................   La Romeria (The Outing)
Barcelona ..........................................................................................  La Tirotitaina
G ra n a d a  Fandango (Most popular dance of Andalusia. Its
Arabic origin is apparent in the m elody and tonal accompaniment.)
Castillo  .......................................................... El Ahorcado (The H anged One)
Islas C a n a r ia s ................... !...................    Songs of the Canary Islands
S a n ta n d er   Danza de Ibio (Dance of Ibio)
Canarias
1. Santo Domingo
2. M alagueha (This dance dates back to the 18th 
century. Figures are taken from the minuet.)
Islas Baléares   Parado de Valdem osa
Zaragoza   J 1. La Corona de Aragon (The Crown of Aragon)
(  2. Jota Repetida (Typical Dance)
S e v il la .................................Fandango de la Reja (Fandango of the Grille)
SALUDO PARA TODOS —  SALUTE BY THE ENTIRE CAST
.C A ER 5R A  C- S O N S , P R IN T E R S — 1 MO E. 1 2 th  S t., Los A n g e le s  21, C o li 'o rn ic ..
Z l 9 i^icùfuié.i Hié44e*ia
(THE SMILING IRISHMAN)
SPECIALIZING IN FINE USED CARS 
AT PICO AND VERMONT and 1234 SOUTH VERMONT, LOS ANGELES,
. WELCOMES THE 
COROS Y DANZAS DE ESPANA
TO CALIFORNIA!
FOR MANY YEARS, AMONG THE MOST LOYAL SUPPORTERS OF THE 
SMILING IRISHMAN HAVE BEEN LATIN-AMERICANS 
WHO CAN TRACE THEIR ANCESTRY TO THE 
SHORES OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA.
BIENVENIDOS, YOUNG DAMAS Y CABALLEROS OF THE NEW 
GENERATION OF OLD SPAIN
The SMILING IRISHMAN presents"BOLERO TIME", KMPC-Sundays 9 A.M.
MAESTRO DE CEREMONIAS
V A N C E  GRAHAM
Producer-Announcer of
**IBO LEIRO  T IIM E "’
on KMPC — Sundays, 9 A. M.
Mon. thru Fri. — 6:15 A. M. 
a n d
"THE VANCE GRAHAM SHOW"
on KOWL — Mon. thru Sat 5:00 P. M.
Director "INSTITUTO BOLERO TIME" 
at G uadalajara ' Mexico — luly 18 to August 1, lt)53
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San Francisco Wai Memoiial Opéra House
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JULY 11 AND 12, 1953
HARRY L. SOKOL
presen ts
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN AMERICA
C O R O S  Y DANZAS 
DE ESPANA
(NEW  YOUTH CHORUS AND DANCERS OF SPAIN)
Ma. Josefa Sam pelayo Ruescas, Director
IN BRILUANT SPECTACULAR COSTUMES
"A RARE PLEASURE"
Arnold L. HASKEL, director, Sadler's Wells Ballet
PROGRAM
PART I
S e v i l la ..................La Maja y el Torero (The Maiden and the Bullfighter)
Bilbao ...........  /  Expatadantza (Dance of the Swords)
2. Zortzico de San Juan
Islas B a lé a re s   ^ 1- M ateixa (T^'pcal Dances of Majorca
( 2. S'Escandalari
Badajoz ................j  1- Ave Maria
( 2. La Uva (The Grape)
C anciones C a n a iia s   .............................. Songs of the Canary Islands
Palencia  ....................................    El Cuevanito
C a d iz ............................ .........Tanguillo de la Isla (Tanguillo of the Island)
Bilbao -...La M ascarada....Suletina (The M asquerade—Basque Dance) 
A ndalucia  ............................................................ Alegrias (Danza Flamenca)
1. Folias (Typical Dance of the Canaries— Varia- 
Canarias .............  fion of the Peninsular Bolero)
, 2. Isas (Typical Dance of the Canaries)
\ 1. Jota de Teruel (Jota of Teruel)
Zaragoza  .......... j 2. Jota de Zaragoza (Jota of Zaragoza)
f (Regional Dances of Province of Aragon) 
C anciones por todo el Conjunto —  Songs by the entire Group 
Anton Anton
Limpiate con Mi Panuelo (Clean Yourself with My Handkerchief) 
Goizeko Yzarra (Basque Song)
La Virgen de G uadalupe (The Lady of Guadalupe)
Palmero Sube a la  Palma (Climb up the Palm Tree)
PROGRAM
PART II
B ilb a o ...................................  La Romeria (The Outing)
Barcelona .......................................................................................... La Tirotitaina
G ra n a d a  Fandango (Most popular dance of Andalusia. Its
Arabic origin is apparent in the m elody and tonal accompaniment.)
Castillo  .........................................................  El Ah ore ado (The H anged One)
Islas C a n a ria s ................... ’....................   Songs of the Canary Islands
S a n ta n d er   Danza de Ibio (Dance of Ibio)
Canarias
1. Santo Domingo
2. M alaguena (This dance dates back to the 18th 
century. Figures are taken from the minuet.)
Islas Baléares .................................................................  Parado de Valdem osa)
Zaragoza    J  I. La Corona de Aragon (The Crown of Aragon)
2. Jota Repetida (Typical Dance)
S e v i l la .................................Fandango de la Reja (Fandango of the Grille)
SALUDO PARA TODOS —  SALUTE BY THE ENTIRE CAST
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Notas de la Regiduvia Central de Cultara
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üüé son loo ConourooG do Coroo y  . Son lau ooLmotlolonoo j^ uo cada doa a -
ilos OG oolouran ontro Xoa jruaoa %uu oadn proviaola tiono  oiv;ariiaado3 con laa  
üodülidadûü do Coro, nan^a y l i i i ito .
Su prlncloQl f i n . -  i-o oa tin u lar  a Iqü provinoiao iiara :pio ru a iicon  tina labor cçi 
cla VQs mao intonua on todo lo  roforonto q1 i’o liiloro , no 0 6 I 0 para vicoontraiLar y 
liar a oonooor doto, oino ta. .bidn i)ai’a cpio ooLVJican cirraicaon on o l  paoblo la s  
oanoionoo y danaas QutdutictiSp para iiuo on rouorlao y f io a tn s  tra d ic io iia lo s  po- 
pidorüû 00  b a ile  y canto lo  do antaiio*
Dlroooidn v or anlaacidn dol Concnrso#- Jio d iri^ id o  pur la  Ho^jidiu'ia Central do 
pultura do la  Socoidn Ponunina ^ao ou la  dnica luo ijuodo onviar pi'o^-jraaas, nor- 
iDaQ, oto, para toda la  uriontacidn dol tiloLio»
Wclllaz'oo on oro v ln cia s. -  Conti’olan toda la  oi^anloacldn on la s  pruvinciao, 
on lo quo rospoota a l  Concizrso, la s  Ko^;idoras ll'o v in c ia lo s  do Ciiltiu’Q con la  
colaboracidn do sus A iuciliaros, Inatruotoras ds%)uoialiaadau do ndsioa , il'o fo— 
aoroQ do iJQnaa, Asosoroo, Tocnioos uiisioaluu y on djonoral toda persona in toro— 
oadQ i)or o l fo liilo ro  y quo so x^rosto a colaborar#
^i^anl3aol6n ))rovig dol Conciwoo* Xnonoool6n»— La Ilojidui’ia  Conti*al do Cultura 
Inüioto duranto todo o l  a: u coroa do sus xirovinciau on la  const i t  uol6n do 
lioo folI:l6ricoG. Las xiruvincias tionou 6rdonoo do r o a liso r  constantes inaxjoc- 
olonoa a todos aqu6llos x>uobloo dondo ozcioto al^’J^ n date por 1 ns 1 jn lf ic a n te  qiio 
ûoa do intoros fo li; l5 r ic o  y quo so oabo no ha oido rooo^;ido 0 osta  a x^ yuito do 
'iouaparocor para no£ i r  roaucitaEido toda la  vordauora tra d io l6 n . Por oso os i)ro 
quo no ÜÜ do Jo do v is i t a i ’ ninqjdn puoblo pox' i^oquoiio quo soa y osta  ordonna 
<^ 0 00 in vestlju o  a fondo on arch ives, ilunicip ioo y so consu lte con toda aqudllo 
poroona quo tuiqja oonoc’iEiionto do dansa, oancionos o tra jo s  a n tiju o s . 
giuoti i lova osta  inopocol^n on lo s  nuobloo.— Lo dirixjida xmr la  Instruct ora do 
‘"liflica Lspooialiaada con la  oolaboraci6n do Aooooi'ôs y Tronic os y cun la s  nor- 
do la  Roa’idu ria  Contra! do Cultura# 
jW-oncH 0 0  ^ lap Instruct eras do r.ldoloa i^ S7:)ooialiSc>dao y Profosorado#- Con aqud 
quo oGtdn on X)ooooi6n do dicho t l t u lo ,  quo lo s  surd otor;jado modianto la  
^ProbQoi6n do dos Ciirooa on la  hsouola do Lsx)ocialidados# Lor&n destinadas, a l  
®3tar en ijooosidn do osto  con 16 oatojorfa , a I n s t itu t  os, ITornalos, otc# Ton—
Q ou car JO, on colaboraoi6n con o l Aaesor P rovincia l do Musioa :
12/  Orjaniaaci6n do lo s  Coros do la  Caj)ital
2 6 / Inopoooiormr lo s  Ooros on la s  Locales y Cocjarcalos
32/ La roc0 ,^Ida cio cauoioiios y üanaao*
42/  La ürjan iauüi'a  y ..ii'üociaii cio lu s  i’iohuroa toon icos uLisicalos.
52/  La Insizoooiôn do tocios lo s  p^ru%)ou p rov in o ia lo s, tan^o do Soool6n
Poiaoriinu corao do Juvoiitudoo.
62/  La d irocciôn  do la s  confororicias m usicalos.
72/  La Qoiütoncia a la s  Juntas tr in osti'a loo  oon o l x>rofosorado de 2Î&- 
oloa .
8fi/ La dlreocitSn tocn ica  on lo s  Concur s os do Goros y Danzas, V illa n -  
oiooo, ü tc .
Todoü osto s aiîartadüs son muy iuiportantos, %)oro oll&i dobo d id ioar u— 
na eopooial atonol6n a la  rocojida  do oancionos y dansas, poi' acr outo la  ba— 
80 do todo, y Q la  foruaoiôn do i’iohoros do oancionos, donnas y tr a jo s , puouto 
quo oüta labor do in v o stija o iô n  os do jran lr:i]>ortanoia•
Inatruotoras ibi’o v in c ia lo s#- C5n aqudllao quo s6 lo  iian roalizado Curso IVovin-
cial, Quya duracl6n y plan do onsoiianza e s ta  sufialado on e l  Plan do Pormaoi6n
do la Lolojada U acional. Cu m isi6n c o n s is t  ira  i)rinoipa5a.ionto en r o a lisa r  la  la
o^r quo la  Lülojada Local, en uni6n do la  Hojidora P rovincia l do Cultura o IriB
truotoi’a oopocialisacki, lo  d ô sijn o . Pue do 2)ro2>arar a ljd n  jrui)ü de Coro y Pansa
do D istr ito , porc oon ros]>octo a outo ultimo niuica lo  onsoiiarcl o ti’as danzoo
que las de la  i-rovinoia dondo rouiden. iAïonon %)roparar tambidn Coros de Juvon- 
tudoü*
to tru n toras G onoralos.- Son aqiiollao quo dan a lo s  Contros do Jejunda x.nao^ 
%ti2Q la  i’ormaclôn quo la  doociôn Pononina t ie n e  enoonondada# Tioiion que tonor 
ûprobado o l Curso de la  idscuola iJsxæcial do Instruotorao Goneraloo, y s6 lo  i>o- 
proi)ai'ar c^rupos de Coro y Pansa de Juventudos, porc siompro teniondo muy 
Qn cuontü la s  normas esp eo ia le s  sobro onsoiianzao do oancionos y danzao quo 0 0 - 
osto Oü tien en  ordonadas.
I^ 'ofesoras p n rticu la res»— iJn aqudllas Coiiiarcaloo y Localos dondo no 0 0  dispon- 
da do nit\;una oomarada i>ara dur la  fornaciôn m usical, doboran buscaroo i>orso- 
ontondidas on la  m ateria, a quidn se oneomendara e sta  misiôn* Debun bus— 
oarao entre la s  poruonau mas on tu siastas y que ten ja  in tern s x^ or e ste  trabajo, 
^otas proiüsorau oobrardn también por n6nina x)rojrcsiva# Puodon taubien co la— 
btrar on l i  labor do roco^ida de oancionos.
Zrofesorado de .Danzas
Iflotruf^toras i^opociallaadaa. -  Ya hemoa oxxilioado anterionnonto lo  que s 6 n. Puç 
den dedicorse indiutintaiiento a la  x)ropai’a o i6 n de jrux^os do Coro o Danza. Con
-  3 -
rüopooto a Ooros, '.oi-iüJ au nisi(5n; cou rüo%)Ooto q  jrupoo do Danaao,
OQrd lo ü iju ioiito î
12/  So ocupai’a de insuoooiouar lo s  %)uoblou de su xTovinoia, buacari-
üo on ootüG luiGVQü dansas que aportar a l  fo lu lo re  nacio iia l.
2 2 /  K oalisara e sta  labor do lrivoatijaol6ri, no so lo  rooojiondo la  d
dûtiso, oino oooxilotando e l  l i i s t o r ia l ,  oo d ocir , roalizando e l  fiohoro u(5cnioo
quG, oon roapooto a Ildolca, debo ozcietir on la  liojidiu’i a .
32 /  T fijilard lo s  onsayos do J)iu1;ritOü y puobloo#
4 2 /  A o lstird  a la s  réu n iones trim ootralos do todo o l  j.rofesorado de
l'illsiCQ»
5 2 /  Sera res^)ensable de que linioanionto so aprendan en sus xrovin— 
oiQo lüo danzao x>roplas do dota#
62/ Invoooijard aoorca de lo s  tra jo s  r e jio n a lea , adorezos, e t c .  
Inotruotorao I^ o v in o ia lo s . -  îlomos explioado anteriormonto lo  que s5n le s  cu3>- 
803 que tierion quo ruaiizar*  iài ouanto a su D isiôn , lo  Liiscio que la s  do Coro, 
ûobo oer oolaborar on todo oon la  In str u c tora osx)ecialiaada, ayudandola on la  
^ormoiôn do jm^jos de Panzao, ensayos, e t c ,  y ouwpliendu la  taroa que de a— 
cuGrdo lo  confie  la  Polojada Local#
j^ ’ofügoraa r>art 1 o iila i‘o s .— Puodon ]>ortonocei’ o no a la  Orjanlzaoiôn# No —
ta oean profosionalos on la  ciatorla, y debon conooor bien la s  danzas quo van 
a Qtisoxiar# Puodon hacor outo de dos i’orciao, es docfr, bidn dirootamento onse— 
ü&nUoloo o lln o  nioLias a l  ai'uiJO o i  nd i r  oc t  anont o onscfîdndolas a la s  In stru ct o- 
para quo datas lo  hajan a sus jrux^os#
La nuy l._q;ortante e ne outrai' on la s  C omar cas y Localos personas ue 
iliAloran onaohar la s  danzas aie iq^rondloron do sua antopasadoo; por oso la  Ins- 
truotora 0Sx>ocializa on sus v ia je s  debo tiirar mucbo osto#
.ijsto p i 'of os ora do doiîondord diroctarionto do la  Pojiuui'la il'o v in c ia l  
•Iq Cultura. lil  no.iibruDionto lo  liard Poronal, a l  oabo do un aiiO# 
üiilonms s6n lo s  As os o r  o s Puodon 0 no x>ortonocer a la  Orjanizacidn, natui'al- 
•^ oiitû doüon oor por se nas si;q)atizantos oon dsta , poro adeads es mu^ '” iu])ortan'tc 
lUo loa in torose osta  labor, os doolr, que ostdn disx)uoutos a trabajar oon en- 
tuBiaüüQ. dobon ole^.irso e sto s  ontre aqudllas porsonalidades do mas destacada 
^orraaoiôn musical# 
ciisi5n serdî
12 /  Labor do in v o stija o iô n  do rooojida do oancionos y danzas popula-
ros.
22/ La eui^orviaiôa do lo s  on oanoionos, danzao, eto#
32/  La o looci6n  do canoionoo %)ara o l  oonouroo#
42/  La d iroco l6n  do lao  oonforonciaa-oonoioi’to*
Modios y modo do r o a llz a r  la s  InopeooioneB#- Icbo o o llo ito r o o  o l a%)oyo do t o -  
das las Autorldadeo# Ln prlmor lu ja r  dol Gobernador C iv il  que o fio ia r â  a loa  
Alcaldoe y Autoridadeo P rovinoialos# Lu intereoanto o sto s  ofrozoan un premio 
para loa puobloo quo oonuijan r o a lia a r  a travos do loo  doa afloe una mas inton- 
aa y major labor fo ll:l6r ioa#
| los Mandou p rovinoia lea
^Instruotorao lioijocializadao  
Las Inspeooionoo puodon ro a liza rso  (
(Aooooroa 
por medio de (
^fidonioos a u x ilia ro s  
[Autoridados Provinoiclou y Looaleo 
iArciiivoo
16/ In tod OS loo  v ia  j ou quo oe ro a lio en  dobon intoroauroo jjor la  or- 
gsnizaolôn do nuovou j t ’ux)03, anioando a la s  camaradau a p artio ip ar  on IO0 oon^  
OLirsosi ademds dobe tra ta r  do avorljuar s i  ©xieten en la  Local quo v is i ta n  dap 
zao 0 oancionos do In tord s, informando, a su llo ja d a  a la  l^ o v in o ia l, a la  Re- 
gidora do Cultura do ouantao joutiorioa hajra roalizado#
26 / V is ita ra  con mas froouonoia aqudlloo jJUobloG, quo sejm tienon  
danzaa y oancionos olvidadas, hasta oonoojuir haoorlas ro su rjfr  do nuovo# In -  
vsstlgardn en archives lo s  an tiju os documentos quo puedan hacor ro feren cia  a 
<5qï12qs, oancionos o tra jo s  antijuoa# Lota labor os do una iiiqjortancia ononne 
y debe intorosoroo por o l la ,  puoo do docucicntoo antijuoo xjuodon s a l f r  datoa 
Procioooo pai’a nuestros trabajou do in v o stija c iô n  fo lk l6 r io a #  Al niismo tiempo 
animard a lao  oaiaaî'adao a orjanizar jrupos, ayuddndoloo a anotar 0 i^reparar ej 
toe, sojiSn ooan de danza, raixto 0 ooro# Dobon, adomds, hablar con lao  personal 
anoianas quo reouerden danzao o oanoiones a n tiju a s , ya pordidao y consojd ir si 
las onoehen# Debon llo v a r  oieiapro on e s ta s  insi)Oooionou la s  f ic h a s  ini' orme de 
âanza, oanoiôn y trajo# Los ja s to s  que se o r ijin en  por ooto v ia je s  ue in o lu i-  
on ijreoupuesto oupooial para rocojida do oancionos y danzas#
36 /  S i bidn no puodon ro a liza r  por f a i t a do tiompo una labor tan
— 5 —
oocii l^eta oouo la s  lau tru o to i’as ouiJooializaUus ayudai'dri a dsta dGstaoândos© a 
aqudllas Locales, donde hubiooo inoortibumbi'o sobre algdn dato o bldn a o la -  
rando a la  Iiiotruotora e s2)eo ia lizad a  lao  dodaa que oe l e  ijreoontenSi
Modalldadea eti (lUo puederi T)artloiT)ar lo s  Grupooi
Coro
Danza
Wixto (ooBiiuosto de Coro y Danza)
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Oanoiones que dobon p r e sen ta r .-  Todos loa  jrupoa de Coro quo partioipon  en 
wonourso ootai'dn oblijacioo a pro sent ar%
12/ Tros oanoiones ob lijad ao , onviadaa por la  Rejldurfa Central de 
Oultura, quo serdn iju a le o  jiaro la  prueba p ro v in c ia l, r e j io n a l, d iferen te  pa 
ra la d© secto r  y d io tin ta  tanibidn para loo  y^rupoo que llo ju o n  a la  f in a l#
Dos do lib r e  e leoo id n , que tondrdn quo uer e le jid a o  entre la s  de 
su propia ro jiôn , y serdn, a s i  miomo, iju à leo  %)EU:% la  pruoba p ro v in c ia l-re ­
gional y d ia tin ta o  ])ara la s  do Sector y Final# Alcanzardn doble puntuaoidn 
^qudllao cuya autentioidad foU :l6rion  sea mnyor y hayan oido rocojidao por 
VQ2 primera#
Todao dobordn ven ir acomixuiadas de la  fioha-infonae-oanoidn, deb i-  
<3amonte cubiortou todos sus diitoo# En la  soloocidn de oancionos y on ou in -  
torprotaoiôn es muy imx)ortante so tonjan on cuenta quo queremoo ante todo la  
Qutentioldad y no caer on lo  orfodnioo, ya quo osto  no es lo  popular#
32/  Serdn mao x’untuabloo aqudllao canoionoo cxuo no so hayan envia—
0^ otras voces, es xu’ecioo  quo la s  x^rovinoias busquon oosao in toresantes y
sutdntloQD para onviar a l  Conciu’so#
r^ uG dobon prooontar#- Ante todo ocrd absolutamonto o b lija to r io  quo
las danzas portenezoan a la  x^rovinoia quo présenta e l  jrupo (excojjto Marrue— 
coa)#
Para la  primera prueba, e sto  ee , x^rovinoial—r e jio n o l, tendrd oada
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grupo que i^reuontar Uüü Uarizas oiya  duraoidn no oxooderd do clnoo minutoa 
oada una, poro so lo  podra b a ila r  una; u i quioro intorprotE-ir dos, la  duraciôn 
de Qsbûs no podrd ojioodur do oinoo tiinutoo*
Pura In iq'ucîba F in al fondl'd quo prosontar s o is  dnnzao oomo ninimoi 
lao cioo presontadas on la  Pruoba l^rovlnoial-R ojional, quo oord con la s  qua 
oonourse, y OLiatro m o x)ara o l  I’o s t iv n l  quo con lo s  j i*uijos f in a l i s t a s  se or- 
ganioef La duracidn no podrd sor suporior a ouatro miuutoo, sa lvo  a u to r iza -  
ol6n eaci'ita de la  lîo jid u ria  Contrai do Cultura# Aqudllos jrupos que tenjan  
danzas mas larjao  de osta  oronunotraci6n, dobordn a c o r ta r ia s , ajustando es4  
tae a loo minutos ordoncidos, s in  d oofljurar datas# Los jrupos quo no oumplan 
eata oronoaotraoidn uordn dosoalifioadoo#
Trajos#- Eg muj' ln%)ortantG so In vostiju en  a fondo on todas la s  Looaloo a l  
tienon prendas o adoreaoo a n tiju o s , t o la s ,  e tc # , todos ouautos datoa puedan 
aportarae a osta  labor sordn do j^ran iutords# Pn la s  normas sobre fiohoroa  
explioamoe lao f ic h a s  que dobon r o a liz a r  oiemjiro quo oncuentron un nuovo tx^  
60 0 incluso so lo  una nuova pronda; os p rec ise  quo lao  provinoias oonozcan y  
60S don a conooor toda la  divorsidad do modalidados dol tra jo  r o jio n a l para 
tratar do reco n o tru ir la s, xjoro siecq^ro fiolm onto# Ln osta  labor oomo on la  
ûe danza y cancl6n sieLi2)i'c sc tondra on ouenta lo  aut^ntico#
Lotos tra jo s  %)uodon oor adquiridoo, bien dirootamonte a poraonaa 
que log han oonoei’vado do sus antopaoados o bidn oonfoooionados on la  aotua— 
lidad por no oncontrarse lo s  antijuoo on buonas condioionos do x^recio y oon—
sorvaci6n#
A ntijuos: coMciicioncc que dobon réunir?
12/ Pebemoo procurar ccnxîrar lo s  an tiju os siomxjre que rounan bue— 
6QS condioionos, y para e l l e  se buscardn on todas lao  Looales a^u^ULas peraji 
quo tonjan on su j^oaer prcndas rojion n los cntiguao quo quioran vendor;
®sto puode ro a liza rse  modianto xjrojôn on o l puoblo do acuordo con o l  Alcalde#
26 / Antes do ad q u ir ir los eo prooioo o l  informe do a ljun  ïéon ioo  
u^e oonl'irrao la  autontioidad do la  pronda o aderezo# Inform© quo debereia  
Qnvior a osta  Hegiduria Central, fim ad o  xjor e l  sohur quo lo  haga, indioan- 
6^ ÛU cargo#
3 6 / Dobe comprobaroo adom^o e l  ontado do oonnervaoi6n do lo s  mis— 
quo la s  to la s  no ost^n deinasiado pasadas n i poi'dido e l  co lo r , pues en 
case t a l  voz puode intoreoar su adquioioiôn, mas que para su uso, para
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un fflueeo, y eoto es p rec ise  se indique a s i  y s i  roalmonte t ie n e  va lor  oomo 
RA date,
42/  En e s ta  labor deben in toroaar a todas la s  autoridadoo lo c a le s  y 
provinoialeo que puedon ajaidar muoho en todo y en e sto  que antos te  iiid ioo  é  
del preg6n; por 6 l  convocardn on la s  Locales y A lcald fa  a ouantas personas 
poaean prondan antiguas de tr a je s  r é g io n a le s , ooan fa id a s , oorpinos, c in ta s ,  
eto# rogdnc.oles aoudan aunquo no praoioon vondorlas, pero siemxjre puedo t r a -  
tarse oon e l la s  de eoto o bien que nos premitan tomar dates y fo to g ra fia s  pa­
ra nuestro orohivo#
' Es muy iia|)ortante e s ta  labor y i)odemos obtener de e l l a  grandes r e -  
oultados por lo  que te  ruego te  in tereseo  tiucho# Los pequoLos gaotoa que pue— 
dan originarao lo s  pondrés en o l  prosupuooto general d e l Conourso#
Pruebas que 0 0 aprends o l  üonouroo#—
A)*- Prueba P rov in c ia l# - Eu aq u ella  en que compiton entre s i  lo s  gru^)os de 
ooro, danza y mixto do Eocoiôn i’onenina y Coro y Danza de Juventudos de 3ao— 
cidn Pemenina do una misiaa provincia#
B)#- Pruoba R egional#- A osta  Pruoba oonourron lo s  Grupos do Coro, Danza y Mij 
to de Soooi6n Pemonina y Coro y Danza do Juventudos de Secoi6n Foipenina, se— 
leooionados on la s  on teriores Pruobas x^rovincia^os dentro de una misma Regi5n«
En osta  Prueba lo s  Grupos de Danza y Mixte de 3oooi6n Femonina quo 
resulten venoodoros quedan c la s if ic o d o o  para la  Prueba F inal s in  pasui' por 0— 
tra Pruoba # Esto lo  liacomos porque os comx^lotamonte im])osiblo in o lu ir  on una 
Bruoba de Sector Grux)oa do Danzas 0 var ias rég i one s ,  ouyao o a ra o ter is tio a s sco 
a vooee opuostas y de gran con traste , pjor lo  que 00 déjà ou o la o ifio a o iô n  la  
Pruoba Final#
A travds de lo s  aiios, homos comjbrobado os rnucho mas econ-îmico y pz#d 
tioo colebrar unidao la s  Pruobas i^ o v in c ia l y Rogional# La Kogidora Central d^  
^  oon antorioridad su fic ie n to  la  focha de su oelobraoi5n, que oasi siemx>re 
ooinoidird en lo s  me se s  de A bril y Mayo# Una voz sabida la  focha oxacta que 
oada provincia le  conviono celebrar la  I^Tuoba, osta  Regiduria Central, or— 
sanizard la  ruta d e l Jurado, que ir a  recoiriendo la s  x^rovinoias oomprondidae 
^Qntro de una misma Kegi 6n.
Con tiempo su f ic ie n to , y para fa b i l i ta r  la  labor d el Jurado Naoiona]
^  '^drado IbE’o v in c ia l, ouyos nombres habra indioado proviamonte la  x^rovinoia# 
Oôlebrard una espocie de r ev is id n , dejando i)ara e l  Jurado Nacional lo s  grupos
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que tengan una o io rta  oategoria  o in te r n s , bi^n por ou in torp rotao ién , canoio, 
nés, Interesoa do la  danza, o to .
C)«- Prueba de S e c to r .-  En e s ta  x)artiolx)an lou grupoo do Ooro do Soooi6n Foino, 
nina y Coro y Danzas de Juventudos do Seoci^n Pemonina, soloocioriadou en la e  
anteriores Pruobas Hogionsilos, que dondo o la s if ic a d o s  lo s  vonoedoros para la  
Prueba F inal.
Jalamamos a e s ta , Pruoba de Sector , p orque para su celobraoiôn dividi*  
008 EspaJia en ouatro Sootoreai N orte, Sur, Centro y Levante, y en oada una de 
ellas oompiten la s  reg iones oomprondidae en su domaroaclôn#
D).- Prueba F in a l.-  A e sta  l^uoba oonourron todos lo s  Grupos que se han ido  
olasifioando on la s  an ter iores l’ruobas.
Jurados.- sôn lo s  que se do signa n entre la s  Autoridadoo m usicales mas oonpe- 
tentee para juz^;ar la s  d ifero n tes Pruebao. Realizun e s te  trabajo de un modo 
voluntario, i)rostando aoi a la  jjelegaoifn  Naoional ou valJ osa oolaboraciôn*
Su ndmero es siomijre iu])ar; tr è s  xjara la s  Pruobas P rovinoiales-R egionales y  
de Sector y oinoo o s ie t e  i^aru la s  F in a le s . iJn e l  primero y oegundo oasi a l  
Jurado se oompono de dos Tooniooo m usicales que Juzgarân e l  Conourso, oomo 
Eas tarda explioarem os, deode un punto de v is ta  puramento téonioo y una Ins­
truct ora espooializada que, adem^o do opinar sobre la  parte téonioa dober^ aji 
te todo Juzgar la  Pruoba dosde un %)unto de v is ta  de Gecdi6n Femonina, es de— 
o£r, organizaoiJSndel aoto , e s t i l o ,  uniformes, e t c .  La Delegada Naoional aunqui 
60 duda de la  absolut a imx)aroialidad d el Jurtido, ijroourara siemi)re enviar a 
lae Pruobas, Téonicos que no portenezoan a la s  x>rovinoias que tienon que Juz— 
sur. Los Jurados de la  Prueba Regional oomo lo s  do la  de deotor ser&n o le g i-  
d08 por la  Regidux'Ia Central de Cultura y en todo soguir^b la s  normas gonera- 
Iqs, la  dnica particu laridad  es  que e s te s  dltim os s2 lo  Juzgarân coros, pues—
0^ que esta  Prueba so lo  ha quodado xjora e sto s  Grupos. Los de la  Prueba Pi’OVi  ^
oial a i dsta ao célébra so la , serdn proijuestos a la  Regiduria Central de Cul* 
tura, entre lo s  Tdonioos de au prov in cia , pero esta  seleooiAn la  realizardn  
®6tre la s  mas destaoadao peraonalidados.
2®/ Qud deben Juzgtir ante todo loa Teonicos m u sica les ,-  Oon respeo- 
a la  oancidn, su autentioidad y puroza fo lk l6 r io a , afinacidn diooidn, in -  
terpretaoidn del i)rograma y d ireoci6n  de la  Instruct ora. Con rospeoto a la
^aiiza, su autentioidad y pureza fo lk ld r io a , in terpretaoidn , ritm o, compds, 
tra je s .
A oada Tuoiiloo mtialoai quo foruo Uel Jui'odo dobea ddür@el#
las normas oep ecia les cle Goloooi($ii, m s  loo  icqwrouoB do informoo, uao p w  
da grupo*
Quë dsüô juzgur auto todo l a  Iiiotruatora im p e e lu lim m d a Ademâ# d# 
lo antorioraeat© c ita d o , ©11a deba Juzgar taiibién o l oofuorAO quo la  Local 
haya reallaadoi D isc ip lin a , oontim iidad do oada grujio, organigaoidn d e l ao-*- 
to, preoantaoidn do lo s  Coros on lo  quo rospoota a uniformes ; oe dooir# ouan« 
to3 datoa sean de in to ro s para que la  Dolegaoidn Naoional puode obeervar @i 
0Ste Grupo loa cinai^lido una voixladora labor fa la n g ista #
3®/ delGooiJn do ^tanaciores.- La I'aalinard o l  Jiu'ado m la  v ie ta  da 
los normas do se lo cc i^ n , ooatando oon o l or i t  or io  do la  Inatructoim  Kwpeoia* 
lizada; on oaoo do dos tP^upos quo ciosdo e l  punto do v io ta  o r tls tio ©  aean oa­
si sim ilar e s , debe darso preforonoia a l  quo o l o omq; 02d;ami ent o fa la n g ie ta  y  
bor realisada durante a l afio saa suporiro# Do oada modeilidad m  oeleooionard  
ua ganador; e sto  e s ,  un Grupo de Coro, otro do Danza y otro Mixto#
In fo m o s .-  Los Jurudou tondrdn la  bondad de rellenm* e l  inform# 
quo ao ad junta para ontregar ©a la  Itegidiu’la  Central de Cultura de la  D ele- 
Ôaoldn Nacional de la  Seooidn Feme nina, la  oual ruoga a dstoa no dojon de re 
lleiiar e ste  ini' orme, ya que es de gT.*en in tern s para o3.1a, puea vti viondo e l  
progrès0 de grux)oa de Coros y Danzas, cowo s£ liiismo sue f a l lc s  y puede i r  a* 
s£ jriontdndolos haoia un mojoreuriiento to ta l  do lo s  Grui)oe quo ird  on favor  
Û01 fo lk lo r e . Dates informes so roalizai*^n igu a l on la s  Fruoba Frovinoioloe  
oomo Régionales; so in s i s t s  y ruega e s te s  informes soon lo  mào amplle posib* 
pueato qua ouanto mas lo  ooan , mas ayudardn a la  labor que la  DooolÔn Femei 
6a r e a liz e , ya quo éota x o^drd oi'ienter a loo Grupos y oonooer on todo Bomon'
■to oualoa s6n lo s  me j ores#
RooorTit^ G de onnoj.onoa,- La imiiortanoia do esta  labor ©0 muy grande ya que o 
oancidn quo ae voouporo uupono un aumento on la  gran riqueza d e l fo lk lo r  
Qspafiol; por eso loa Asa sores e Inatruotoras doben dedioar todos loo  afloo e 
®oyor tiempo poaib le a l  eatudio del fo lia o r e  de oada proviaola#
Kedios y posib illd n d ee i?ara conoegufr onoontmr nuevas oanoiones 
Lanzas. Esta labor sera prinoipalmento llevada a oabo por Inatruotoras Dop« 
olalizadao y A sc sores, p©ro tamblsn x u^adon c élaborai’ en o l io s  mdsioos in te î  
Qadoa on e s ta  laborI
1 / Para poder r e a lia a r  e s ta  labor con mas e f io a o is , dedioamos en
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presuijuoüto general un oap ltu lo  cie gaotoa para rocogida de oanoionee y danzae 
ooQ cargo a l oual oada provincia  no onviai’d siio reepootivos preoupueotos. No 
88 fljar^ una oantidad eop eo la l para oada una do e l la s ;  eota eo derivard de 
la labor re&li&ada an e l  Cone are o d e l aiio a n ter io r , eo doofr, quo eerd tanto  
mayor cuanto Ixoya oido o l dc gxuiice y oanoionou ixoeontados.
2 /  Ea muy ir.i])C)rtante quo ui on alt.umi Local o Cociuroal e x is te  a lgu -  
oa persona quo pueda a^uidar a r o a liz a r  osta  labor oon e fio u d ia , se nos de su 
nombre y un informe sobre e l la  para oabor que estudioo ha roa lizad o , y xjodamoi 
nombrarla entro nuostros o olaboradoi'os, j i ’a tifiod n d o lea  sus trabajoa»
y /  La s In str u c toras IJspecializaùas y lo s  A sesores busoordn oon to ­
do interéa en lo s  arohivce do ou ix o v in c ia , cb bien reoogerdn de boda de laa  
mismas oampesinas tonadas y oancionos poi)ularos; e sto  i)Odr  ^ ro a iiza ree  tam- 
biAn tomândolo a l  oidc c bidn oon e l  aparato magnet of 6n, ouyo manejo deben 
aatos aprender*
4 /  Por medic de l e s  t^ciiico  de oada prov in cia , la s  Instruotorao ee
Informardn de aqudllas Lccdlcc de mas in tcrd s fo l l ld r io o ,  v is itd n d o la s y to—
Eandü en e l la s  ouanto do interdo x)uedan anoont2*ar*
5 / En e s ta s  Inspoooionos se xxeoiua busoar bidn la s  personae que
puodan prox)oroionar dates; no ee debe clvlcl£ir que no so lo  la  gente que lia ouj
tivado estudioa m usicales x^ feede x-DCj) orc i  e na r 1 os ; miicliaa voces se encontrardn
sentes trabajedoraa d el camx^ o desconocodoras de lae  notas musionlee que po—
drdn ta l  veg prox)oroioaar oanoiones o roinanoos y  danzas do in terde; pero ouai
âo ee aoerque a e s ta s  debe ténor se  ouidado de no in fu nd irlee  reo e lo , pues en
Qenoillez s6n a voces dosoonfiadas y X'ensai’dn puode (ter pexre nos otras motj
Vo de riaa  lo  que es todo lo  con trar io , motivo muy se r io , pueoto quo puode et
para la  oultura eapahola a2>ortaoiones de gran interds#
6 /  Esta labor os tan importante quo debe so lio ittu 'se  la  colaboraoli 
9^ loa Gobernadorea C iv i le s ,  para que estou o flo ien  a lo s  A lcaldes rogdndole 
36 colaboracidn y exliortando a todcc lo s  mdoicos y x©raonas interouadao en e
6^ labor fo lk lo r ic a  a oolp.bcu’aj'*, i)Uoato que es de in terd s naoional» 
^oumontaolAn neoeoario nura oonouruar#—
B o le tin e s , fcrm iilarios y norauu quo se acomx;aiiaa#
Madrid, 21 de Dloiembro de 1.954
LA  ï L o d î t i k a j ,  i u : c u j /i 'ifha
Biriaad01 ifiê Joaefa Samxielayo
APPENDIX n
A PPE N D IX  II
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the majority of this information is an accurate 
translation of the contents of the interviews. However, some sections here 
contain sentence fragments and others are summaries. These adjustments 
were made mainly due to changes in conversational topic.
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PILAR SICILIA 2 1 - 3 -  1995
Who gathered information on folklore and how was this done?
Information on folklore was collected more or less according to a set 
of guidelines and each person in the provinces did it. Depending on the type 
of difficulties in the province, compilation was done one way or another.
First:
Information was gathered from the local delegates in the villages. They 
were entrusted with communicating whether there were any dances or any 
especially “nice” songs...
Second:
Then a team of two or three people was chosen to be sent since there 
were no tape recorders or video cameras: one who was talented at dancing, 
another who could sing, and a music teacher who would gather information 
on the score and write it up. People now sometimes say that the steps were 
not exactly that way, but naturally that depended on the people. And they 
could not stay many days, maybe two or three, because there weren’t enough 
funds for these activities. There was a niinimal subsidy but it was not enough 
for a team of people to devote themselves exclusively to gathering data or to 
investing all the time needed. Instead, each person carried out her task with 
the help of the Travelling Classrooms.
Third:
Upon returning from the trip, the women would fill in forms for the 
National Delegation indicating the characteristics of each dance, the score and 
how old the dance was.
Who researched or said how old the dances were?
This was done through what has been referred as to field work. That is, 
when information on the dances was being collected, the older people in the
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villages were asked about them. They were the ones who provided the most 
information.
At the same time, information could be gathered on ballads, Christmas 
carols, songs, etc. Dances were not the only aspect of folklore compiled.
Did any specialists research books or other sources?
No, much work was done but little was written. The data were sent to 
the National Delegation and they had writers and musical specialists. Maestro 
Benedito, Garcia Matos and Dolores Torres ? Qaén 1950) were in charge of 
transferring all of the information on the forms sent from the villages to the 
system that they felt appropriate. The Feminine Division didn’t have tape 
recorders or anything similar until the 1960s. Everything was always done by 
ear.
For example, until there were tape recorders, the girls would go to the 
home of the piano teacher, Dolores Torres, who worked for the Feminine 
Division. They would sing songs and she would transcribe them. This was 
how information on 1,000 to 1,500 songs was gathered, aU that the Division 
recovered during those years. Another system was when there was a meeting 
in the provincial capital cities and the local councillors had to meet. 
Afterwards, they would go to the home of the person in charge of writing 
scores and they would sing and dance so the information could be recorded.
In some provinces the authorities were in closer contact with their 
customs. In these cases, if the Feminine Division didn’t have funding, there 
was always someone in the Movement, someone among the authorities who 
was either in the Falange or the Movement itself. Private entities also helped 
with the gathering of information. In the Levante region, artists, writers, 
painters and others provided considerable support in the compilation of data.
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JAÉN;
Little importance was given to folklore in this province and very little 
was written. There isn’t much and we had to recover information bit by bit 
and to conduct substantial field work.
Did each province keep a copy of everything and do copies remain to date?
Everything that was gathered was sent to the National Delegation. In 
some cases, the province would keep a copy and in others no.
What often happened is someone would request a score or form, and 
since there were no photocopies, they were loaned the original in good faith. 
On many occasions the scores and forms weren’t returned. This meant that 
information on dances had to be compiled two and three times in some cases 
since the scores had been lost and the people didn’t perform the dances so 
they had been forgotten.
MAESTRO BENEDITO:
Dolores Torres was angry at him because he had included Christmas 
carols gathered by her in a song book published under his name as if he had 
gathered the information on them himself. And instead of putting “Christmas 
carols from Jaén,” he had put that they were from Andalusia.
MARIA ROSA:
Maria Rosa was one of several Feminine Division dance advisors 
during the final years. She was one of the members of the jury for the 
national contests.
TRAVELLING CLASSROOMS:
The Travelling Classrooms had two ways of working towards the 
gathering of information on folklore:
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At the closing session of a Classroom, information was recorded when 
the girls sang or danced, and at the end of the Classroom there was a 
gymnastics show of dance songs. If anything had been compiled, it was 
performed. The reports drawn up after the Classrooms indicated that “such 
and such a dance has been ‘recovered’ or ‘brought back to life’ here.”
In order to maintain the dances, the Travelling Classrooms would 
already know songs and dances when they arrived, and they would teach these 
to the girls in the village.
Were there any national guidelines for gathering data?
Yes, there were. There was a department of Culture. Depending on the 
province or the concerns of the regional and local delegates, some leaned 
more towards social aspects, others towards political aspects and still others 
towards culture. But they always followed instructions issued in Madrid. And 
if the local and regional delegates said that they had found a specific dance or 
were interested in one, the National Delegation of Culture would generally 
authorise three people to gather information on it and provide money to do
so.
MONEY:
The amount of money that each province provided to the gathering of 
data had a major impact on the results of compilation because the Feminine 
Division alone could not offer much. In some provinces, such as Barcelona, 
private individuals donated money for the recovery of songs and dances for 
nationalistic reasons, but others were practically forgotten. The subject of 
money had a major effect on the purchasing of materials, such as costumes. 
In some cases, the girls had to dance in shoes that were two sizes larger than
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their own or they couldn’t wear scarves because there wasn’t enough money 
to buy any.
Where did the people who visited the villages learn to gather information? 
Was there a school?
The School of Music in Barcelona trained music teachers to teach at 
the high school and elementary school levels and at official centres. We 
gathered information on dances with good intentions but without any 
instruction or knowledge. People who had the abihty to dance and were swift 
and had an aptitude for singing and dancing were sent to the villages to 
collect information when the time arrived. No specific norms such as “ask 
this and find out the names, etc.” were ever given. What happened is they 
went to the villages and later discovered what information was missing. It 
depended on each person. For this reason, some of the forms that exist to 
date are more complete than others even though none of them contains 
exhaustive information.
When did boys start participating in the Choral and Dance groups?
From approximately 1957 some provinces timidly started to accept 
boys into their groups, but the specific order to accept them came around 
1958. Boys participated in the 1962 national contest, and groups that wished 
to compete that year were required to include them. They were found in the 
Falange youth groups. You couldn’t go to Education and Leisure to find 
them because the ones who were there were normally training to become 
professionals and the Choral and Dance groups never had any intention of 
making professionals. The Feminine Division was never paid for its
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performances and the members of the Choral and Dance groups were 
originally not paid either.
EDUCATION AND LEISURE
Education and Leisure mainly trained young people to become 
professionals. There were boys as well as girls. Education and Leisure always 
received direct support from the government. For this reason, their expenses 
were covered when they danced out of town and they were paid for their 
performances, which were actually professional.
The Choral and Dance groups and Education and Leisure were rivals 
because the latter always tried to take away the good members from the 
provinces since they were paid. The result was that the Choral and Dance 
groups found themselves at times without any good members because 
Education and Leisure had taken them away.
Why would girls and boys choose to join the Choral and Dance groups over 
Education and Leisure?
It was a question of social class. Middle and upper class girls chose the 
Feminine Division and danced for fun or to raise money for charitable causes 
such as the Red Cross, the Sisters of the Poor, etc. And lower class girls chose 
Education and Leisure. However, parents preferred that their daughters join 
the Choral and Dance groups because they were watched over more carefully. 
There were only girls.
Before there were boys in 1961, did girls dress as boys in dances for couples 
or not?
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No, in Jaén no, but perhaps in other places. Even though the dances 
were for couples, girls would dance with girls; sometimes they would do the 
boys' steps and sometimes the girls’ part would be repeated. The girls would 
have to dress as boys quickly during the contests. Perhaps the girls dressed as 
boys but not for the contests.
Why bloomers?
Well, bloomers were like women’s panties. They came down to the 
knee and were worn for dancing. Originally, they had openings but they were 
sewn up for dancing. The problem was that it was not well looked upon if a 
woman’s legs could be seen.
Were the people from the villages taught their own dances only or were they 
taught dances from other places too?
No, only dances from Jaén and (the rest of) the region of Andalusia 
were taught in Jaén. This is still the case (1995). These days generally only 
dances that involve ‘‘long” costumes are taught because no one likes “short 
outfits. Forty-two dances from the province and Andalusia in general have 
been recovered to date.
When did you join the Choral and Dance groups and when did you stop 
(Pilar Sicilia)?
She was bom in 1940, joined the organisation in 1956 and celebrated 
25 years as the leader of the Jaén Choral and Dance group in January 1995. 
She conducted aU of the research, travelling from village to village. And since 
the appearance of the video camera, she has recorded everything.
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CARMEN GORDO 23 - 2 -  1995 
ICI:
Mrs. Gordo worked with women from South America who had 
received grants to learn Spanish folkloric dances. Afterwards, Garcia Matos 
would give them an examination and award them a diploma for their 
aptitude.
The relationship between South America and Spain between 1957 and 
I960 was so close that, for example, the Feminine Division sent a teacher to 
Santo Domingo to train a Choral and Dance group there (Tere lUueste).
SYSTEM OF TEACHING:
The folklore teachers could only teach folklore from their region or 
village. For example, the Madrid instructors could teach dances from Madrid 
and New and Old Castile. If a person wanted to learn dances from another 
province, she needed a special permit.
COMPILATION OF INFORMATION IN MADRID:
In Madrid, Maria Esparza taught dance to the provincial group, whose 
members came from aU of the other groups. Vitorina Falco gathered 
information on music and Garcia Matos selected the members of the group.
Research in the villages of Madrid was conducted by sending a dance 
teacher, a student who danced and a person to gather information on the 
music. When the music arrived, Vitorina would look it over and if necessary 
she would fix it up. In some cases, this was not required since Garcia Matos 
had akeady obtained it when researching folklore before joining the Feminine 
Division.
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EXAMPLE OF COMPILATION BY CARMEN GORDO:
One day a teacher who led a group in Chinchon (Madrid) came to her 
and said that she was not doing the first step correctiy. Mrs. Gordo replied 
that she herself had, naturally, invented the first step and the man’s second 
step for starting the dance because you could not simply walk out to the stage 
or start a dance without a special beginning.
Were the Choral and Dance groups allowed to use provocative moves in the 
dances?
Everything that was considered pure was allowed. Even mischievous 
songs were permitted.
How was inforrm.tion on the dances compiled?
Matos sent (people) to the villages where he knew there were dances. 
The mayor of a village once called us because he knew that there was an 
interesting dance. We went to the village, four older women taught it to us 
and afterwards we taught it to a group in the village that had been formed 
especially for this purpose. Information on dances was compiled in the 
villages and it remained there, but the groups did not do the research.
Once information on a dance was obtained, it was recorded on a form 
along with the name of the person who had researched it.
Was there any specific way to carry out compilation?
The people in the villages did not have any type of choreography. The 
rnusic would start and they would begin dancing. The people who recorded 
information on the dances already knew, for example, “seguidiUas, and when
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we saw the villagers dancing, we got an idea of what they wanted to do. If we 
saw them dancing a “jota” in a circle, we already knew that it was a 
“rondon”...
TRAVELLING CLASSROOMS:
First, the women from the Choral and Dance group organisation 
would go to compile information on a dance from the older people while the 
Classroom was in the village. Afterwards, the women from the Classroom 
would teach the rest of the villagers. On some occasions here in Madrid, the 
women from the Choral and Dance groups would go there for the weekend 
and teach the steps to the Classroom instructors, and then the Classroom 
instmctors would teach the people in the village during the week.
MAESTRO BENEDITO:
Mrs. Gordo indicated that he never worked with the dances. He only 
worked with the music.
CARMEN CANTERO 1-2-1995
What was the structure of the Choral and Dance group organisation? 
Local, provincial and national offices.
What was the hierarchy within the group?
The groups had a leader and she came under the Feminine Division 
delegate, who was always a “political” figure in the area. If it was a village, 
then the local delegate, and if it was a province, then the provincial delegate.
etc.
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How were boys found in Madrid in the 1960s?
The majority were from the OJE (Spanish Youth Organisation). Ninety 
percent of them were members of the Falange.
In 1965, did the men accept that the leaders and teachers were women?
Well, they accepted them because they had collected the information 
and because there was very strict discipline. The subject never really came up.
What happened when the groups performed out of town?
Discipline was very strict. There was a time for going to bed and for 
practising, and no one could get around the established schedule. The group 
delegate and leader decided on this discipline. The length of the members’ 
bloomers and the fact that their clothes were clean and ironed were highly 
important.
How were the groups financed? Where was money obtained for costum 
and trips, etc.?
From the Feminine Division budget. The Division had a budget like 
any other official organisation at the time. There was incredible austerity 
nothing was wasted, not one single peseta.
Who in the groups was paid?
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The musicians were the only ones paid at the end of the month, but 
the amount was ridiculous. Approximately 1,500 pesetas per month, the 
equivalent of some 20,000 pesetas now. But gradually this money was no 
longer paid and only the leaders of the groups were paid from time to time.
The teachers were never paid, nor were the dancers.
What happened on 1 Aprü 1977?
That day we went (to the office) and were told that it no longer 
belonged to the Feminine Division but to the Ministry of Culture, and that 
we could not take anything out, no costumes, not even our personal items. 
There was a performance and we asked the Feminine Division delegate to 
please let us have the clothing but she refused. We went to look for a place to 
rehearse and they let us do so on Almagro street, near the National 
Delegation. Afterwards, we went to the Music Institute and practised there. 
We did aU this in order not to go one single day without rehearsing. Meetings 
were also held on Almagro street to create an association to organise the 
groups once the Feminine Division was dissolved.
All of us knew that there would be a change in regime. No one was 
caught off guard, but no one had ever imagined that they would not let us 
continue using the Groups’ things.
The Madnd Choral and Dance group was lucky because, when we took 
the first step to maintain the group -we called the deputy secretary of Culture, 
Fernando Castedo, to meet with him-, he asked us what we needed to 
continue and we answered that there were four things: a name, a place to 
rehearse, the costumes and a small subsidy to attend a festival which we were 
already committed to attend (the Puerto Rico Festival) at the end of 
December 1977. This meeting was held a few months before that time. He 
gave us everything. For a name, he told us to use the Ministry of Culture
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Choral and Dance group as long as we liked, for a place to rehearse, he let us 
use the Ministry of Culture theatre itself (now the Ministry of Defence), and 
he let us take the costumes out of the old office.
Did the rest of the groups have the same luck?
The majority of the groups were luckier because they had organised the 
association before then and were able to keep their things without any 
problem. But some encountered another obstacle which was worse, and that 
was, their regional government (“autonomous community” in Spain) didn’t 
help them. Everyone resorted to the body that had replaced the Feminine 
Division, which in some cases was the Ministry of Culture, but in the regions, 
or “autonomies,” it was the regional government.
Do you think there is anything in particular that distinguishes Feminine 
Division groups from the others?
Yes, they have a characteristic discipline, a know-how about managing 
a group -both on stage and off- because they have always selected their 
people very carefully, measuring how much a person meets their expectations 
on the stage as well as off of it. The quality of people as human beings has 
been examined to the maximum. They have been instilled with a sense of 
respect towards fellow members, of doing everything altruistically, of taking 
care of things, of behaving as representatives of Spain when outside the 
country without being conspicuous, and of conveying these “principles” in 
addition to folklore to everyone who comes through the school. From 
childhood, they are taught to be perfect, and about order, cleanliness, 
comradeship... This haUmark has always been maintained in all of the groups.
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Were groups lost in 1977?
Very good groups were lost because they did not have leaders capable 
of the hard work needed to continue during the change. But others have been 
created with people who belonged to the Choral and Dance groups even 
though they don’t have the tradition of the groups that have been maintained.
Much information about the dances was found in the churches.
Was there any relationship between professionals of Spanish dance and the 
people in the Choral and Dance groups?
Yes, there was. At times they consulted us and at others we consulted 
them. For example, Luisillo came to the Choral and Dance groups to put 
together his performances and the Pericet have always taught classes to the 
Choral and Dance groups.
How did the Choral and Dance groups view the professional dancers?
There was no comparison. They were two completely different things.
Here in Madrid, were dances from the province only taught or was everything 
from around Spain taught?
Madrid belonged to New and Old Castile. When the “autonomous 
communities” were set up, it was reduced to (the area oQ Madrid only, but 
our repertoire includes all of Spain as well as Castile. Now when there are 
meetings of the Association of Folkloric Groups, we are confronted with this 
issue but we answer that the rest of the regions are large, just the opposite of 
the Madrid region, and that the groups, for example, the Seville group, do not 
limit themselves to the Seville region, but they perform dances from all of 
Andalusia. When we represent Madrid only, we limit ourselves to the dances
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from the Madrid region. But if we know that the Ciudad Real group does not 
perform a dance that we know, then we also perform it.
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